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INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY.

In 1964 the first Japan/USA Seminar in Education was held in the town of

Olso near the city of Tokyo. The second in the series was held in 1969 on the

campus of the Uhiversity of California, LawrenCe Hall of Science. The basic

arrangements for both of these Seminars for the U.S. side were through the

National Science Foundation-supported Advisory Council on College Chemistry

After nearly 3 decade, plans for a third program were initiated in part through

contacts made by the principal investigator of the current Seminar during a 1977

sabbatical in Japan under the Foreign Scholars Program of the Japan Society for

the Promotion of Science. This Seminar had the endorsement not only of the

Division of Chemical Education, but also the International Activities Committee

of the American Chemical Society. The program came to fruition in November of 1981.

From Japan the participants were selected by a committee designated by the

Division of Chemical Education of the Japanese Chemical Society. Professor

Michinori Oki was designated as the principal investigator from that Society.
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The members of this group were, in addition to Professor Oki: Professor

'Ham) llosoya, Ochanomizu University; Dean Ayao Kitahara, Tokyo Science

University; Professor Kazuo Saito, Tohoku University, Sendai; Professor Tetsuo

Shiba, Osaka University; Dean Takashi Shimozawa, Saitama University; Professor

Yoshito Takeuchi, College of General Education, University of Tokyo.

From the United States, in addition to Pro:ossor Brasted, the participants

were: Professor 0. T. Benfey, Guilford College; Professor Marjorie Gardner,

University of Maryland; Professor Anna Harrison, Mount Holyoke College;

Professor John Hill, University of Wh-cousin - River Falls; Professor William

Kieffer, College of Wooster; Professor Stanley Kirschner, Wayne State Univer-

sity; Professor Joseph Lagowski, University of Texas; Professor W. T. Lippin-

cott, University of Arizona; Professor John Moore, Eastern Michigan University;

Professor Richard Ramette, Carleton College; Professor Bassam Shakhashiri,

University of Wisconsin - Madison.

PLAN AND DEVELOPMENT OF AGENDA.

The title and the theme of the Seminar were established in part through

conferences that were held at the 19791Pacific Basin Congress. A number of

topics, areas of mutual concern, and subjects that might stimulate discussion

were developed over a period of approximately a year. These titles, fleshed

out with possible variations and suggestions, were circulated to the participants

in both countries. An opportunity was afforded for each to indicate those areas

of concern which he or she felt sufficiently comfortable and/or knowledgeable

in order to prepare brief position papers. In addition to the position papers,

which were submitted before the period of the Seminar, the Japanese responded

with full texts for their presentations. Certain of the original titles were

consolidated and others were deleted to conform to the total period of time

ljt
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available for the Seminar.

Within this text, for each of the titles, initials will on occasion be

used parenthetically, referring to a particular contributor. As appendices

the full position papers, as well as the full texts, presented by the Japanese

will be included. The mignitudeof this document is such that only a limited

number of copies could be made available. Copy can be obtained on a loan basis

by contacting the principal investigator from the United States (RCB). Anyone

is at liberty to duplicate this document with the original being returned.

THE PROGRAM.

The first evening's session devoted to the general description of the

procedures, the manner in which the co-chairpersons for each of the day and

evening sessions would operate, including what proved to be a satisfactory

method of accumulating both written and verbal comments during the Seminar.

Each individual had the responsibility of putting into writing a summary of the

verbal comments made during or after each of the position paper discussions.

These were collected and edited when necessary by the rappateur for each

of the sessions. This final report is, then, a digestion and abstraction of
these various comments, including a summary of the position and full text papers.

Any reader of this document with even a rudimentary familiarity of the

Japanese educational system knows that there are major differences between the

United States and Japan, especially in secondary school preparation in science

and mathematics. The present higher education plan in Japan has been in effect-

since World War t1. A later section of this report will provide additional in-

formation on the system where it pertains
particularly to the theme of the

Seminar..
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Both the hurdles and the consensus that led to the accomplishments of

the Seminar are found in the_fallg statement (YT).

"My impression of the U.S. non-major college or tertiary
education is shared, to the best of my knowleuge, by all
of the Japanese ?articipants. Initially we entered into
the Seminar with a somewhat uneasy feeling, knowing that
the American and Japanese points of view were slightly
out of focus. We initially found it difficult to truly
understand you- non-science introductory education. It
was most fortunat'.: that a site visit was planned to the
University of Minnesota since by the first-hand observa-
tion we realized far more explicitly the way in which your
time, faculties, and facilities, as well'as energy in the
non-science major course are spent.

In view of the differences between our two secondary edu-
cation processes, it is doubtful that we should emulate
your system; however, this does not reduce our admiration,
as well as the appraisal of your efforts. We recognize
the variety of teaching methodologies. We are convinced
that you are seeking, and, in some cases, have found what
you believe to be best, and appreciate the fact that you
are spending your efforts in the realization of these goals.

One difference in our educational philosophy stands out,
and that is a basic question of,. "What is a university?"
To us, a university is a place where we teach and the .stu--
dents learn if 't their desire. It seems that to you
in the United States, a university is a place where you

-teach and the students will learn using a wide range of
methods whatsoever they wish. We have, however, a most
basic common philosophy in our education, and that is, we
both teach chemistry because we love the science."

Although there were no plenary sessions as such, one position paper (OTB)

related the eastern and western philosophie in such a way that it made for a

proper introduction to the Seminar.

it was emphasized that, whereas we still think of the modern sciences

as largely based on mechanics (particles moving in space and time), they have

been incorporating also: (a) wave concepts, (b) directional time (entropy,

order/disorder, evolution), and (c) the inner complexity of what originally

were ultimate units or atoms. These three concepts are related essentially

to tradition based on organismic analogies. Their incorporation into modern
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science has brought in the idea of complementarity. That is to say, the

wave-particle dualism, where rational systems cannot combine two concepts.

The oriental tradition, finds complementarity foreshadowed in the Yin-Yang

symbolism. This tradition tends to emphasize organismic rather than mechanical

analogies. A modern synthesis would apparently involve all three of the above -

mentioned traditions. It is suggested that the U.S. and Japanese chemical

educators could jointly explore the feasibility of an entire curriculum

Lhich emphasizes the role of these traditions. It is not likely that such

could be an introductory
course, but could certainly be an enriching course

for students at the upper division (senior level in the Japanese system, or

junior/senior in the American system). It is quite possible that our entire

ecological approach in instruction needs new dimensions that might admit to

the inadequacy of analysis only. It is unfortunate that this kind of an

,,pproach is not well accepted by the conventional science student. Our en-

gineer, pre-medical student is seeking the quick and well-defined answer,

probably one that can be reproduced on an examination without contradiction.

It is obvious that the conceiver and designer of the philosophically oriented

Course such as noted earlier would himself or herself have to be not only well

versed in the sciences but in philosophy. Efforts to produce such have invol-

ved the joint intellects of two or more disciplines; however, the lifetime of

such a course will be'a function of the interest and presence of these indi-

viduals. Senior staff indulging in this kind of instruction and speculation
must be extremely sure of their own knowledge in-depth about the subject. What-

ever makes a student think about such material with a depth that defies rote

memorization of "facts" has an enriching influence on just the kind of student

we are interested in teaching. A possible criticism in the miniscule number
of courses approaching the problem from a holistic point of view is that we

assume that students think as we do (assuming we are ourselves more analytically
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inclined), hhen in fact a student may be more inductive or intuitive than

we think, and might benefit more from this holistic approach than from the

one we usually use, an analytic one. Reverting to historical times, it is

true that philosophy preceded science by many centuries. In more recent times,

science and facts come first. The life of the late ;:obel laur..ate, Yukawa, should

be brought into focus. His approach is, in a sense, reversed, in that he made

his monumental discOveries on the meson vhile thinking in the absolute sense

of a physicist. In his later life he became a very great philosopher, keeping

in mind that at this point in his life, he had,a tremendous knowledge of scien-

tific facts relating to the nucleus, atoms and matter in general.

Two anecdotes out of many score that could be incorporated to emphasize

the need for education of the student described in the title of this Seminar

are noted.

The Japanese cnaracters (Kenji) used to describe mercury are identical

with those of silver, with the exception of the character for water. Ob-

viously, this is related to the original name of mercury, which is hydro-

argentum; however, the non-instructed general populus may (and certain ones

(id) perceive silver and mercury to be the same material. It was conceivable

that unwise legislation could arise from a misunderstanding on the part of

the lawmakers on nothing more than this interpretation.

In the early years of World scar II it was reported (RCB) that all of

the sodium chloride in a university stockroom had been impounded by the de-

fense forces on the basis that sodium chloride had "chlorine" in;it. It is

net difficult to relate or to extrapolate these kinds of judgements to those

that relate to "zero poll.,tion". There are times when different value judge-

ments, are made by persons of incredibly high scientific capability. The

Americans c:an point to the Three Mile Island incident, in which two well-re-

spected pLelic figures, Linu: Pauling and Glenn Seaborg took different points
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of view on the matter of nuclear energy. Still another value judgement in-

. cident is that of a former Director of Environmental Protection Agency. A

statement was made to the effect that, "After listening to all of the pro-

fessional and scientific advice on a matter of the environment and its pro-

tection that ultimately I must go to the citizens of this country for their

final dqcision". Such a statement has almost frightening implications when

one realizes the very minute fraction of the general public of this country

who would be able to make value judgements.

TOPIC 1.

The Intensity or rigor of the introductory course for "our audience" was

examined. It was evident that a balance between or amongst the qualitative

and precise mathematical concepts needs to be established.

An indirect and yet very important issue in the type of course being

developed in .Japan is not only related to the amount of high school prepara-

tion but to the overall capabilities of these students due to the incredibly

high competition for seats in the universities and colleges. The number of

seats is established by the government, since they are the ones that are

paying the cost of education. Such, of course, is not necessarily the case

for private universities, since their fees (paid by'the .Japanese students)

will be considerable.

A comparison (or contrast) between our two countries is pertinent in

this and other topics in the total Seminar program. In Japan there are 88

National Universities, 33 Prefectural, and 304 Private Institutions. In the

latter, the tuition is high, comparable or even exceeding that in our pri-

vate colleges and universities. With a population about twice that of Japan's

the USA counts some 3,000 institutions of higher learning of all types,

obviously excluding the "National" since our plan by our our Constitution

-
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attempted to place education more in the state than federal domain. The

availability of "seats" in Japan is very understandable with these nurnbers

in mind. As a result of high population density in Japan, one person de-

pends upon another and ore industry depends upon another. A far higher de-

gree of integration in the educational system is not only possible but

necessary in the Japanese than in the American system. The integration in

japan is faciliated by a far greater degree of homogeneity In culture and

ethnicity than exists in the USA.

It is possible to weave an entire course with an essentially non-mathe-

matic-1 approach about a study of "the elements" (KS). A number of the par-

ticipants contributed to the discussion about courses or parts of courses
O

that were devoted to this "elementary" approach. The east-west interface

is obvious when one looks to the historical aspects.

The Chinese utilized five elements, including three solids: wood,

metals, and earth, which might, in a sense, be a recognition of the differen-

ces between bond systems (covalent, metallic, and ionic). Paraselsus, in

his classification "tria prima" represents the transition from the Chinese

philosophy to the west in the treatment of sulfur, mercury, and salt. It was

brought to the attention of the Seminar that a new Australian purse utilizes

as\ a basic approach the emphasis on earth, air, fire, and water, represen-

ting a further return to the "elements", proceeding to the historical develop-

ment of the 19th certury, and the basic concepts of elements and the combina-

tion of-atoms to form compoundS, and the fulfillment of transinutation with

the 20th century ideas of internal structure and nuclear phenomena. An in-

teresting byplay on the development from the time of the alchemists to the

present day research philosophy is found in a transition from secrecy to

openness. The former was probably partly to safeguard powerful knowledge

from misuse and the latter suggests a faith that knowledge by itself enlightens
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and will lead humanity to higher levels of civilization. The current litera-

ture seems to be oriented towards the whole idea of getting back to nature,

not only from the above mentioned Australian course and its text "Chemistry,

Key to the Earth, but also by a text by one of the Seminar particIpants (JWM)

with an originating chapter onthe elements followed by sections on the

earth, air, fire, and water. It is a unique text that has been written

within the past fr years that doesn't loudly proclaim that it "has gone back

to descriptive chemistry".

Admitting-that a variety of non-mathematical approaches are possible

in the "non-major" course, it is evident that the more arithmetically oriented

the student is, the broader will be the spectrum of material that can be pre-

sented. Every encouragement should be given to the advisors in particularly

the U.S. high schools to include as much math and science as possible for the

student entering the college program, regardless of ac Ultimate goals sought

by the !tudent. At times it is necessary for us to make a decision as to

whether one teaches "what he know" or "how we know it".

TOPIC 2. The adequacy of texts, manuals, laboratory workbooks for the non=
major student.

The adequacy of materials is very much a function of the

teacher.' It is the obligation as well as the privilege of the teacher to add,

subtract, and even correct materials that are found in current texts. Texts

are designed or could he designed with two virtually orthogonal approaches

for-the non-major student. If we in general assume the importance of an en-

vironmental approach, it is possible to start t%ith the basic chemical con-

cepts and work in the environment as is appropriate; or contrarywise, to

start with an environmental object or situation and use chemistry to explain

phenomena. The latter virtually assumes a case study approach. A modular

1
A A.
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approach has been successfUl in teaching laboratory; why then could not a

text be designed with a series of modules relating the environment to chemical

phenomena? A partial answeer to vhy such are not produced is simply financial.

It does not seem that these modules would "sell". For those with long memories,

there is the historical situation of the "paperback'', which attempted to treat

small units of chemistry, with a cc irse then be_ng based on a collection of

these paperbacks.

A Japanese participant (YT) not only succinctly, but poetically, summarized

much Of the thinking in this matter of suitability of materials.

"Your purpose shoAld be to teach chemistry rather than to
protect chemistry from the criticism of the general popu-
lation. We must never forget that the necessary materials
snoUld be placed in the hands of the students so that they_
gin-manage to walk using a variety of paths to the foot of
the mountain of chemistry".

.

_-

TOPIC 3. The laboratory :n the non-science major course.

Throughout the deliberations a recurring issue, needs to be highlighted.

In virtually every area, concepts introduced for the non-major seemed as of-

ten as not to 1.e transferrable to the more science oriented student. Amongst

a number of major diffciences between the Japanese and the American system,

particularly at the introductory° level, is the matter of laboratory. The

- 0

difference starts within the secondary school where, as previously noted and

will again be brought into focus, the Javanese student'has received a far

more intensive sAence and mathematics odim:ion than has his or her counter-

part in the U.S A.

Since the Japanese students feel that they have accomplished all the

laboratory they need in the secondary school course, enthusiasm for labora-

tory beyond that level is minimal. It would be questionable to say that all

American students moving from the high school to the college non-major
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% laboratory course are imbued with great enthusiasm; however, in many cases,

this will be the first and perhaps only laboratory encountered. Every effort

-should be made to produce the most meaningful and educationally sound labora-

tory-that is possible.

Serious consideration needs to be given to the economics of the labora-

tory-as part of the non-major course, whether in the U.S.A. or Japan. The

Japanese., for instance, have as an option a Sogo Kosu, or a non-lab "Uni-

fied-Course". It is well understood by all participants that the laboratory,'

regardleS of the nature of the course, is an expensive contribution to total

eduCatiOn. Cost/benefit ratios need to be considered.

: 1.
4.,

TOPIC 4. Adapatation of techniques involving recent glevelopments in technology
--i
. c

(computers and other applications in instruction and learning, video
.
and audio tapes, programmed instruction, peer instruction.[Keller

,-.

and other plans], closed circuit and other T.V. applications).
k

This topic was one,of a number that represented a major shared interest...

The Japanese (TS) are strengthening their program in both computer assis-.

ted instruction and computer managed instruction through the efforts of the

t -

Japan Society for Science Education, established in 1976. The fact that some

50-percent of the papers at the last annual meeting of the Japanese Chemical.

SOCietY's education program dealt with the use of computers is most significant.

The introduction of computers represents a complete change in the educational
- -'`A

Philosophy,' from past times. The Japanese student appears to be more interes-

ted in a method of approach or "play" tHan.the seeking of truths that arise

from observation._ It is a natural assumption that the methods of instruction

should be re-evaluated and innovations,should,follow. The claim is made that
e

computer-assisted instruction adopts more readily to large classes, since a_

more effective.data-coIlecting procedure is available..

A very sophisticated approach in Japan using CAI was developed to

' 4 I'



.evaluate achievement in the secondary school course with students using the rudiments

of both the, CBA and CHEMS approaches. It was possible through the use of this

approach.to.evaluate the level of difficulty for all of the major topics-

studied in the secondary school chemistry course. There is no reason why this

would be significantly different than the results derived from the tertiary

introductory course.

In the Japanese approach there are still major difficulties to overcome.

The_software is anything but routine; the adaptation of the laboratory-experience

o
is far from perfect when sitting before a terminal. There are inherent diffi

culties in displaying Japanese characters, and finally, there is the perennial

dollar,(or yen) input. The Japanese have requested that an international

program bank ee established.

.....
J1Wcapahilities now exist for an almost infipite variety of quizzing

operations that would be part of a personalized system of instruction, as well

?

as for more traditional courses. The obvious warping in the generation of

such examination questions lies in the student becoming an automaton in

problem-solving and less Haan proficient in reasoning and ability to commu-

nicate. Obviously, the computer is not only a tool for producing the examina-

tion, but also in grading and record keeping. The diagnoitic process is used

in a. number of institutions developed by another of the participants (BZS).

Almost daily progress the student makes in class work can be monitored with

appropriate suggestions as to where help might be obtained based upon nearly

continuous quizzing. This teaching and learning process is known in this

country, by the acronym CHEM TIPS (Chemistry Teaching Information Processing

Seri/ice, J. Chem. Ed., 52 588 [1975]). In outline form, the computer serves

some major functions:
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o Remediation

Drill and'practice, the basic tutorial computer-assisted instruc-
tion, and teaching of non-chemical skills, including math and re-
lated deficiencies.

o Administrative FUnctions

The preparation of examinations, homework, scoring of examinations,
diagnosis, of student deficiencies, record-keeping, and interactive
testing.

o Simulation

Since 'the capabilities of graphics now exist in readily available
,

form, pre- and,post:laborato6 instruction is possible, as well as
instrumental simulations, microscopic models-and industrial, en-
vironmental, and social problems.

o Student Programming

Students are coming to our classes regardless of the nature of ,the
course with a variety of skills in programming; Student programs:
-have been used to do such varied things as simulating the distribu-,
tion and decomposition of DDT in an ecosystem. Obviously, there
are ancillary chemical facts that have to be developed before a
program can be written. Such a progra" construction is not different
than a term paper, since a variety of skills hairelto be developed,'but in addition quantitative material must be incorporated in the
program. Just as a valid examination

instrument/needsto be thoroughly
tested before presentation, so.must a computer program be thoroughlytested.

A National Science Foundation supported program is now underway in this

country, co-directed by two of the participants (JJI, and JWM) that will result

in/a network of prOgrams that will bp thoroughly tested. The information so

derived will be widely disseminated. It was the considered opinion of all of

the participants in the Seminar that the three words in CAT or CAL be taken at

, full value. Computer Assisted Instruction or Computer Assisted Learning mean
I

just that - the computer is to assist in the teaching, and not be the teacher.

This comment arose from a program currently underway in this country in which

a selected number of universities will be developing a course to be taught to

engineers exclusively by computer. It was emphasized more than once that in-

structors should adapt to, but not necessarily adopt, instructional technology.
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Students are influenced and benefit from a variety of techniques. It is a

mistake for any one,ihstructional tool,to be solely adopted. Other tech-

,

piques that were part of the Seminar discussion aid which were demonstrated

or illustrated include: video tapes in ,the color format (RCB) that tould by

used as,a library- of demonstrations (the need for live demonstrations is,not

neglected, but rather the aim is to giVe the opportunity to the student' to

see a demonstration a number of times/at a more leisure4y pace); audio tapes

p

for the more pedantic and-often assumed-operation including stoichiometry,

balancing of equations, nomenclature(/; the variations on 2x2 slides which'

could include a sound, component. It is An important and not often appreciated

_part of computer instruction that the student is involvedin an interaction

rather than a passive process, whilch is the usual'situation for video and

audio materials. (Two reference Sources that may be of interest to the reader

arc: -,Alfred Bork's "Learning with Computers ", -Digital Press, Bedford, Massa-

. .
chusetts,

' I

01730 1981;,John Moore
'

editor, "Iterations: Computing in'the
/

,

Journal of Chemical Education, a959- 1981 ", Division of Chemical, Education,

/

Springfield, PA, 1981.)

A special use (JTM) of the computer, is one that'does not involve

direct student interaction with the terminal. Rather, the computer is used

to facilitate written materials that would result in the production of modules

applicable, for instance; to/the laboratory. A modular approach to laboratory_

would have major advantage.? over the classical manual Operations, in that up-

dating would be possible atl whatever frequency is necessary to describe .-change

in a particuldr system or case study. A particular case study might be that

of the effect of stratospheric ozone on chlorofluorocarbons. Such an ex-

periment would probably need to be updated at least once a year if we are to

examine the history of tliissenvironmental problem over the past decade. A
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current NSF-supported effort co-directed"by two of the participants-(JL

and JTM) of the Japan/USA Seminar is involved in the development of soft-

ware th;t;7111-produee environmental case study modules for both secondary

and tertiary\level courses. The task of tracking 'and storing information

on a large number of environmentally-oriented modules could be accomplished.

easily by the modern micro - computer; thus,. a word-proceising system is being,

investigated that can handle scientific texts, graphic systems, and is amen-
...-.

able to editing and m intaining-a-current-status-for-each-module.

The instructor .,Whether it be in the computer, demonstration, or other

,

area of instruction, viust always recognizethe limitations of hi.S. or her

audience. There ois-a vast difference between being entertained and being

instructed. Before, during, and/or after any instructional approach.

whether computer simulation or demonstration, it is necessary to be sure that

there is established a basis for understanding.

A very consequential issue now facing the educational community, whether

*

in.thc.,, U.S.A. or Japan, is the curtailment or even elimination of funding

in undergraduate education. The National Science Foundation has virtually

ceased to exist as a 'unit capable of financing large-scale additions of

hardware to the undergraduate instructional facilities of universities and

collegeS. Laboratories, l'esoUrce centers, and other facilities equipped

with computer must at-least in the U.S.A. seek other funding sources, some

of which are no more dependable than the National Science Foundation in our

current era of diminishing financial resources.

TOPIC 5 Evaluation and testing instruments.

There were both similarities and differences evidenced in the evaluation

processes used in .Japan and in the United States.

I
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An often used evaluation process in the U.S. institutions will be through

verbal or oral questioning. A grade may in part depend upon the contribution

that each member of -a class will make. 'Dialogue between memberi of a class

and the,teacher is also common during lectures.. It was stressed that, for

historical reasons, the Japanese student is not likely.to express an opinion.

during lecture in a large or even a small class. Such a basis for grading

would he unsuitable. Japanese students are likely to resist venturing an opinion

if he or she knows that they are not particularly strong in a discipline. The

American student is-not usually so inhibited.

Although not uniform, there is justification for the feeling tliat we (U.S.A.)

are likely to overexamine, almost to,the point of examining more than we teach.

Virtually the opposite is the case in Japan, in part because of differences in

the availability of supporting staff (graders) for large courses. Although

the multiple choice eAamination is encountered in many levels of instruction

in the United States, such an instrument is not frequently used in Japan.

When large numbers of students are being evaluated in the research oriented

institutions, a sufficient cadre of teaching assistants will be available to

grade examinations based upon the problem solving,,and/or essay type. Both

o --- countries are moving in the direction of the most sensible application of com-
.

puters in the testing' rocess. The essay examination is especially amenable to

a multi-pronged approach_to the evaluation process. It is assuthed'that an

examination should: (a) provide the student with an opportunity to tell

what he or she has learned; (b) to provide the teacher with a mechanism of

identifying his or her failures; (c), divide_a course into units for study pur-

poses, and (d) provide a total review of the course--in preparation for a

,:final examination. Variations are found in one,or more examinations being re-
.

placed by -a term paper. Other options for multiple testing is that of dropping

one examination, using the average of the remaining exams. The ever-present
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problem of either grading On an absolute scale or on a curve seems to have

no ready solution.

Since the student entering the university system in Japan is highly

selected and has received the uniquely rigorous high-school background in

chemitry and mathematics, thneed for a highly sophisticated and complex

' grading system dues not seem to be necessary. A single examination plus

final seems ,,to be adequate in differentiating abilities. The usual spred

seemed to be approximately one-third in the superior, or "A", category,

and the test were Bs and Cs. It was also pointed out by the Japaneie

that their system of evaluation is in a state of transition. The exclusion

of student enrollments has meant,that some universities, private and

national, "are accepting students who , in other years, might not have been

accepted. There will be a continuing need for new and more effective pro-
,

ficiency examinations. In view of the freedom,within universities to, e-

stabiish their own educational plan, it is likely that the U.S. system of e- ,,,

valuation is far more interactive than that of Japan. It is not unique to

find in the U.S. student body a fraction of the individuals who feel, that the

examination is in violation of their learning integrity. An examination may

be a memorization test, and not one that establishes a capacity to reason.

On the other hand, poor performance on an examination is sometimes rationalized

by the student that the questions did not test basic learning. It is less

than a uniform policy amongst the teaching faculties in the United States to

deduct points from a given question for improper English or spelling. The

Japanese feel that their students are capable of expressing themselves

adequately in their own language. The Americans, unfortunately, cannot make

that same claim.

Evaluation instruments for the non-major course can take a variety of

forms that are essentially non-Mathematical: A few are mentioned. In the

1 "
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"pseudo term paper" form, a class (RCB) can be asked, to describe in perhaps

no more than a page some twelve or more compounds about which they feel they

si
have some knowledge that they did not have when they entered the course. These

can be compounds known by trade names that fall into the pharmaceutical, fun-

gicidal, herbicidal, macromolecular, nutritional, structural, fabric, to

mention but a Tew. The student, even at this stay of sophistication, is

able to either use the text, reference sources/found at the library, or dis-

cussions with members of the faculty to discuss structure, synthesis, or ex-

traction, as well as use and misuse. Another(WK) is to choose a series of

forms of matter which may include compounds or mixtures and tell what they

know about, it now. Still another approach /`is to ask'the student to put into

the language of the complete non-science person an explanation of a phenomenon.
/

that might be recorded in the mass media./ It is an obvious rule that the quickest

way to-learn something is to try to tell somebody else.

The micro, or "mini" computer (Pet,/ Apple, RST-80-types) properly and .

imaginatively used op6ns new vistas in, the evaluation, processes, which in turn
/

.affects teaching methodology not only/at the non-major but at any level. An

..earliel- section (4) suggested the use of the computer in testing although such
41.

was not the major thrust of that topic or area. The opportunities for pro-

ducing testing instruments, each different in the numerical component are

virtually unlimited, especially for courses at the introductory level.

As important as the production of the examination, is the fact that it can be

graded within minutes of completing the exercise. Thus computer testing is al-

most a necessity if large numbers of students are to use one or another Of

the so-called self paced or pdrsonalized systems of instruction.

O

TOPIC 6f The interdisciplinary course or program.

Both countries have haCI a rich history in the development cf interdisciplinary

programs and continue to i'vestigate new approaches.

2o
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The history of the interdisciplinary approach the sometimes referred

to "cultural" course has in some institutionsenjoyed a high level of success.

It is not essentially different-from country to country. The success has

almoit without exception been attributed to one or perhaps two persons.

Throughout the lifetime of the course, the enthusiasm of these few individuals

(more commonly, one individual) is responsible for its success. With either

the loss of interest or the transfer of interests by these (or this) individuals

the course dies a slow and often lingering death. The primary problems that

%seem associated with the success'of such a course are: (1) the .basic training
C

and nature of most instructors which must >be highly specialized; (2) a limited

perspective on the part of the instructor not conducive to the interdisciplinary

concept; (3) the student clientele usually is of highly mixed background,

as well 'as limited maturity. A suggested solution to the problem is to peruse

essentially an interdisciplinary approach, assuming the instructor has the

capability of incorporating a large number of interdisCiplinary examples

illustrating-the major principles being taught. Members of the Seminar were

of the belief that a single thethe could be chosen for a course with the nu-

merbus'basic principles relating to that theme being incorpoiated. There are

obVious choices such as energy, with the multitude of ramifications that are

chemically oriented toward this theme.

An interdisciplinary course produced for students at the upper division

and thus similar to the'Japanese "Senior level" course is not unique in\the
0

U.S.A. educational system. It should be mentioned that the Japanese College

of General Education in certain universities is not entirely a so-called\

"junior" program. The-third and fourth years, however, may be very limited in

enrollment in the College of General Education. science can

he, and is, given to such students. Several of these from both coLntries\are

mentioned briefly.
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'A junior or senior one credit course offered by one of the American

participants (OTB) is essentially, one of the history of science. A pre-

requisite is a history course, as well as one lab science course. The en-

rollment ;-; :ar;e;y fro: the humanities and social sciences. The major

themes are: cosmology (from the Egyptian era to the Big Bang); atomism

reverting to the GTeex and to electron structure; and finally, evolution,

including astronomy, chemistry, biology, geology from the ancient times to

the present. An olportunity is afforded in this course to stress the power

of mathematics from the Babylonian contributions, the knowledge of the Py-

thagorian theorum, and on to the more recent mathematical patterns in elec-

tron structures. [Several references texts are noted. Th. Kuhn, Copernican

Revolution; A. E. E. McKenzie, Major Achievements of Science; H. Butterfield,

'Origins of Modern Science. A number of the reprints in the Nuffield series

are pertinent: Structure of Matter; Architecture of the Heavens; The Dis-
-

coVery of Time] Yrt.only in the interdisciplinary.approach, but in,others,

the use of term paper assignments was notable. These papers varied from

complete freedom of choice to a rather highly structured project with monitoring

throughout the term. Such courses are successfully treated, as long as the

afoieMentionedcnthusiasm exist y a team approach. Unusual success has been

achieved working with the Oriental disciplines, as well as other sciences and

religions.' What appears on the surface'to be an orthogonal approach to "inter-

disciplinary programs" is to use an "adisciplinary approach". It would be

possible to use both concepts. A name well known to the scientific and educa-

tional community, Joel 'Hildebrand, has defined the "scientific method" which,

if followed, could certainly tell us much about the conduct of the'course

for the non-major. In his words, "to be successful in unlocking the doors

concealing nature's secrets, a person must have ingenuity. If he does not
o

have the key for the lock, he must not hesitate to try to pick it, to climb

22
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in a window, or even to kick in a panel. If he succeeds,, it is more by

ingenuity and determination, than by method".

To better understand the Japanese approach in either interdisciplinary

courses or special instruction for the non-major, one must appreciate the

fact that in the national or Imperial universities, the sour-year course

of university study is divided into two major branches. The junior level

. course (different nomenclature than that used in the United States) is essen-
:,

tially a two-year program that is conducted on the gMpus of a College of

General Education, often phySically separated from the "Senior"
cam?us. (See earlier)

Students completing this general college education would proceed to a

second campus, which for the most part would be a collection of professional

schools or departments. thelatter is referred to as senior education. The

experithc.1 of the Komaba College of General Education campus of the University

of Tokyo is of interest, since these are.. some changes in the philosophy in in-

struction over the past decade. The so-called arts students are supposed to

choose two subjects out of a variety of science areas in order to satisfy a

-'"group requirement". Some seven or eight different areas might be chosen;

howeVer, two of the most' commonly chosen are chemistry'and biology, apparently

not because of an inherent love of the sciences, but rather since the high

school or secondary approach has been so outstanding, the chemistry and biology

in the first tertiary course may not be especially challenging. The result is

no particular vote of confidence for our particular field. Two new subjects

.have been introduced to, in-part, alleviate this situation on this campus.

One is'hn Introduction to Science, a basic history of science, while a second

is' the Unified Course (Scig6 Kosu). Since there are so many individudl areas

of science included in this unified course, the amount-of chemistry is ex-

tremely small, some thred-lectures out of 25. The individual instructor

may choose an area that he or she considers to be amenable to this brief

0 '1
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introduction. A case in point is to explain some of the geometrical or

"shape" concepts in chemistry. Currently, the unified course is heavily

populated by the science-oriented student, and therefore, does not totally

resOnd to the problem of a suitable course for-the non-major. The first

mentioned-modified course "Introduction to Science" varies-depending upon

the philosophy of the lectUrer for that course. It also will be a function

of the textbook since in many cases they are written by the lecturers chosen

to conduct the course. The content of most books is far less than a quarter

of the total in chemistry. The clientele of the unified course varies from

university to university throughout Japan, catering more to the arts students

in some institutions than for others.

A three semester sequence of lectures (HH) is presented in Japan. The

first series incorporates some of the geometric aspects of molecules, in-
.

eluding confirmational analysis. The second is an exploration of molecular

.structure, with a major thesis being light and its absorption. The third is

an interesting combination of molecular vibration and motion incorporated

into,a kind of ballet or dance production. This approach might be described

as "stereo dynamics". This last mentioned segment is reminiscent of a ballet

of molecular reaction that was produced for an American Chemical Society national

meeting (Baltimore) almost 40 years ago. It leads one to the conclusion that

there is indeed a very large wheel that rotates, albeit very slowly.

A one semester course for non-majors developed over many years (AJH) for

students who obviously are intellectually curious but not scientifically motiva-

I-
ted is described. The course requires three lectures with demonstrations, one

discussion, and three laboratory hours per week.

The course is focused upon surrounding phenomena and orchestrated about

(1) forces between atoms to give molecules and ions, and (2) the forces between

molecules and/or ions to give properties of macromolecules. Topics and principles
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essential to these themes arc developed within the framework of this orches-

tration. By the end of the course, the student is capable of understanding to

a reasonable degree the nature as we currently perceive it,,of substances com-

posed of large molecules and ions, such as polymers, both naturally occurring,

And synthetic.

The-laboratory is dedicated to experiments, not exercises, and is designed

to give the student the opportunity to have experience with the processes of

science, including the uncertainties of measured quantities.
'

a

In both the lecture and the laboratory the quantitative nature of chemis-

try is always present, with primary emphasis upon the mole. The quantity of

numerical calculations required of, the student is restrained. On the surface,

it may appear to be reasonably traditional, since amongst the topics included ,

arc the properties of the phases of matter, ideal and non-ideal systems,

equilibrium, chemical properties, solution chemistry, pH, and bonding amongs

1the traditional topics that are covered, with kinetiCs and thermodynamics

being slighted. The adaptation to the non-major is a function of the instruc-

tor''s ability to "orchestrate" the process.

A possible single theme approach for an interdisciplinary course, a

special symposium at a national meeting or :my central theme could be an item

possessed by virtually every student in every college, university, and in fact,

school child in either country the hand calculator. The various

branches of chemistry, physics, metallurgy, ceramic engineering, polymer, the

liquid state (e.g., liquid crystals), semiconduftors, thin layer, acid etching,

and:basic electrochemistry could all be interwoven at whatever level of sophis-

tication one wishes to choose.

Still another variation of the "disciplinary theme is to consider a

course as being multi-disciplinary, in which the difference is perhaps best

noted in the following diagrams. It is obvious that we could'use the term

1-4 -
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"disciplinary" theme is to consider a course as being multi-disciplinary, in

which the difference is noted in the diagrams. It is

obvious that we could use the term "interdisciplinary-oriented course"; how-

ever, the terminology "multi-disciplinary-oriented course" would not be

proper.

Interdisciplinary

C

Multidisciplinary
AA C At) B VC

As controversial as any item in this topic was the basic background of
O

the students in the course, especially in mathematics (see 1 above). It would

be difficult to make meaningful an interdisci linary or multi-disciplinary ap-

proach to such topics as energy, environmental, concepts including pollution

without having at least some feeling for exponential numbers.

cent of parts per million and parts per billion are absolutely

we are to incorporate any feeling for the levels of pollution.

A major contribution alli) to the Seminar was one which interrelated
0

chemical and mathematical thihking. Perhaps the level of reasoning needed

The very con-

essential if

to 1ppreciate this presentation is beyond that of the usual introductory non-

major course; however, the reasoning brought to focus through interactions of

chemistry and mathematics as centered about structural formulas provides

an instructive pathway. The basic concept is the assumption that there are two

different ways.for logical thinking, deduction and inductior. Mathematics would

perhaps be the most deductive, and chemistry is certainly very much more induc-.

tive. Even mathematics has been developed over many, many decades through re-

peated chains of both deduction and induction. Throughout history chemistry has

depended upon the quantification needed to prove otherwise assumed existence
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'of moletuleS and atoms and indeed eventually the fundamental particles of

matter. It was not until the 19th century that topological approaches were

possible through,t e insights of-such memorable persons as Liebig, Kekule,
,

Franklin, Kolbe, Van't Hoff, LaBelle, and Fischer. Periodicity concepts of

Lothar Meyer and Mendeleev also contributed. The importance of both graph

and group theory to understand the structural and other isomeric forms of

molrectileS , especially conformational analysis clearly relates mathematics.

and chemistry. The mathematical-chemical interface is elegantly presented in

the full: treatment of the Kekule resonanee structures of benzene. The reasoning

applied Ito this system can be extended to the various mathematical features

of structural formulae, obtaining a perspective view of chemical substances

ancrChaMical logic. The frontiers of electron theory of Fukui and the.con-

tributionS OfWeodward and Hoffman in their classification processes provide
5 ...

sthemeelianistic,local information on the reacting species by the use of sym

metry properties of the simplest molecular orbitals. Certainly the combined

efforts of these three individuals is an outcome of successful chemical and

mathematical thinking. The so-called non-major in chemiStry-certainly could -

be- 'a highly mathematically trained, and oriented person, but who has little

information on the basic elements of chemistry. This kind of approach should_

not only be challenging but fascinati4 to such an Individual. It is possible

that the Seminar was devoted to'tocr much in the way of energy and time to the

person who is trying to avoid every semblance of organized thinking. The author
N

of this presentation fe..t that it was our task talet the chemistry non-major.

student know that the ay of thinking which chemists have used to construct !

modernschemical models has not diffexed_greatly from what mathematicians

and physicists do. The chemist prefers to play in the 'diversity or peculiarity

of the world, rather than in the simplicity of nature. The importance of pure

icience, should not be ignored or slighted in turning attention to the non-science

student.
27



One cannot separate the ideas of interdisciplinary approaches,from

the "non traditional approaches" in teaching chemistry to the non-science

Oriented student. When either an interdisciplinary or a non-traditional

approa41 is to be developed, one question deserves an answer: "What goals

are to-be identified that would differ such an approach or approaches from

the traditional course"? Regardless of the course, the 'student must be pro-

vided an opportunity to digcover that he or she can: (a) understand science,

(b) learn about-how nature behaves,from a, scientific point of view, (c) learn

something-of science independently, without specific instructions from ithe

teacher of the course. These objectives are obtainable by a multitude of ,

routes.' A, number of.them-have already been discussed. The single-theme ap-

proach was mentioned briefly in the Nn-traditional approach through a study

of the "Ele1 Ments". Thus, an interdisciplinary or non-traditional approach
a 1

might evolve about the element sulfur in, terms of its chemical; physical,

nuclear, and radiochemical properties, its medicinal and biochemical functions,

its industrial chemistry, including the economics of sulfur and its compounds..

Obviously, the'samegeneral outline could be used for a wide variety of elements

with the same,or different ancillary topics.

-Still in the nature of non-traditional approaches we find that a number of

museums in the United States, as well as Japan, are taking a lesson from the

Deutsches Museum in Munich, establishing exhibitions that are chemically orien-

ted. Other diSoiplines have outstripped chemistry in this area of popularizing

chemistry for the benefit of the non- science oriented citizen. Certain exhibitions

are created for special occasions, such as one entitled "Chemistry for Future

Life" in Japan. The exhibition includes a special collection of elements ar-

ranged essentially in a periodic table format. Special "button lighting"

mechanisms will be used to highlight the chemical elements including a number of
0

ancillary explanations in origin, reactions, and use. At the end of the exhibition,

23
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the collection will be donated to the National Science Museum of,Ueno, Tokyo,

Japan. This approach was one of several suggested.' The use of travelling

exhibitions, laboratories and instrumental collections, amongst others, is a

iayin which the central museum of a state or country may provide useful in-

formatien in outlying areas where the general public would not be able to be-

come involved in scientific processes. Not totally different in concept is

rthe' travelling "chemical show" originating at a, state or private institution

(that would move into the outlying regions providing "attention getting" demont

,stratiOns and experiments at local high schools. Thus, formal course work

!within the university or college_woUld not be the only approach to acquaint

the general public wifh the importance the scientific method.

Concluding this topic discussion, an outstandingly successful sequence

Of Bourses that are both in the non-traditional and in the interdisciplinary

arena are offeredunder the Earth Science Curriculum Project (ESCP), the
i

Interdisciplinary Approaches to Chemistry (IAC), and a special presentation

on cosmology andevolUtion, including the ancillary and interrelated areas

of geology, astronomy, biology; and chemistry, taught by one of the leaders

of the field in the evolution of life at the University of Maryland, Professor

Cyril Ponriamperuma.

TOPIC 7. The Science-Economics-Political Interface in the Instruction of
the Chemistry Student.

There was general agreement that the properly taught non-major, as well

asany chemistry course, would include the responsibilities of chemistry to

the general public and would not exclude the international as well as

the political interface. Questions that need to be addressed would involve

the breadth of training for the teacher of such a course. In other words, do

we have the time, expertise, or even the prerogative to discuss the oftentimes

eve

O
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little appreciated factor in the international relations such as bargaining

in the chemical market from a position of weakness. Can we teach enough of

industrial processes for our students to appreciate the implications in our

daily lives, for instance, of one nation cornering a market in such impor-

tant ores or raw materials as bauxite, important alloying elements of cobalt,

iron, wolfram, and nickel, to mention but a minute spectrum of chemical

species. One of the most natural areas to weave the interface of science-
.

economics-pqlitics would be the general area of energy and all of its ramifica-

tions, certainly not limiting ourselves to fossil fuels.

The representatives of both countries in the Seminar agreed that it was

neither desirable nor necessary to produce an entire course built upon this

theme. It was noted in Japan that certain of these interrelationships came into

play when the student was: taught of the change from more easily obtained ammo-
,

nium sulfate as a fertilizer to urea, which involVed a new sequence of inter-
,

national and trade relations. The chemistry involved is not complex but is

imporfan,t, in the fact that the soil of Japan was being destroyed because of

lime being added to fertilized soil containing ammonium sulfate. The calcium

sulfate was soon overloading the surface. Whatever the pollution of our en-

vironment, air, water, earth, it is obvious that pollutants are no respectors
. _

of international boundaries. One needs to look no further than the subject that

has been with us for decades, but is only now receiving attention in the mass
a -

media, "acid rain". Additional opportunities for this kind of interaction are

found'in the last of our items for discussion noted just below.

As part of the interface, it is necessary that the student be made aware
//

of potential implicatiOns when emotional issues are allowed to take over.

Although apparently remote from a course for non-majors, it was worthy of

30 r
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mention that both of our counttries ha ilable for legislative consultation

prestigious bodies. In the United S ates there is the National Academy of

Sciences and in Japan the Science ouncil of Japan. It was a general.feeling

thht if these bodies were proper y consulted; many of the chemical-political

problems could boat least broyght to partial solution.

TOPIC 8. Case Studies as a Teaching Tool.

It was not difficult ofind common ground for the two countries in .

insirdctiOnal process wh n the subject of case studies and the environment

were brought into focu Not only were entire courses discussed at some length,

but also the way in w ich otherwise theoretical material could be brought to

life and into the re(l world by the appropriate use of case histories and case

studies. It is no difficult to get a student's attention when you initiate

f
a discussion that involves chemicals or other materials that directly affect

his- or her healti and well being. A brief survey (MO) and summary of some

problems that a/re concerns of the Japanese was presented. The participants

(and the,readr of this report) should make the,obvious deduction that we are

not that far apart in our problems. Our "citizen" must be made aware of the

fact-that well defined- quantity-are-absolutely-necessaryi-but

in the- wror/g envirOnment'or in excess po-e a major problem. Chlorine as a

/
war -gas versus as a germicide is one example.; Others would include morphine

/

4
and her In gas pharmaceuticals and medicinals, but in excess and,in wrong

usage s "drugs" in the worst sense,

}fie easily invoke the mass media who often report on incredibly small coil.-

centrations of known Carcinogens existing in materials surrounding us an in-
/

/
voliFing ingestion (e.g., meat cooked via the barbeque route). The "zero"

'
poillution syndrome is easily invoked.,' An excellent case of the application

of some chemical principles to avoid' a potential hazard is the replacement of

a
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benzene b' toluene. The whole range of limits of purity can and should be

illustrated by.simple examples. A scientific demonstration is-illustrative.

Even the most elementary student can appreciate the fact that it is possible

to precipitate chloride ion by silver ion. If such a precipitation occurs

using treated potable waters it is obvious that we are not,dealing with "a

pure substance". If a solution is sufficiently diluted, then the addition,

of silver nitrate will not produce the visible chloride precipitate. All of

the students, hopefully, will still say that the water is impure because of the

excess silver nitrate added. A similar experiment with the iodide ion will

drive home the fact that same concentrations of the two ions, chloride and

iodide, will not result in the same observation when silver ion is added.

. A more sensitive device has'been used with AgC1 not precipitated but AgI

forming a precipitate. Again, simple but effective detection'and estimation

devices such as paper chromatography can be used to prove that one chemical

test is not necessarily adequate in 'proving or disproVing the presence of a

contaminant. Tne concept of significant figures and their meaning is evident.

:Credibility of science and necessarily of the courses we teach is often depen-

dent upon understanding sensitivity of these pollution limits. Perhaps it

isa-problem-in both countries for the scientists, particularly-those involved
fa

in health and the environment to "get their act together" and establish realistic

and meaningful limits. Even understanding significant figures will be of little

use if the scientist does not provide realistic figures. The international

and worldwide dimensions of chemistry are driven home when the environment is to

be contaminated either through the oceans or in the air.. The "citizen" is thus

faced not only with domestic legislation, but international legislation (note

(1 above). The role of the individual as opposed to or in conformance With

the role of a total population is indeed another excellent example of the en-

vironment and its protection. A pollutant created by a single person or a
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single small functional group (school, home, factory) may be insignificant.

Multiply this-small fraction by an incredibly large number and the result

may be cataArophic. .The obvious chemicals that come to mind are carbon

monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, oxides of sulfur, and the fluorocarbons. In

this sense, the Japanese islands are extremely vulnerable, with a population of

110 million, where 70 percent of the land is not suitable for-housing and only
"T.

'very small fractions of the land tillable. An important econ'omic,interface

is\obvious not only for Japan, with its high density, but with the United

States, with its ever increasing population density. There is a time in his-.,

tery,when we may well have to quell our desires for an ever rising standard

of living,-when these standards result in ever increasing pollution. Choices

Must be made. Those chemicals useful for purification (germicidal chlorination)

may even become suspect when oth:),r reactions reidt that produce undesirable

, and,harmful by-products. Our students in the so-called none-major course can

'- easily be made aware of such ecisystems as the chlorination of hydrocarbons
,, ,

(in the just - mentioned germicidal action), the.effluent phosphates, that will

lead to the elimination of our fresh waters as such, the increasing lead content

due to the high automobile population. The economic aspects are clearly evident

0

_when,the..student
realizes_that.an-object-worth-$1,00-a-decade ago- maybe on- the"

market for $2.00 or $3.00 currently because of the extra costs in protecting

°thc environment.

I

Certain already appreciated ideas are reinforced, especially those of

non-problems of a.decade ago becoming real problems in the present era ancrun

fortunately virtually insurmountable problems in the future, without remedial

steps. Not all problems appear to have answers. This leads to an uncomfortable

situation amongst the scientific community, whether we speak of a teacher or a

research scientist. Why, when we expect the student to come up with a "perfect"

answer in an examination, can we not provide "perfect" answers to'these trouble-
d

0
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some environmental problems? Somehow, the student must be inculcated with

thd feeling that the so-called unanswerable questions may in time have answers

if there is suffiCient effort put into the solution. This solution is both one

that is not only reIatedto the financial resources of the country, but as well

to the intellectual capacity of its citizens who are willing to spend the time

and effort needed for the proper education.

The so-called "citizen" in our non-major course may hold the key to whether

financial resources will be made available for the cure to problems. A well-

known epigram is descriptive. "There are no simple solutions to our environ-

mental.problems ... only intelligent choices on what to do to work towards

their amelioration ".

There aze many misnomers in the evaluation and treatment of environmental

protlems. In the truest sense, there is no such thing as hazardous waste

disposal or even non-hazardous waste disposal. In fact, no such thing as

waste disposal exists. There is such a thing as waste movement, as well as

conversion of hazardousWaSte to something that is less hazardous. There is,

further, the ultimate possibility and obviously the most desirable, the con-

version of non-useful waste to useful materials. Each of these considered items

`,.involve_monetary.transfer-

A Japanese (TS) approach to building a course for the non-major has,been

keyed to natural substances and industrial products; that is, teaching chemis-.

try in terms of the familiar materials in the real world; In this regard there

is no difference in our two philosophies. The Japanese have in recent years

encountered a student body with what appears to be'an ingrained dislike, per-

haps even hatred, for the physical sciences, particularly chemistry. This syn-

drome is not.unique to Japan since the numerous e ironmental problemsothat

seem to be related to chemicals and chemical sys ems is certainly influencing

Student bodies in U.S. institutions. A successful approach was reported in

O
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the modification of the orthodox teaching metbods. A central theme etas

cliostm - materials in everyday life. In so doing an instructional imogram

evolved that made the students better understand the benefits to mankind,

as wellas the inherent problems that are associated with both by-products

and over-use of chemicals. Among the many themica1,5peciesapproached in this

case study (or interdisciplinary program) were: the development of antiobiotics;

'chemistry and practical uses of vitamins and hormones (including the arithmetic

that is necessary to understand the incredibly s. 11 amounts of what the public

views as dangerous materials, parts per billion that are many orders of magnitude,

below acceptable levels); the famous Minimata disease; the poisons of the

puffer fish;- analgesics:including their history and derivatives; special ap-

plications of vitamin.A in vision; special insecticides that are commonly

used in the Japanese economy, such as the pheromone bombykol, its isomerism,

ti

quantities in the 10
-2 -
°gm L,

1
sensitizing the male moth.

Still another case study (AK) is that of colloids and their effect on the

environment. Colloidal phenomenon is a prime'candidate for such an approach

in the non-major course, in part because though not usually defined by the

colloidal designation, these species are familiar to the life of all students,

providing an excellent avenue relating chemistry and the real lif3_aboutus.

Unfortunately,very few textbooks devote more than a few pages to

colloids and then usually in a section on solution chemistry. Since foodstuffs

will usually strike a sympathetic chord for the student, a colloid is natural

as an instructional tool (milk, butter, coffee, bread). Most of us engage in

the classification of colloids as to whether they are gas-liquid, gas-solid,

etc. Instead of the more common examples, the examples relating undesirable

.environmental situations would be more meaningful. A few situations are cer-

tainly obvious (foaming rivers, waste oil emulsion from discharge of tankers,

turbid waste waters from sewage disposal, waste of the plastic foams). In
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order that we do not devote excessive attention ,to the undesirable and

negative, obviously a number of useful colloids can be brought into a dis

cession (insecticidal sprays, cosmetic sprays, fire-fighting foamsemul-

sified-agricultural chemicals, many foodstuffs, paint, printing inks, and

gynthetic leather). For the citizen (chemically oriented ornot) there is the

Very practical (for the Isaac Waltons) application of turbidity. y lowering a

white Plate into "fishing" waters thereby estimating clarity and possible

inhabitability of fish. This Subject can proceed very easily from the very

highly'descriptive to the far more mathematically exact treatment of colloidal

particles in terms of their equilibrium processes, stabilization as a function

of surface charge, the energetics-of attractive and repulsive forces, floccula-

tion based upon energetics, electrophoresis.

Such courses and the material contained therein form a basis for making

many value judgments. Whh is of such depth and importance are brought

into fecus, the integrity of science must be maintained. It was agreed that

integrity and in-depth, or rigor, need.not be synonymous. Useful information
,

that would fulfill the major demands and criteria of a course can be accomplished

without a highly in-depth treatment of such topics. In any case study or

specific., topic brought_into_focus, there is always a risk/benefit analysis that

must be made. It is impossible f the billions of people who inhabit this

earth to exist without "pollutio ". The scientist and teacher at whatever level

has the responsibility of providing information in a manner that is understandable

not only to the members of his or her class, but to members of the general public.

'The responsibility includes not,the positive but the negative impacts on society.

The teacher, whether or not a chemist, is speaking as a member of the general

public and has the same role as any other member of the public. It is not

unique for the general public to be called upon to make judgments that the expert

should/be Making. This ability is at the heqrt of the "reason to be" for the

Seminar. It is neither feasible nor possible in either country for a single
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body, how.ner great the collective expertise may be, to be consulted on every

issue. If a course.for the citizen has been taught with both integrity and

imagination, the student will have a number of capabilities (though obviously

not all that is needed) which might include an understanding of uncertainty in

measurements as well as the basic information that will be needed to make the

previously referred to risk/benefit judgments. There iSample history for per-

sons being called'upon to make judgments and to be swayed by the emotional'

rathei than the scientific evidence. Among a multitude of areas that are es-

pecially,vulnerable to the emotional approach would be nuclear power, the appro-

priate use of insecticides, herbicides and fungicides, as well as a variety of

pharmaceuticals. It is evident that we are expecting a great deal, perhaps

by orders of magnitude, from students being trained in our non-major type

course.

''A role that the instructor.can Play,'however a course is designed, is to

use current literature, even the daily mass media and point out bias or even

better, ask the student to ferret out such bias as he or she might detect.

There is a large difference between fact and opinion. This is another duty,

indeed, obligation, attainable often by case study methods on the part of the

science teacher, to aid the immature student to make such judgments. It is not

an easy task to relate the magnitude of ink space in the media on a given

issue to the true facts that lie behind a very controversial issue. It will

be hard work to preserve the scientific integrity. The economic or aesthetic

aspects of an issue are indeed important, but they must be labeled and kept

differentiated from scientific evidence that is often difficult to present

to the general public.

If we as teachers have a duty to aid the student in making a scientific

and correct deduction from observations in the laboratory, then we have an equal

4.
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opportunity, in fact, privilege, to help make deductions on issues of

importance in the world about us. The case study approach presents a proper

and exciting avenue. It is unfortunate that, at times, the scientist will

speak out on issues that are outside his or her expertise, damaging the

credibility of science and the scientist.

Both the interdisciplinary and case study approaches suggest a cooperation

--4

etbween the chemistry instructor and experts in the allied fields. We must be

sure of the sc entific content in areas outside of the expertise of the

'chemistry instructor.

As noted earlier, those chemical phenomena directly affecting life will be

of great interest to the student. Such a case study is in carbon dioxide res-

piration and Telated buffer effects; the 7.35 pH of the blood, the equilibrium

of CO
2

in aqueous solution to yield ultimately the hydronium ion and hydrogen

carbonate ion, hyperventilation when carbon dioxide is lost so rapidly that

it cannot produce the buffer system, cardiac arrest, in which hyper-acidity

develops because of CO7 is providing too high an acidity (recitifed by sodium

hydrogen carbonate). Not unrelated is the anomaly of too much acid, fruit juice

providing for a basic blood condition through an interference with the acid

phosphates serving as buffers in thol,bloodstream.

Still another interrelationship, a physical phenomenon, with chemistry

is an often little appreciated fact concerning light and its role-in atomic

structure. It was Bertrand Russell who is credited with the observation that:

with too little light, you don't see an object; if there isitog much light,

it is simply reflected from the object, which acts itself,as a mirror, in

which case we see the source of light and not the object. As is so often the

case, we should operate in an intermediate range. Is this not a truth, whether

vie are dealing with light, instruction in chemistry, or the more general aspects

of Aeaching.
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There is a wealth of literature' 'covering the general areas of case

studies and interdisciplinary approaches.

Two reference sources are available for those concerned with the prac-

tical 'applications of chemistry. A cumulative index for 1964 to 197S for the

journal CHEMISTRY is available from the editorial offices of SciQuest. A set

of brief encounters that involved so-called accidental scientific discoveries

is available from the same source, authored by B. Schaar, "Chance Favors the

Prepared Mind".

A complete curriculum has been'described by Uri Zoller of Israel, which

totally4integrates'environmental concerns in the training of undergraduates

( Journal of Chemical Education S4 (7), 399-401, 1977.) Several cause and

effect situations might be mentioned when "pollution episodes" are considered.

The motorcar was at one time considered to be the answer to health problems

'that were related to the '!after- effects of the' horse". That such was false

is certainly obvious. The modern water closet or toilet was another "sal-
.

vation" to health problems. It is obvious that'a whole new set of problems
t;.

Q"arose from4water consumption and the effluent of the sewage:system into water

'sources. Here, again, is the need for the,cost/benefit analysis.

Amongst << number of published case study approaches are: a column "Science/

Society Case Study" published in the Science. Teacher, a journal produced mainly

for the high-school chemistry teacher in the United States. The column was

edited by one of the.participants (JIVM) and his wife. Included in the column

were suggested activities to which students could be assigned as well as an

annotated biblidgraphy of more advanced articles 'covering the subject(s) and

which would be likely to be available in high-school lilfraries. Among several

other columns or sections of the Journal of Chemical Education, attempting to

cover the real life of chemistry is one edited and written by another of the

c.
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U.S. participants (RCB) entitled: "Chemical Vignettes". Among a number of

topics addressed were the importance of stereochemistry in pheromones; the

fundanfental chemistry of such common poisons as H2S, CO, HP, HCN; the source of

color aspect of our geology (strata, thermal mud pots); the energetics involved

in the release of necessary alkali metal ions from clay minerals. Two other
0

efforts are the "Chemical Principles Exemplified" and "Ecochemistry". There is

an obvious deficiency in most of our textbooks, when we note that compounds

Or chemical speciesal described idvirtually all their structural and

physical glory, and ,'et oftentimes not a word is found with regard to their

effecton the environment, including the human.

A cursory search of textbooks in the not too distant past, particularly

in the organic field for a variety of chlorinated hydrocarbons, unearthed

few that related detrimental physiological effects. More modern texts

have made an effort to overcome this deficiency.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

Whenever a group of individuals, however competent. and dedicated

in h field of endeavour, terminate an intensive period of consultation and

discussion, there is a-feeling of frustrat-on, even inadequacy. If only the

,entire community of educators (in this particular instance) could have par-'

ticipated or at least been part of a listening audience! How Can the

multitude of worthwhile (to the point of exquisite) contributions be: (a) sum-

marized, (b) succinctly ancalisulated to a too short sequence of statements,

and (c) circulated to-those who will ,benefit? In certain facets of such a

seminar approach it seemed that iiii-whee)--Was being re-invented. A wheel is

composed of many spokes and a rim, it may be thai-the_spelCes of the wheel were

strengthened, the circumference of the wheel enlarged, thus resulting in a

better wheel. There is no sin in certain truths and recommendations be,ing
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re-stated.

Each full text, as submitted by the Japanese participant, as "welfas

position papers prepared by both the Japanese and the Americans are part of

a full document°. The magnitude of this document prevents it from ever being

produced for wide distribution. The major issues, summaries, and abstracts

of verbal -comments are found in the text of this particular manuscript. If.

the reader wishes the position papers and full text, the Principal Investigator

(RCS) may be contacted. A copy can be made available for perusal or duplication

if so desired, on the condition that it will be returnedgas promptly as possible.

Steps will also be initiated to register tffe.full document with ERIC (Educational

Resources Information Center:). Unfortunately, a period of some six months will

:elapse between the registration and the availability of the document from this

center. Further information will be made available through the pages'of THIS

JOURNAL on the availability of the document.

1. It is critically important that both countries continue the search for

the proper course or courses for the non-scientist, if we are to hope to have

meaningful judgments made not only by the citizens of our countries, but 41-so

those who are the opinion makers, including legislators, managers, professionals

of all kinds, especially those who are responsible for writing for the mass

media. If such courses are to be developed, then those who are intere d in

their development need encouragement and support - against thepressures for

security, stature: promotions Via research,..and conventional teaching for the

major courses. Such teachers'Will be needing continued update *through work-_
/

shops or other media involving persons of siMilar mind,s/. rche_source_of _useful

materials, techniques available for teaching are not in general easily found

or referenced.

O
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2. Throughout the history of introductory courses we have been far more

concerned with teaching the facts and theories to students than we have in

inculcating attitudes. It is time to change the major emphases in ouroinstruc-

,tional programs. We hope that as a result of the deliberations of this Seminar

we will have established a starting point if noti change, at least, to bridge

what seems to be a gap between the facts and theories-and attitudes.

3. A basic goal in.our instructional program in the non-major tradition
O

at whatever level of the college program should be one of contributing not only

to the material progress of civilization, but to the mental and reasoning pro-

cesses.

4. The secondary schools of Japarf Operate at a.higher level in science

and mathematics than do comparable institutions' in the United States. It is

strongly urged as a result of this Seminar that the science and mathematics

pre-college programs be strengthened in this country to at least approach the

-rigor that is found in Japan.

5. Both the Japanese and U.S. secondary school teachers would benefit by

the strongest possible ;education in the sciences and mathematics, particularly

chemistry. It is a known fact that in the U.S.A the number of teachers going

[

:into secondary school science and mathematics teaching is dwindling to. near the

zero point. If we are, to maintain the level of instruction in the tertiary

first-year or introductory course, whether it be for the science student or the

SO- lled non- science, or citizen, the best possible instruction is necessary.

Whatever steps that are effective (lobbying is necessary) should be initiated

to convice the U.S. Federal Government to fund special courses of instruction

-acrd institutes for the purpose of training and retraining science andmathe--

matics teachers at both the secondary and tertiary level.

6. It is evident in the U.S. (to h somewhat similar though perhaps
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`lesser extent in Japan) that the reward system is woefully inadequate for the

teacher at the tertiary level who is willing and who wishes to devote his or

iher academic career to instruction in the courses that followed the format

of the Seminar. Such courses are often assigned to unwilling participants or

are taught year after year by the same individual or individuals. Such is-not

in the best interests of maintaining freshness and vigor in any teaching program.

7,. The laboratory for the kind of course that was the major theme of the

Seminar is often either neglected or non-existent. The student who is not

likely to take more courses in science is the person most needful of a laboratory

program. Unfortunately, the decision is too,often made that a:laboratory is

of little consequence unless extensive and highly technical experiments are

being conducted. The simplesfnatural phenomena may prove to be not only

illuminating, but exciting, to the introductory student, not wishing to make
t--

science a career. A laboratory component for the Japanese "non-major" course-

does not 'seem essential.

8. The importance of the processes of science and the contributions of

chemistry to our material well being must be stressed for the non -major stu-

dent. However, it was also important that students at all levels recognize

the results of these processes. No apologies should be offered for the pur-

suit of science as a pure discipline; otherwise, we stagnate. Chemistry con-
,

tributes not only to our material well being but io the mental culture of our

civilization.

9. In both (Japan and U.S.) educational systems there is ample oppor-

tunity to develop non-major courses for clientele other than the student with

little apptitude for mathematics. We may be exitnding excessive energy on this

group. Cerstainly there are now courses in abundance for the student just

entering tertiary education. More attention for instance might be given to the

mathematically sophisticated student who is in a position to appreciate the
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beauty of symmetry in molecular structure but who needs to know little if any

synthetic chemistry or physical data interpretation. Far more cooperation is

needed between mathematics and chemistry, biology and chemistry, and engineer-
_

ing and chemistry, to mention but a few interdisciplinary approaches.

10. Successful non-major courses have been woven about a multitude of

single themes, amongst them;- a single element, energy in any one of a varie

of forms, one or more,pharmaceuticals or medicinals, the colloidal sta , and

biological processes. The success of such programs is often di ectly related

to a single innovator or individual. Unfortunately, the Orocess orCourse

diminishes o disappears from a curriculum when that person either leaves a

department or persons of less competence and/or concern assumes the responsibility.

11. The large variations in approach, make difficult the production of
.00

any single suitable text. The imagination and expertise (acquaintance with

the literature) of the teacher dictates the proper printed material.' The library

°must be used.-'-

12. The world of computers is just now being opened to the students. in the

non-major (as in any, instructional systemj. The need for mutual sharing of

programs will increase and steps are being taken to circulate information.

Diminishing costs of the hardware must be matched with suitable software.

An inherent danger is recognized with a student (at-whatever level) becoming

,dependent on another's innovation, thus becoming an automaton. Quizzes and_

examinations developed by this technology must not be of such a nature as to

evaluate a student's ability to substitute numbers in exercises. Contrari-

wise, the horizons are unlimited in producing simulations to real life environ-

mental problems, processes that will aid pr assist (as in the A of CAI and CAL

syscems). The diminishing cost of hardware does not eliminate the current

problem of diminishes (even vanishing) federal support.
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13._ Unique and effective evaluation instruments for the non-major.stu-

dents (in addition to the computer generated modes)eihclude library research
0

for search) involving chemical species about which nothing was known before

-the ccurse_but now there is a degree of familiarity, critical evaluation of

current popular literature for errors in facts of chemistry, chemical (real

life) phenomena concerning which there is fathiliarity and understafiding where

there was none. Evaluation i the Japanese course structure especially oat the

introductory level is not as critical or necessary as it seems to be in the
7v

- U.S. 7-

14. Non-traditional and unique systems outside the walls of the college

or university for education of the non-major are suggested. It is possible to

better use of science museum displays in chemistry to approach or exceed

the effectiveness of those in physics. Inherent difficulties are recognized

but sdlutions should be sought Traveling laboratories and mobilegroups that

bring dethonstrations to civic groups as Well as secondary schools have proven,

effective and should be expanded. Such can be supported and organized by

state or civic museums of naturel history or-science museums.

1$. Whenever and wherever possible in the non-major as well as the science

oriented courses, the instructor, as expertise permits, should attempt to

-interrelate the world of economics and international political impact with

ehemical systems (natural products, ores, the environment, including pollution).,

In this-as imam instructional process/of case studies or an interdisiplinary

approach, we must .be sure of facts. The second (or third) discipline must be

consulted frequently to either provide the facts or participate in the in-

struction.

C

4



Attachments, Position Papers, and Texts

As was discussed under "Plan and Development of Agenda", the participants
submitted position papers as well as, in the case of the Japanese, full texts
of presentations. The position papers were circulated well in advance of the

date of the Seminar. Although the report included much of both the position
papers/and the full text, there is a wealth of material that can onlylbe apt-
preciated by direct consultation of these papers. They are listed by title,
author, and by the topic number which is noted within the body of the report.
Originally, a larger number of topics was included in the proposal itself, and
therefore, certain of the position papers are ancillary to the major topic.

Title

1. Chemistry - Mechanical, Organist,
Magical, or What?

.

2. University Education in Japan -
Its General Background

3. Chemical Education at the general
Education Level - An Example

Author

0. T. Benfey

Michipori Oki

Yoshito Takeuchi

4. Chemistry for the Non-Science John W. Hill
Student

S. A Two-Semester Course for Non- Stanely Kirschner
Majors

6. What Changes in Distribution of
Materials would be Desirable if a
Two-Semester (or Term) Course were
to be :taught for a Non-Major Student?

Marjoi-ie Gardner

7. The Nature of Science Education: J. .i.NLagowski

Implications for Communications
Media

8. Goals of Science Education Anna J.. Harrison

9. Chemical Thinking and Mathematical Aruo Hosoya Topic 1

Topic/
Secion of Report

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

Thinking

10. The Question of Intensity Level in William F. Kieffer
the Presentation of Material
titative vs. Qualitative; Need for
Math?

11. What Balance is Proper Amongst
Qualitative Understanding and Pre-
cise Mathematical Development of
Topics in Chemistry Courses for
the Non-Major?

\

topic 1

Marjorie Gardner Topic 1

An



Title

12. What,Secondary School Prerequisites
Should the Student Bringcto the
Course (Math,. Physics, Chemistry)?,

'13. Instructional Methods Related to
Class and Institution Size

14. The Question of Clasali

13. Are Current Printed Materials
Adequate?

16: Are Current Printed Material

8 .(Texts, Manuals, Laboratory -

Workbooks) Adequate?

17. How Essential is the Laboratory?

,18. A Laboratory for Non-Science
Students

19. Laboratory Programs in General
Chemistry 0

20. The Use of Micro-1:Computers in

Chemical Education

21. Techniques and Technology

22. Educational Technology

23'. Educational Technologies

24. Evaluations and Testing Instruments

25. What Kinds of Evaluation and Tes-

ting Instruments Should be Used in
Chemistry Courses for the Non-Major
Student?

26. Interdisciplinary.Programs

0

27. Science-Economic-Political Inter-
face Instruction in Chemistry for
the Non-liqjor Student

rn

Author

Marjorie Gardner

Richard W. Ramette

Robert C. Brasted

Stanley Kirschner

W.T. Lippincott

Topic/
Section of eporf.

Topic 1

Topic 1

Topic 1

Topic 1

Topic 2

'William F. Kieffer Topic 2

Anna J. Harrison

John W. Hill

Topic 3

Topic 3

Bassam Z. Shakhashiri Topic 3

'John T. Shimozawa Topic 4

John W. Hill

Bassam Z. Shakhash.lri Topic 4

Topic

John W. Moore

Anna J. Harrison

Marjorie Gardner

Topic 4

Topic 5

Topic 5

Anna J. Harrison Topic 6

Richard W. Ramette Topic 6

Robert C. Brasted Topic 7

2t. Should a Course for Non-Majors In- Marjorie Gardner Topic 7
elude a Science-Economics-Political
Interface?

29. Scientific, Social, Economic, and Anna J. Harrison Topic 7

30. Environmental Problems in General Michinori Oki Topic 8

31. Chemical Knowledge and View for Tetsuo Shiba Topic 8
Natural Substances and Industrial
Products - Approach from Familiar
Materials from Everyday Life

7
1 *

O
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Title Author
Topic/

Section of Report
32. Case Study - Colloids and Environ-

ment
Ayao Kitaliara Topic '8,

33. What Should We Teach? The Elements, Kazuo Saito -

the Most Fundamental Concept of
Topic 8

Chemistry

34. Are the Best Ways of Using "Case William F. Kieffer Topic 8
Studie4" of EnvirOnmental Impact
Related to the Chedical Kingdom,
as Teaching Tools?

35. Using Everyday Encounters with W.T. Lippincott Topic 8
Chemistry as Teadhing Tools. In-
struction in Chemistry for the
Non-Major Student

O
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For discussion at the Japan-U.S. Chemical Education Seminar Fall 1981

Preliminary draft of a paper for the "Chemical Bonds" section of the

Journal of ChemicalEducation.

A possible approach to an interdisciplinary course in the sciences.

Chemistry - Mechanical, Organicist, Magical or What?

Otto Theodor Benfey, Guilford College, Gfiensboro NC 27410

The chemist has usually looked to his neighbors for his models. Our

subject, situated between physics and biology, has at times been thought

of as dealing with mechanical systems similar to those of Newton's physics,

at other times as being more closely linked to the biological notionf

organisks. Physics and biology have recently met with problems. Physics

has had to grapple with the puzzling phenomena of relativity and quanta

and has had to giye,up the simplicity of Newton's world. Even before then,

chance had already entered the world of physics as well as the recognition

that nature preferred disorder over order. While these changes were

moving physics away from its mechanical base, biology sought to adopt that

base. It sought as far as possible to explain its observations in mechanical

terms. The.vitalist-miChanIst debates have been going on for well over a

cwntury, the recurring question being whether the "whole" - an organism -

is more than the sum of its parts, or whether it can be fully explained

in terms of its constituents, its atoms and molecules and their properties.

The editor of the "Chemical-Bonds" column, in that column's inaugural

statement(1) pointed to three major ways in which nature was viewed in

(1) Kirsch, A.S., J.CHEM.EDUC., 58, 200 (1981).

the renaissance, the organicist, the mechanical and what he, following Kearney,

calls the magical and which Debus has called the Chemical Philosophy(2).
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2. Kearney, H., "Science and Change 1500-1700", McGraw-Hill,

New York, 1971, chs. 1 arid 4; Debus, A.G., ."The Chemical

Philosophy', Science History Publications, New York, 1977.

In the library of the University of Pennsylvania a display case

holds original copies of some of the classic books of this

third tradition and supplies the following commeatary(3):

3. Statement of the Hermetic tradition, University of Pennsylvania;

1981; courtesy of Arnold Thackray.

see p.2A
C

This tradition arose in part from the feeling that earlier

views were largely based on Greek, hence pagan notions and that

the Judaeo-Christian view of matter was different. The sacraments

implied the possibility of transforming matter into something

more than matter; the doctrine of the holy spirit implies the

ability to learn from inner experience; the, creation stories

suggest a common origin of the material world and man. Hence

meditation, intuition and experiment were seen to play important

roles, in gaining knowledge. External studies of nature add intuitions

regarding human nature mutually illuminated each other. Here was

established a way of learning about the natural world as important

as the role of reason.

---The magical tradition was unable to flourish in the

face of the success of the mechanical viewpoint developed among

others by Galileo and Newton. Chemistry limped along through the
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0The world of the sixteenth- 81: early seventeenth- century natural
philosopher was one in which astro..o and astronomy were hardly differ-
entiated-both Brahe and Kepler cas, horoscopes and indulged in general
prognostication-and chemistry was .much: an occult philosophyas an
empirical seie.le. Cosmic harmoni:.;, astral influences, Neo-Platonic
number mysticism, and the philosopher's stone were integral parts of
the Weltanschauung of Paracelsus, Dee, Forta,-Fludd and their contempor-
aries, and they perceived the univcrse as a "great chain of boing."

Elements ofthis tradition of alchemy, natural magic and Hermeticism
included the search for sympathies and antipathies in nature And a stress
on the likenero of man, the microcosm, to the macrocosm. Experience was
emphasized as the means to proper understanding of nature, and through
such a grasp of phenomena the magus gained control.

The Hermetic tradition, as curious as it seems from the nodern view-
point, represents another thread which was woven into early modern science.
Until recently neglected in the hivtory of science, it was an inseparable
portion of the intellectual climate of the times, with an appeal that was
both wide-spread and long-lived.
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iatrochemical and phlogiston periods until John Dalton placed

chemistry apparently on the mechanical track. However. Newtonian

'physics was never able to explain the specific and limifited

affinities between like atoms. Why should identical hydrogen

atoms have an attraction for each other, and if they`do why

don't we have.H3 and H4 molecules as well as TheThe answer

' only came through quantum theory, beyond and different from

the Newtonian viewpoint.

During the nineteenth century, ever more problems

arose that the mechanical assumptions could not readily

accomodate. Faraday introduced the'field concept to explain

magnetic phenomena; the second law of thermodynamics postulated

a direction in time for natural events - towards ever greater

disorder - and around 1900 came relativity and quantum theory.

There have been suggestions that the physical sciences

must return to theorganicist analogy of Aristotelian and

medieval physics. Joseph Needham (4) has claimed that Chinese

(4) Needham, J., "Science and Civilization in China", Cambridge

University Press, Cambridge, Vol.2, 1,62 ol. 291-294, 03-5,;5;

also in "bridged form in 0.A.Ronan, "The Shorter Science and

Civilization in China", Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,

Vol. 1, oo. 16's-1A/, 246-2',49.

science, as long as.dt was uninflnced by the West, that is

until the 17th century, was strictly organicist. The Western

mechanical tradition was introduced into China almost; as soon

as it was developed in Europe but seemed to have met with '

considerable resistance. Needham suggests that Western science
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is 'now recognizing its need to return to an organicist viewpoint,

that the mechanical analogy was perhaps a necessary detour but

was certainly not the final answer. There was however. another

aspect to the Chinese viewpoint. Their recognition of the

necessary coexi'stenrte of Yin-Yang polarities in all aspects

of nature,`night-dark, male-female, groA th-decay and so on,

suggests an intuitive combination of opposites, hence an affinity

with what we have called the magical viewpoint.

A.N.Whitehead in our"century-has suggested that

the atom and molecule of the twentieth century are more analo-

gous to the biological concept Of an'organism than to the classic

Greek idea of a particle. Physics, he suggests, deals with small

organisms, biology with' the larger ones:* Chemistry once more

belongs in between (5).

(5) Whitehead, A.N., "Science and the Modern,World", New American

Library, New York, 1948, p.105.,

Recently, Elsasseri in a book entitled "Atom and

Organism", points out 'that organisms as now understood have both

mechanical and organicist aspects, that we must learn to accept

each in its particular area of applicability and that their

combilnation cannot be done rationally, it requires the biologist's

intuition. The book, which is largely a sophisticated argument

relating and contrasting theoretical biology and quantum physics,

ends with a sentence pointing us once again to the magical tradition

requiring of us openness, creativity and intuition. Anyone dealing
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with the complex questions of modern biology "in addition

to being,a scientist, should have some capabilities of intuition,

perhaps on occasion a little bit of the poet in him, if he-is

to apprehend clearly the intricate marvels of Creation."(6).

(6) ElsasSer, W.M., "Atom and Organism: A New Approach to Theoretical

Biology", Princeton'University Press, Princeton, 1966, p.1.1'7.

The-intuitive element'`, -the basic presupposition or

motivation of the scientist; the fundamental way he looks

at his work, has also been stressed by Holton. He points out

that in addition to his data and analytical work, a scientist

operates in a third, the thematic dimension. Some scientists,'

as in certain interpretations of Wave mechanics, think in terms

of all things being continuous, others in terms of atomism. Newton

thought of light as particles, Huyghens as being a wave distjrbance.

Other pairs of contrasting thema are constancy and change, com-

plexity and simplicity, wholes as being equal to or greater than

the sum of their parts (7). The contrasting thema of continuity

(7) Holton, G., "Thematic Origins of Scientific Thought", Harvard

University Press, Cambridge, 1973, ch. 1, esp. p.29.

and discontinuity have been examined in detail ty Mendelsohn(8)
0

(8) Mendelsohn, E., "The Continuous and the Discrete in the

History of Science" in "Constancy and Change in Human Develop-

ment": 0.G.3rim Jr., and J.Kagan, Editors, Harvard University

Press, Cambridge, in press.

who has correlated them with religious, political and social

developments.

For centuries people have ,tried to argue,one thema

"lc09
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against another, that light was either particle or wave, and

only in our time have the sciences become open to the possibility_

that both thema and antithema (Holton's word) might have their

place in a mature science. Niels Bohr most forcefully has

argued the need for both patticld and wave views as necessary

forsa ftill physical understanding even if they cannot bi-,

combined into a single' rational system. He has used the term

icomplementarity to characterite such situations. When awarded

the Danish Order of the Elephant in 1947, Bohr chose as his

coat of arms the :Yin-Yang symbol (Fig.1 ), with the phrase

Contraria sunt Complementa (contraries are complementary).

Bohr was leading us back (or fOrward) to the insights of the

magical tradition that we must accept as true even certain ideas

and facts that do not rationally fit together(9).

(9) Holton G., op.cit. ch.4, "The Roots of ComplementaritY.";

the coat of arms is jsho-n on p. 123. (4e. 2'0. /7. V.

Even though-most people think of physics and chemistry

as still solidly resting on a mechanical foundation, an analysis

of current t.eories and how they developed from simpler formu-

lations wili demonstrate the presence of all three traditions,

the mechanical, organicist and magical.

Suppose we examine what has happened to our concept of

the molecule in two areas of physical science, the kinetic theory of

gases and the structural theory of organic chemistry.

To understand the behavior of gases in terms of

Newton's laws of motion, gas molecules were first thought

of as point particles (Symbolized as N for the concept Number)

that move in space (3D) and time (t).
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Even though most people think of physics and chemistry

as still solidly resting on a mechanical foundation, an analysis

of current theories and how they developed from simpler formu-

lations will demonstrate the presence of all three traditions,

the mechanical, orgar.icist and magical.

Suppose we examine what has happened to our concept of

the molecule in two areas of physical science, the kinetic theory of

gases and the structural theory of organic chemistry.

To understand the behavior of gases in terms of

Newton's laws of motion, gas molecules were first thought

of as point, particles (symbolized as N for the concept Number)

that move in space (3D) and time (t).
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In figure 2 these six concepts appear in three pairs on

opposite sides of a cube, one pair concerned with space (312/3d),

one with time (Ifi) and one with the discrete/continuous, part/whole,

particle/wave dichotomy (E/A).

When I analyzed twentypve years ago the structural theory

of organic chemistry, a molecular model system aimed at predicting
. .

the number of isomeric substances of a given molecular formula
. ,

found in nature, I encountered to my surprise the same'six

concepts found in kinetic theory.

The original 1858 theory of Kekule and Co per did not even

require space dimensions. It merely specified he valence of

atoms, a numerical property (N) - 1 for H and Cl, 2 for 0 and

S, 3 for-N an& 4 for C - plus the realization that carbon has

a peculiarly powerful capacity to form chains. Our usual for-

HHHmulations such as suggest spatial arrangements

IHHHH
often

. but we chemists know better and/have difficulty convincing

students that a carbon chain C-C-C-C-C is not in fact linear.

Three-dimensional space did not enter the structural theory until

van't Hoff and leBel in 1874 introduced the 3D concept of the

"tetrahedral carbon atom", specifying the direction of the bonds

from carbon in. space.

Figure 3
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This conceptual extension was made necessary to account for, the

difference in properties between natural products and thei$

synthetic equivalents made in the laboratory and of the same

"structural formula" (but without specifying bond-directions

in space) The synthetic material was now seen as a 5,0:50 mixture

/
of the natural substance andtts mirror image ksomei.

A

Almost fifty years later, the isomerism of,certain ortho-
,

substituted biphenyls led to the realization that bond direction

in space was not enough to establish a l:1/ orrespondence between

isomer number predicted and the number/of substances actually

found in nature. in the biphenyls, it'A and B are hydrogen and
Figure,4(

'iodine, two optically active-isbmers can be isolated but if they

are hydrogen and flu9.zine, only one, an inactive one is found.

The bonds (and-tireir'attachments)hence had to ha.N!e volume,

'spacedr4Tavailable to other bonds and atoms and varying from
(24e7iodin-eitomS are too large to allow free rotation of the benzene rIng
dement -to element4A space-filling property 3d thus entered

structural theory.

The pD and 3d extensions successfully explained anomalies

where more isomers were found than predicted. Sometimes, however,

fewer isomers arei-milmn even after extensive search. Resonance

theory, for Thstance, explains why only one o-dichlorobenzene

is fouzid when two are predicted, one with a single.tbnd between

the substituted carbons, the other with a double bond.

Figure 5

Where two structures differ only in number of bonds while

atomic locations are not significantly altered, then only a single

substance is found. For certain structures, insisting on integral
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,bond units (N) is an error. Molecular orbital theory/coalesce..

benzene's three double bonds into several six-center molecular

'orbitals, wiping out the atomis tic individuality of the bonds. Resonance

y thus introduces the A concept.

There are cases even where no substances are found corres-

ponding to plausible structures. Vinyl alcohol CH2=CHOH used

! to be the classical example but it has now been isolated. These,
.ltd

substances if and when found are highly reactive/unstable)

and quickly change to alternative structures (in the

vinyl alcohol case into acetaldehyde CH3CH0). Here directional

tine t enters our theoretical framework. Substances can only

be identified, if they do not convert too quickly into others.

The sixth concept in our set, reversible time t, appears in

the spectral signals of organic materials, for energetically

excited molecules revert back to the ground state with the

emission of char cteristic energy photons (11).

(11) Benfey, O. z., "From Vital Force'to Structural Formulas",

American Chemipal Society, Washington DC, 1975, pp104 if. For

an early formulation' see Benfey, 0.T., J.CHEN.EDUC. 34, 287 (1957).

If space dimnsions turn our molecules into architectural

structures, the incorporation of directional time must transform

molecules once.more. They now turn into entities with

a life-history, from their birth when they adopt the structure

/that determines their identity, through their life bpan with

all the buffeting they receive which rotates,, vibrates, stretches,

bends and excites them, to their final farewell when they are

fragmented. substituted)absorbed or metamorphosed enter

the life-history of another chemical species. Here we are very close
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to-the language commonly used in the description of organisms.

I have since analyzed a number of theories, such as

the concept of the gene, the atom, the biological cell, stars,

galaxies and geographic continents. Continents were once

,taken to be rather dull, unchanging geographic entities but,

thanks to Wegener's work and the resulting theories of con-

tinental drift and plate tectonics, they too have come alive, they

,break up and fuse together and are part of an ongoing evolu-

tion. Similarly our picture of atoms has changed from their

being uncuttable billiard balls to their current image as

complex structures formed at a certain stage in evolution and
or absorption

`transformed by fission, fusior/into atoms of other elements.

They too have a life history and we have adopted-biological,

organicist language when we speak of the half-lives of

radioactive speCies(12).

(12) Wegener, "The Origins of Continerits and Oceans", Dover

7Publications, New,,York, 1966;Takeuchi, H., Ueda, S., Kanamori, H.,
A

"Debate about the Earth", Freeman, Cooper, San Francisco, 1970.

If we examine Figure 2, we notice that the three.
original

concepts needed for the /thoroughly, mechanical kinetic theory,

N, 3D, t (particles, directional space and reversible 'time),

appear as three faces sharing a vertex. The remaining three

faces - directional time ', inner structure 3d, and Continuity
sharing the opposite vertex,

or wholeness Alarecharacteristic concepts of the organicist

tra.ition. If we look at opposing faces, we find that they

L")
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cannot easily be incorporated in the same rational viewpoint.

They correspond to contrasting thema and in faCt,represent

the great riddles and controversie+n the development of

modern science. The tiE pair appears for instance in the

\first and second laws of thermodynamics, the step from energy

conservation to the inevitable degeneration of energy to heat.

The /A pair is most famous in the wave/particle dualism of

quantum mechanics. The 3g/3D contrast covers the questions

whether the whole is-siTply the sum of its parts and in what-

sense the complex.can be explained as emerging from simpler

forms in evolution.

Almost without being aware of i ,,the modern scientific

movement has incorporated the magical and organicist viewpoints

into its current formulations. This is a discovery we need to

incorporate into our teaching, first, that our entities - atom',

molecule, .bond and so on - are only p.n part mechanical entities,

that th-ey also partake of organic properties. Even more

importantly we need' to emphasize the lessons of the magical

tradition that rationalcoherence is not the ultimate criterion.

Aristotelian physics was highly rational, yet wrong. Experiments

cark,negate elaborate theories or force major modifications.

And sometimes we must live with two irreconcilable facts or

theories because giving up one or the other member of such a

pailwould be false to our full awareness of the mystery of the

natural world. The organicist aspects of the material world should
of and

make us more aware/sensitive to that world, should make usi

realize\that it is not very different from ourselves, that it and

we have our being through the same evolutionary process.
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The "magical" aspects, the modern echoes of the "chemical philo-

sophy" should teach us humility, the limitations of reason,

- and the need always to remain open to new observations and

insights, no matter how difficult they may be to reconcile with

our currently accepted viewpoints. We must always be ready to
I

.-., up our
give /cherished ideas and grow.

,c

C
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Figure 1 The Chinese Yin-Yang, symbol, representing the

necessary coexistence of opposites. Note the circle of Yin in

the field of Yang and vice versa.

5 1)

Figure 2 The Chemist's Solid Mandala -

the six central concepts arranged in the form of three pairs

ff
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Figure 3 The three-dimensional representation of

amino acids found in proteins - and their mirror image forms.

O

Figure 4 The optical activity of certain substituted

biphenyls is due to the restriction of free rotation when

groups A and B are too large. c. a

single bond between double bond between

substituted carbons substituted carbons

Figure; According to resonance theory isomers differing

only in number and location of bonds (and not in atomic position)

cannot be found.
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Coat of arms chosen by Niels Bohr when he was awarded the Danish Order
of the Eleph.mt, 1947 From Stefan Rorental. ed , NIELS BOHR: His LIFE AND
Worts As SEEN BY HIS FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES New York: John Wiley &
Sons, 1967;
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University Chemical Education in Japan

Its General Background

Michinori Oki

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science,

The University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan

After. World War II; Japan basically adopted,the educational

system which had prevailed in the US. Therefore the educational

systems in both countries are generally the same. But there are

some points differenct from each ether. We should like to comment

on a few such points. They are, for example, devotion to tech-

nological and engineering education in a part of high schools, the

existence of deOrtments of applied chemistry, and keen competi-

tion for getting enrolled in prestigeous universities.

The items which Should be taught at high schools are deter-

mined by "the Course of Study" which is set by the Ministry of

Education. There is only one kind Of the content specified by the

Course of Study. This causes, on one hand, troubles in less talen-
.

ted sthdents in high schools but , on the other, is good on the

stand point of the academic life. Mathematics in Japanese high

schools are of rather high quality.

In additi m, all the universities, private, local-governmental,

or- federal, give entr:ince examinations to the candidates. This

system has an advantau in that the level of enrolling students

can be made more or less uniform. Flr example, chemistry in high

-1-
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schools is elective in principle nut universities can request
vy

to study chemistry by giving examinations of ,chemistry.

Usually more students apply to prestigeous universities than

available seats. Therefore, university professors say that they

haVe to give sequential numbers to applicants. A problem of

chicken and egg had, occurred: applicants to prestigeous uniyer-

.

prepare hard to win the competition and the universities

prepare harder and harder problems so that not many applicants

get, full marks. The issue of the entrance examination became a

social problem. .As an answer to the problem, a.common examination

for the entrance to tertiary education is now given which will

be discussed in some detail.

Chemi.gtry is very unpopular in Japan. Chemistry is a trouble-

maker for the general public. If a university selects students on

a departmental basis, it is not expected for chemistry departments

to have many good applicants. If,a university selects students on

a faculty basis, good students may select biological science ,or

physics department when they finis' general education: many chemistry

departments suffer from shortage Of student's relative to available

seats.

Under these circumstances, we are repeatedly asked "why do

we each chemistry?" It was true that, twenty years ago, chemistry

was tcc.:.-iht t.c'r;;Li,2 chemists of next generation, but today we

'teach chemistry to vast number of studerits. Ma:iority of students

may not become chemists. We are asked to think that teaching of

chemistry requires new philosophy. Many of Japanese educaters

-2- .
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University Chemical-Education in Japan

-- Its General Background

Michinori Oki

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science,

The University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan

1. General Aspects of Education in Japan

Generally speaking, the Japanese system of education is

similar to that of the US because we adopted recommendations

"from the US after World War II. However, if we look into details,

we notice differences between the two countries. The differenCes

originate from the traditions in Japan which prevailed in the

past.

The idea of general education was brought into the system.

Indeed, normal high schools are most popular among various

courses in, upper high schools and students had been required to

take general education courses in colleges before studyirig their

specialized courses, although the latter system was changed to
O

come extent as is mentioned later. However, Japanese had had

a traditional thinking that "you should be accustomed to do so

rather than you learn how to do it." This must be.the origin

of" Japanese handicrafts which receive admiration from the world.

Therefore, there do exist various school systems which give'

courses of technical training both in high schools and in colleges

even today.

O



Vocational schools hold popularity in this respect as

well. Vocational shoots are the places where technical training

rather than general education is given. They have been strong

even in the days when general education has been the main stream

and are becoming even stronger for these days because students

can get necessary skills in shorter periods for working in

firms. Vocationalschoels which give training of computer

operation are the most popular for these days.

As for chemistry, there are several courses in high schools

icn give special training. They are industrial chemistry

courses in technical high schools and science-methematics courses

which are. generally attached to normal high schools. In agricul-

tural high schools, they give courses of chemistry of insecticides

etc., whereas in industrial chemistry courses of technical high

school courses such as inorganic, organic, and analytical chemistry

are required. The science-mathematics courses are rather new.

There are about 100 classes in total. They give intensive

training in mathematics and natural sciences. The credits for

these subjects required for graduation are generally twice of

those in normal high schools.

Chemistry departments are instituted in various faculties

in universities. Faculty of science institutes chemistry depart-

ments which are generally concerned with pure science. Some of

faculties of science institute biochemistry departments. Faculty

of engin,,:oring institutes various departments such as industrial

-2-



chemistry, applied chemistry, petroleurti chemistry, polymer

chemistry, chemical engineering and others. There are other

'faculties which also insitute chemistry departments. They are

pharmaceutical sciences and agriculture. Therefore, it is not q.

surprising to see several chemistry departments in a university.

In departments of chemistry, the curricula are more or less

Similar with those in the US but, in departments in faculty

of engineering, they are more industry oriented. It must be

mentioned here that, in these days when graduate school training

has become more popular, the difference between faculties of

science and engineering is becoming less, but it seems that there

still exist the difference expressed by "pure and applied

chemistry".

The enrollment at upper high schools amounts to 94% of %the

same age. That means that the high school education up to the

age of 18 is almost compulsory for Japanese. More than 50% high

school graduates, including those of technical and other high

schools, apply for the entrance to universities and colleges

(including junior colleges). About 37% of the whole population

gees to universiteis and colleges, of which 28% to 4-year colleges.

The number of universities and colleges in Japan s.i.ipported by

'the federal government is 86 and there are fewer number of

local-government supported universities and about 700 private

insitutions. However, the number of students who are trained

in private insitutions is rather small in natural sciences because

-3-
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of the cost of education. The main source of science graduates

/.

,

,is therefore fedqral government supported universities.

The existence of another system of technician training must

be mentioned here. In 1960's, a number of technicians was

required by industries when they expanded rapidly. The quality

required was rather high at the time. Japanese government decided

to establish a new system which is athrough-education from the

age of 15 to 20. The school is called a technical college.

The graduates of the college were highly welcomed by the industry

in 1960's. The situation has changed since then. On one hand,

our industry has become to recruit techniciang of even more high

quality. On the other, many of the graduates from the technical

colleges became to hope to receive further education. although

some of universities accepted applications at their faculty of

engineering, the number was still limited. To meet the demands

from both sides, there are now two 4-year colleges called univer-

sities of science and technology which institute graduate schools
..,

as 4,1E1,11. Although these institutions accept students from normal
.-.

high schools also, the main purpose is to educate the graduates

of technical colleges further. \

Japanese people are in a sense hungry always. They -have

been defeated by alien cultures:
/

western Europe 100riears ago, and by the US 30 years ago. They
i

have never been satisfied by their traditions. The same can be

said for their living. They always aim to upgrade their living

standard. It was essential in the past for the people to be

Y Gina 1500 year Ago, by

-4- 1t)



graduated from a well-known universities to get a good job and

to become directors in industires. Therefore, parents wish

to send their children to renowned institutions. But the number

of seats available in these renowned institutions is of course

limited. Because of the keen competition, many began to think

that, inorder to win the competition in the college entrance,

their childr5en must prepare fl5i. the entrance examination as low

age as.the elementary school days.

This kind of thought brought another problem. That is,

everything which is disadvantageous for the competition in

entrance examinations of universities and colleges is 'ranked low.

For example, the technical high schools became unpopular because

they give extra training such as analytical chemistry which is.

not required,in the university entrance. This trend induces

trends to consider that normal high schools are better than

technical high schools: Local governments which are usually

responsible. in founding high schools could not afford to meet

the demand of the parents. A number of private schools have

been founded in this respect. But, as everybody accepts, every-

body cannot be a genius. A high school whiCh sends many graduates

to renowned instituCions has become given a credit- of good school-.

This induces competition to get into good high schools. The

trend continues to involve lower high schools in competition

and then even elementary schools. Inteligents warn the dangerous

nature of this kind of competition but it seems that a long time

is necessary to subside the competition. This kind of competition

cannot be forgotten in discussing education in Japan.

'7
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2. High School Education and General Education in Colleges

The curriculum in high schools is controlled by the Ministry

of Education. The Ministry of Education issues the Course of

Study which is usually revised every nine years in recent years.

Text books which must be used in high schools are edited by

specialists and published by private publishers. The text

books receive inspections of the Ministry of Education which

judges whether the text book is in conformity with the contents

shown in the Course of Study. The text book which is used in

a given upper high school is selected by teachers of the school.

A new Coursaof Study was issued in 1978 for upper high

schools and is to be enacted from the new comer to the high school

in 1982._ Therefore, today is- a transition -time from the old to

the new curriculum. This change deserves mention. It is the

intention of our government that the level of education is set

by the national standard. It may be true that, if we consider

our Constitution which states equal opportunity of education

is provided for everybody, all the nation has a right to be

educated under a single Course of Study. The system also has a

strong point in that the level of education is not dependent

on schools or districts. The other extreme, that is no control

of edueqtion by the government, can be seen in various advanced

countries but they suffer inequality of the level of education.
. ,

External examination and inspector systems in the UK may he taken

as a means of try-outs for assurance of the equal level,

The equality under the Course of Study, however, causes

-6- `>
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another problem. It was good when fewer people enjoyed higher

education. But nowadays the high school education is almost

compulsory. Yet the content of the Course of Study must meet,

the demands which occur from various backgrounds. If one speaks

from th,-, view of raising scientists of the next generation, one

may insist that the energy level of electrons in atoms must be

taught'at high Schools. However, that kind of subject is too

difficult for general public and is useless in daily life.

Therefore, easier treatment of scientific matters must,be con-

sidered on the stand point of general public.

The revision of the current Course of Study took place in

the midst of.this kind of controversy. It was necessary to

consider either plural streams of the course of study or a system

in which a wide variety of selection is possible according to

the will and the talent of a given student. Our government

decide,: widen the possibility of selection of subjects rather

than to set more than one course. Thus only four credits of

science are now required for graduation from upper high schools,

instead of six credits in the old system. The same is true for

mathematics. It may be better tc discuss the new and the old

Course of Study -here; but because of the limitation of space

only the new system will be presented here.

A course, called mathematics I, is the required subject in

upper high schools. Its credit is 4. It encompasses number

and formula, equations and inequality, functions, and trigonometry

and functions representing figun.:s. This subject is taught in

-7--
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ithe /10th grade, the first year of the upper high school.

Thefe are four elective courses to be studied after mathematics

I./ They are all 4-cre it courses and are mathematics II, algebra
to . .. .., , y --;

an geometry, basic analysis, and probability and statistics.

M thematics II is designed as a course which is'studied by those

w o are not talented in mathematics btit are interested in studying

71 athematics to some extent. It includes probability and statis-

ics, vector, diffeential and integral, series of numbers,
I

functions, and electronic computer. In algebra and geometry

'are included curves of secondary degree, vector in a plane,

/matrix and 3-dimenIsional figures. The basic analysis covers

series of numbers, functions such as exponential, logarithmic,

and trigonometrical and changes in function values introducing

differentiation and integration. It may not be necessary to

mention differential and integral, and probability and statistics

in detail.

In 'science, a course called science I is .& required subject.

It is-a 4-credit course as well. It is an integrated science

course and encompasses force and energy, constitution and change

of maters, evolution, in nature, and relation between

the mankind and nature. This course is generally given in the

first year. There are five elective courses after science I.

They are science II, physics, :chemistry, biology, and earth

sciences. These courses are of 4-credits except science II

which is a 2-credit course. Science II is a course provided

for those who are not talented in science but have willingness

-8-



of studying science further. It is recommended in this course

to study nature or a given phenomenon with the background obtained

in the study of science I. It is also possible to study cases

of science history in this course.

Physics include force and motion including various motions,

momentum and kinetic motion of molecules, waves of sound and

light, electri:.ity and magnetism, and atoms. Atoms include charge

and mass of electron, wave nature of electron, particulate nature

of light as well as structures of atoms and atomic nuclei, and

radio activity and nuclear energy.

Chemistry is divided into 4 portions. The first portion is.

concerned with chethical properties of matters. Items included

t

in this section are inorganic materials such as elements (simple

body),,

and polymers, both natural an-synthetic. The second is concerned

with the state of matters. The concept of purity, three states

...

.

1

,

compounds and identification of ions, organic materials,

of matter, and mixtures including the ,concept of partial pressure,

solution and colloid solution are the topics here. The third

is chemical reactions. The concept of rates of reaction and

catalysis are discussed here. In addition, heats of readtion and
...

equilibrium are taught in this section. As typical reactions,

acid-base reaction and oxirlation-reduction including chemical

cells are cited. Finally structure of matters is discussed.

Electrnic configuratipn is limited to the level of Bohr's

model cnd metallic bonds are excluded.

-9-
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The contents of biology and earth sciences courses are

omitted here because of the limitation of space.

A wide range of electivity of courses according to the in-

terests and talents of students means that colleges must be

prepared to accept students of diverse ability and backgrounds.

However, Japanese institutions of tertiary education have a

privilege that they can ask students to take given courses by

giving them entrance examinations. There are-institutions

which request to take physics and chemistry examinations. Some

admit more freedom in entrance examinations than this but ask

studnets to be prepared for the lecture or laboratory works which

assume that certain levels of training have been given in upper,

high schools. Thus it ,is very common, for science students,

that the highest possible training in upper high schools is

required to succeed in entrance examinations.

Indeed, the lowest number of credits required for the gradua-

-tion from upper high schools does not mean that all the students

take that small number of credits. Traditionally high school

studenLJ used to take 12 or more credits in science courses. That

kind of trends is still popular for students who wish to study

furthr!c in higher institutions. We may even assume that science

students have had 16 credits in science: four out of possible

five courses in science are very likely to be studied by those

who enter science courses of universities and colleges.

Among universities and colleges, there are three varieties

of entrance examinations. The first is the most general-education

-10-
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oriented. They take students,as science majors and literature

majors. The second selects students by the faculties. Here

students mast decide whether they are interested in faculty of

engineering or in faculty of science in addition to their general

interest in science. The third is still more specialized.

Departmetns select their own students. In this case, an applicant

to a university must decide whether he is interested in department

of chemistry or in department of applied chemistry.

Although the students are admitted into the departments
c -

in the third case, it is still required that they take general

education courses. General education usually lasts one and half

years. During this period, the student had been requested to

study 36 units of general education courses, 12 units each of

literature, social science, and natural science. However, the

pressure of professors who wished to give specialized education

in earlier ages was very strong. In addition, the student

unrest which prevailed in 1968-1970 led the university system to

Varieties of styles. Thus it is now possible that, if students

wish to do so, they can select up to 12 units from one or two

of the three categories in general education or from courses of

their specialized field: for example, the units may be 6 in

literature, 6 in social science, and 24 in natural science, at

the extreme.

3. Entrance Examinations of Institutions of Tertiary Education

Japan is a rather new country in the sense of western culture.



The history of her higher education is rather short. In earlier
days of modern education, the number of enrollments in univer-
sities was quite limited. The society did not need a great
number of leaders. Nor many families could send their children
to universities. Therefore, university graduates were of limited
numbers. There were only seven Imperial Universities before the
war including those at Taipei3 and Seoul, although there were
some. more federal higher. institutions and a limited number of
private universities. No wonder, most of the graduates of the
old Imperial Universities became leaders of Japan.

After the .World War II, the opportunity of education was
equalized by the new Constitution. Accordingly many universities
and colleges, both federal and private, were founded since then.
Local goverments also founded universities. Unfortunately however,
jap-In has been poor for most of the time after the war and has
paid not much attention for improvement of higher institutions.
Among those institutions, the old Imperial Universities were
rather well equipped because of their history. In addition to
this, the facts that almost all the Japanese leaders were educated
in the old Imperial Universities allured people to send their
children tc the famed universities. This trend of course.caused
very keen competitions for the entrance to)famed colleges and
universities. Most cf the parents in Japan thought that their
children ought to-receive education in go0d.universities to live
better, making the competition in entrance examinations very
keen in general.



This trend caused another problem. University professors

became to be feared that too many applicants may get full marks

if they set easy questions, although they have to give

sequential number to the applicants to allow them to enter the

institution up to a given number of seats. Thus the examination

questions had become more and more difficult. There was another

unfortunate point in the system of entrance examinations. That

is the problem of small colleges. There may be only a few chemistry

professors in a given institution. Yet they have to give entrance

examination questions: they have tomake questions every year in

addition,to marking a vast number of papers. It may naturally bk.

expected that therset questions on the stand point of easier

marking rather'than that of good questions. This trend has

also made the entrance examination uncomfortable and time-consuming

for the preparation. Here a chicken-egg problem starts: better

preparation and harder questions.

These problems, becoming a great social issue, gave tertiary

education institutions pressures to modify their entrance examina-

t
tiOnS. Thus-the ter:oration of national universities now cooperate

in giving a common examination for the first screening of the

candidates. It is officially called the Joint Achievement Test

for University Entrance Examination. The system started in 1979.

The first idea was to involve every institution, private or public,

but in practise tYere are various problems in private institutions

for joining the system. Therefore federal and local-government

supported institutions join the system at present together with

-13-
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a few private ones.

The aim of the JointAchievement Test is to be said that

tests whetter a candidate achieved what are expected by the

national standard in high schools. The subjects examined are

Japanece, English, mathematics, social sciences, and natural .

'sciences. At the present, the test in science is given from

the items, which are included in the Course of St4dy:: corresponding

to six credits. That means that an applicant must take,two

subjects in science. Chemistry is fortunately,a favorite sUbject.

of the applicants. Over 70% of'the applicants take chemistry
a

examinations. This is compared to ca. 50% physics, ca.,40%,

biology and ca. 20% earth sciences.

So far the Joint Achievement Test is favorably accepted by

teachers and general public in general. However, it is causing

another. unexpected trouble: Because the corract answers are

publicly announced, students can estimate how high mark they

Cobtained..,1 Then the high-mark students apply. to the famed

universities but the institutions supposed to be second-ranked

aresuffering from .the factthat only low -class students apply.

In the past, even these latter institutions used to receive

gpplications of good students, although the number%f them was

-small. 11hus,a new attempt is to begin in the coming examination.

It is connected to the sebond entrance examination which is given

by'a giveil institution.

h vide variety of second stage entrance examinations is

given according to the institutions.' At least, however, the

-14-



results of the Joint Achievement Tett are taken into account.

Some institutions select students by irterview only, some by

presenting a short thesis, and come give examinations of all

five subjects which are required in the joint Achievement Test.

Evideritly,all -round ability is required to get enrolled in

institutions where all five subjects are tested, However,

increasing number of professors began to think that the-all-

round talent is not required in a given field. in the coming

academic year, the results of the Joint Achievement Test shall

be tai-en into account by multiplying the marks of certain

subjects in some institutions. This Is considered to be one

cf the possibilities of avoiding the undesirable trends that

the level of students in higher education institutions is controlled

by the results of the Joint Achievement Test and new ranking of

the institutions takes place.

institt.tions select students by the eYamination of

fewer sLbjects thEn th f. federal or lccal-government supported

instittticns. They may be described that the students are

sKcialized in many ways. For example, faculty of literature

may rot request applicants to take matkematics or science

exer:inz;ticns, whereas a faculty of engineering asks applicants

to take examinations of science Japanese, and English.

W muE.t mention the cpiniors cf high school teachers. If

'A subfet is omitted from the entrance examination of univer-

sities and colleges, ;tudepts'will not study the subject sericusly

ever though they may attend the class. The all-round education

11
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schools is thus damaged by selecting certain subjects

in entrance examinations. On the stand point of high schools,

the more the, subjects in the entrance examinations, the beCteL.

On th(- stand point of parents, however, a large number of subjects

means thatthe entrance examinations force students to study

beycncli.their ability. Thif., dilemma may not be Solved for ever

unless the social situation changes drastically.

4. Unpopularity' of Chemistry

Chemistry is very unpopular although many applicants take

chemistry in entrance examinations. If department of chemistry

selects students by their own examinations, they have to be

prepared to adopt students of rather low quality, because there

are not many applicants relative to the available seats. The

situation is a little better now than some years ago, but it was

once possible that there were fewer applicants than the seats.

Especially damaged were the departments of polymer chemistry.

Some of them abandoned to give independent examinations and now

give entrance examinations jointly with other departments.

Other institutions which select students by the faculty

have a difficulty in a different way. A faculty of science or

a faculty of engineering may be able to select good students

because there are popular departments such as electronics, biology

and information science. However, at the time when they divide

students to departmetns, good students select chemistry

departments are few. As a result, many departments of chemistryA
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suffer from the shortage of students relative to the available

seats. Institutions which select students as science majors

and literature majors have a difficulty in yet a different way.

At the time of division of students, departments of chemistry

is usually not affected by the unpopularity of chemistry. They

get good students of a large enough number. However, departments

of industrial chemistry are a different story. They suffer

'from the shortage of good students. There can be a possibility

that the available seats are not filled.

The, reason for the ,unpopularity of chemistry has been

discussed in various ways. However, the last example which

clearly shows that pure chemistry is rather popular may mean

that the unpopularity of chemistry is connected to pollution

problems. Implication of the present status of chemistry is

. that in order to recover popularity of chemistry, we need a

drastic change in the thought of chemical education. We must

ask again why we teach chemistry in general education in

colleges and universities, since our traditional ways of
r.

teaching chemistr., have failed to attract many young people.

The tradition,al. way of chemical education is to teach

what chemistry is doing and vast amount of knowledge inc]uding

facts and theories. However, we wish to ask at this moment

"is that kind of chemistry really, essential for the citizens?"

Judges in our country made their decisions on the problems of

pollutioils and drug hazards. They may get information about

facts from specialists. However, final decision is made by

-17-
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themselves. Novelists in Japan wrote influential fictions about

chemical pollutions. They can also collect materials which are

necessary in writing. But the story is decided by them. What

is necessary for politicians for decision making from the

stand point of chemistry? It seems to the present author that

a really necessary thing for these people is to know the way

of thinking in chemistry. We wish to discuss these things in

this seminar. If we can get any implication from the seminar

that will greatly help us to better the chemical education

for the general public including scientists.

1

1
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Chemical Education at the General Education Level---An Example

Abstract

Yoshito Takeuchi

=1

(1) Opportunity for Reeducation

Generally speaking, once graduated from his last school,

it is.rather difficult for anyone to receive an appropriate

reeducation, particularly for chciuistry, which is good enough

to modernize his knpwledge. In this respect, the role of

tertiary education, and particularly of the general education,

is most important since this is the last opportunity for us

to teach chemistry to students who are not going to be chemists.

Students belonging to our college (College of General

Educa'tion, The University of Tokyo) can be classified into

r

three categories.

A: Those who are going to major chemistry or related field

such as biochemistry, pharmaceutical sciences, etc. (here-

after chemists-to-be).

13: Those wno are going to major physics, mathematics or various

fields of engineering and pure sciences '(hereafter physicists/

engineers-to-be).

C: Arts students

Some'of us in this college feel that there are severe

problems for each category.

-(2) Chemistry for Chemists-to-be

There is no problem as for the attitude of the students is

-1-



concerned. They are ready to accent chemistry as a means of

their future life. The generally accepted idea that the

chemistry in the general education is a part of training of

chemists-to-be is possibly reconsidered. It might be useful

for chemists-to-be to look chemistry from a stand point

different from that of a chemist.

(3) Chemistry for Physicists/engineers-to-be

We cannot.help feeling that not only they but also we do

...know that chemistry is not very relevant to their future carieer.
;-

Of course it is not difficult to persuade them (and us) chemistry

will eventually be relevant to their specialities, but it is

difficult to eradicate their hostility toward chemistry.

Some teachers tend to stress the mathematiCal (theoretical)

side of chemistry expecting to demonstrate that chemistry is,

as good as their favorite physics. My impression is that this is

useless if not harmful as a means to attract students to chemistry.

Some different approach should be sought.

(4) Chemistry for Arts Student

At our college arts students must choose two sciences

among various "jects. Chemistry and biology were most popular

among arts stud is for_some' time ago.

Recently,is me new subjects are added to sciences for arts

studehts'in n'ary-tiniirersitics. These are "introduction to

natural sclun es" and "6OgO KOsu (unified course)". The first

is more or le s introductory history and philosophy of science's,

while the sec nd is rather a new attempt and quite successful in

-2-
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attracting arts students since the lectures are composed of

one or two hours talk of various professors in diffe'rent fields

ranging from mathematics to gymnastics and are enjoyable to

everyone.

It must be add-A that the share of chemistry, as indicated

by the number of teachers of such new subjects, and by the time

spent for chemistry, is gradually decreasing as the new subjects

become popular.

I should like to describe wnat I am doing, moe or

isolatedly, as an experiment to recover popularity of chemistry

among youngsters.

-3-
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O

I OPiORTUNITY FOR REEDUCATION

lenrally spaking, once, graduated from one's last school,

It is rather difficult for him to find opportunity for further

education In Ih- other than his present job. There should

not many who would have opportunity to learn chemistry unless he

is a chemist. Personally I have not had any opportunity to teach

chemistry to those who had already finished schools In this

respct the roll ,f the tertiary education of chemistry, or of

any subject, is very imp rtant. For most of the university students,

,.re not ey ing to beia chemist, two years in the college of

pwneral eOucaiton aro indeed =the last chance to touch chemistry.

In japJn the of general education can be very various.

In most if ne all colleges the destination of freshmen has been

detorminoi whoh the;; /entered the university. In the University of

Tokyo, the system I rather unique in that the freshmen a*.'e

rourhIy classifiPd into six categories---LI, LII, LIII,SI, SII

and They sp,nd the first two years in Komaba campus to

which I t,:on,,-, aid move to the Hongo campus to spend their third

ind fourth voar:, According to the students' wish and their

aceumulated marks for the first one and half a year, the students

ar- al:r-atel Io various departments. There is, however a fair ly

S t-rice, re,-ulation. If one is admitted as a LI student
7,

he is

suppeseJ %0 '''.1'CO2t1 to the Faculty of 1,aw. A limited number of

.;r'iCierl 13 alLowd to "convert" their intending major.

A', firs- on, tends to think that there is not much chance

fir .h1I,e,Ia- it is by no means the case. For instance a SII

student has a id,_ ranc7e of choice--from Faculty of Medicine to

Faculty of :,tter. This has caused a considerable

effect upon students*



\'-

The are mny nur:-..er of pests for0
chemists. :uur Deiartr.ent of Chemisty, in Faculties of

at least
AgrIgultur-:, Engineering ar.a pharmacy. There are several

DeiLarme.its of Blohe--.1stry, too. Eence, there are 380 students

for Jr.c year who are go'ng to be ch-mists.

We can .1a;:sIfy a:1 the stdents :rite three classes.

wht are to major chemIstry or related field such

ti-)ch,m!s*r., '1-trmacy or siology. We shall call th.---m

snemist-to-b._.

E---Those wn. .re ,-,oing to be scieli.tist or an engineer, but whose

major ch-mistry. Tnose students can he very various.

:n ,no -x*:,.mL, there are mathematicians and in the other extreme,

the.re ar. :.er:nary doctors. But for simplicity's sake, we

shall o physicist/engineerto-be.

C.---Arts stiden. I,I and III. They are going to major Jaw,

literature, etc.

r-F CHEM1TRY Now, how much chemistry can

t -ach of tr,se three classes? Students belonging to

: .sty science students. For science students,

e;, . as physics and mathematics, is compulsory,

..nits of chemistry plus laboratory work

un:' of chem'stry are one lecture per week for

a nt_f ;;;1r1%nree semesters).

:-: :%A.:.:nts must choose two subjects out of physics, chemistry,

, )1-)lugy,and history of science. Each subject

Is f:nisn- two :ectures week for one semester. There is

no f-r :rts students. These are opportunities given for

-14pori-,unl'Ies very effectively?
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II CHEY1.:MY FOR cHEMIST-TJ-BE

We tend o assume that, there is not any serious problem as

far as the ,;heical education for chemist-to-be at colleges of

generai edu::at'on in p7oneral. It is true that those students are

relly to accep .neAstry and to absorb whatever we are going to

2-,1ve *hem.

in oer*tir universities chemistry in junior course is a part

or the uniried currlulum for chemist-to-be. Lectures for junior

course are essentially Phys. Them. I or Org. them- I in the whole

curriculum. oLher universities such as ours, they teach chemistry

more or' _less Independently. Whatever they teach in junior course,

1PeturPrs senior -oarse will start from the very first, i.e.,

from methane.

A long and hot debate will be affected if the advantage. and

disadvantage :Jr the two policies are to be compared. I think,

however, a diferent from both, of the two can ,be considered

for chemistry for chemist-to-be at colleges of general education.

When 'hese ..'udents 'advance to the senior study, they will receive

:lc wer or '_p, -tures-nf chemist,ry, all of which are chemistry for

chemists, and chemist,ryNcorm the.)viewpoint of chemists.

:u.h is or co.d-sc a necessary training for him bPfore starting

chemist. This means that eventually these students

wiii never reail7.e ho': chemistry looks like from non-chemists, i.e.,

viewpoints. If such as chemistry for

citlsen ever exists, such should be taught even to chemist-to-be,

and this car. lc 1)ne only in junior course.

This should be 'very ambitious, and be worthwhile to attempt.

No attempt has, however, ever been made as far as I know.
I., X
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To teach chemls:ry to phys:oist/engineer-to-te is rather

kfetc/
difficult :ask because these students are not very ready tc5Z-hem-

istry. Ths'is ~,a titularly the case With students who have

some detacned feelihi: to physics or to mathematics. They are in

a sense preoccupied to believe tnat chemistry is inferior t,o

physics and .lathe sties at least as far as the structure of logic

Is conoerned. At best, th,y believe that chemistry is totally

irrelevant 'heir future carieer.

Now we are ronfronted with a difficult question whether we

should teach. them something which nm y not he very much relevant

to their 1%:urt: carieer. There are several answers for that.

The simTlest nnswer for that question is just to neglect it.

We teach them -,ne sat-.0 chemistry as for chemist-to-be. We might

find,t,at mc:; - 'tudents are yer Y obedient ,ana_readily accept.

the Lard-L:nemizt!.:, i.e. , chemistry for chemist-to-be. This does

not n,cessar,tif that they ep to be in good terms with

P--,her, ',hey :11.:.t have accepted chemistry for the /

slr'e the uni, r,;,41red for finishing the junior course.

an eAsy-gin:- solution, and will eventually be very bad

P

AS

.

-Inswr,r for that question, some lecturers seems

ntve a:'emt:c invert these students to chemistry by stressing

the --or,:i-n_ ec.c)e: of :',hemistry in their lectures. These

lec'uvers ,-"en- rally a li-tie nervous towards somewhat disdain-

ful fee.in nemistry occasionally disclosed by these students.

Althougn understand these lecturer's attempts
, r do not think

the ffor: successful.



If the .-dtdr,?r: want f:.-)'stress some successful application

of theoretl2a: tney m.:15:, refer to the physical theories

which form the bay is for the ohemi..!al theory, and the students

mir.hr "-c1,1,1, tna neml3t... have borrowed theories from. physicists.

The truth is m)re o:.mpli(.1*:,0d, and there are always interactions,

not one- aided, and ch* mistry. We .mould not expect,

however, immatire s'.ddents can .1nderstand such implications.

1 have in 71::':d dirrerent approach. It is by no means clever

fc,r :4mistry oompcte w1th physics or mathematics in the

oonpieteness and .:)noreteners of theories. I 'should rather

stre. ;s the very oomplIcated and empirical nature of ch.2ttical

thry. The methodology of chemistry is quite different from that

for physics. , omparative study would be helpful to make

th-;re studens more. understandable to chemistry. This point will

disoussei in later section.
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IV_CHEMISTRY FOR ARTS STUDENTS

Arts students are most relevant to the topic of this seminar

,because they will eventually be "citizent" from chemists' viewpoint.

Previously, we did not have much difficulty as far as teaching

cheMistry tO arts students !.s concerned. In Japanese university.

system, arts students are supposed to choose two subjects out of

various science subjects. Among them, chemistry and biology have

been most'popular. These two subjects are basically qualitative

as compared with physics or mathematicSalthoughall the subjects

aretaught in a qualitative way. But this popularity has not

resulted in the respectful attitude to chemistrY. They have chosen .

CheMiStry simply because it is easy to obtain unit, and because they

had learned chemistry at senior high school. Chemistry given in

the junior course for arts students have been a kind of extention'

high school chemistry.

Recqptly, or for the_last ten years; a gradual but steady
7I.

change has occurred to the curriculum _pf_science.for arts students__

in many universities and colleges. In addition to, or rather, in

some u'niversities, i;istead of traditional subjects, two new subjects

have been introduced. One is "Introduction to Science" or "History

of Science". and the other is "SOGO KOSU(unified course)"

INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE It is usually a combination of philosophical

and historical survey of development of science in general. Our

'concern is how is chemistry treated in such a subject. This depends

as a matter of fact on the philosophy of the lecturers or on the

choice of textbook(inpany cases textbook written by the lecturers

will be chosen). We might, or rather, should expect cheMistry should

occupy at least a quarter of the pages of the textbook. The situation

is'veiv Much. less than a quarter.

1111
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The aritents of one typical textbook of introdultion to

Science will be shown. If properly lectured by a good lecturer,

616 subject_should be very stimulating to-the mind of junior students

---particularly of arts students. Such a view : of science is

the very first experience to most of them. Anyway they have never

learned such at senior high school. They are'now to feel that they

really university students. It is quite understandable that if such

a subject is open along with the traditional subjects, students

tend to choose the former at the expense of the latter.

Since chemistry is treated in most textbooks for introduction

to science -very briefly, the contribution of chemistry and of

chemists(as lecturers) will be diminishing. This is a very, serious

situation for the chemical world,

The small portion of chemistry in introduction to science is

another difficult point to be discussed. The figures are mostly

Such founders of modern chemistry as Lavoisieur or Dalton. I-do

not-deny the impOrtant contribution of those chemiststo the establish-__
meant of modern chemistry. But students might feel that they have

long been familar with their establishments, and that the lectures

loose their brilliance whenever' something related to chemistry are

ta be given.

The situation is much the same with history of science. A large

number of"pages will be spent in Kepler, Galileo, Newton and perhaps

Darwin, and a few pages for Lavoisieur and Dalton, but none, for

other chemists.

C)
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SOGO KOSU(UNIFIED COURSE) Sogo Kosu is an interdiciplinary course

which usually covers quite a wide range of topics. Unually a topic

and an_organizer are chosen by the committee. The organizer sets

the framework of the course and choose lecturers froM various

sources according to this frame. Each lecturer speaks for one

or two hotirs on his favorite work, The organizer will make an

.

opening and a closing remark and explain,the aim of that particular

course.

Once I Was asked to,.participate into one of-Sogo KOSu titled

as "Shape.or Form". To an organic chemist such as I the word

shape is always associated with the molecular shape---tetrahedral

methane or chair-form cyclohxane, etc. To an architect or to a

mathematician the word should 'have quite a different meaning.

The structure-of this Sbgb KOsu is given in,the separate

_sheet. It is again evident that the share of chemistry 1.s small-- -

three out of some 25 lectUres. ;

Personally I like to pabticipate in SOO Ktsu or to lecture

introduction to science very much. I should be happier if I am

asked to organize a SDO KOsu. If I take, however, the viewpoint of

a chemist, I cannot be very°happy to notice that the gradual

spreading of these new subjects, :ntroduction to science and TOO,

KOsAs bringing about a Serious problem for chemistry.

For the time being, in our university, Sogo Kosu is open only to

science students, and further it is optional. Sogo Kosu cannot

replace the conventional science subjects such as chemistry. BUt

this is not always the case with other universities. Indeed I know

a few colleges where Sogo:K6su or equivalenti4S open to all students
A

and it forms a part of 'compulsory subjects fOr arts students..

It iS.highly likely that the new subjects will attract more and
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more students. What sho we do when we find that there are

no%arts studentd who choose chemistry as their science subject?

I am too pesimistic, biAt.I know something which might materialize/

my fear.
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HISTORY*D PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

.1

the University of Tokyo, the College of General Edubation

i I

is basically responsible for junior education. In the Department of

Liberal Arts, and in the Departmentof Pure and Applied Sciences,

a limited number of students are receiving their senior education.

In thee. former department,, there is a section named as the division

of "History and_Philosophy of Science",_The number of permanent

teaching power associated with this section is only four, and the

number of students is correspondingly small - -five to eight per year.

It must be mentioned that this section has its own graduate'

school-- perhaps the only one,graduate,school of this kind in Japan.

The entrance examination for this graduate school is very hard

. with ,* many applicants from all over Japan
/

,

The number of graduate students is also limited--two or three per

year7-but they tend to occupy academic posts which are responsible

for science general education, particularly for arts students.

Although it was originally expected that the educatoion in
.

the section of historyand philosophy of science should be well

balanced among various area of sciences, the fact is that one

eventually has to have his main field, e.g., philosophy of physics

or history of biology, etc., which is in most cases anything,

Other than chemistry. ConsequentlY, when such one occupies the

-academic post responsible for junior education of science, he will

.prepare history of, or intoductioxto, science and Sogo Kosu for

arts students.

For the' time being, the number of the graduate of the section

of history and philosophy of science is very much limited, and their

influence is local. But we have to admit that they are becoming

-. popular and popular.

101
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VI CHEMISTRY FOR-CITIZEN

I do not believe that I have a cure-all fol the unpopularity'
of chemistry amoneciti'zen, nor a better prescription of chemistry'
for - citizen. I do believe;

howeveri-that-chemtstry for arts students
as well as chemistry for physicist /engineer-to -be should be

MOdefied so that the new chemistry can Compete with the introduction
to, or the history of science, and Sogo Kosu. What I have in mind
`has the following characteristics.

(i) It &scribes.the development of a limited area(or a topic)

of- chemistry from mid 19c. to thepresent stage.

Thetopic should not be very' broad.. The scope of the topic is
as large as of a standard monograph for'specialists.,

(iii) The chemistry should not be very difficult, but should not be
mere extention of senior high school chemistry.

In other words,, the attempt is more or less the modern version
of Harvard Case History organized by Prof. 2. A144.,/ . . Indeed,

Harvard Case History had a,great success when it appeared. The value
'of-this s-e-rtes-remairfed-Uffehanged, but the topics are rather old

7----Wiirost of students. They now have some impression that they are
well,aware of Lavoisier or Dalton. If we treat topics much modern,
students might be impressed and a better effect may be'obtained.

I have set up three such attempts, each is just for one semester's

lectures.The title of these serial_ lectures are---
tlethyic

A. A Story of ye ohexane---a story of conformational analysis(,%r5)
xbg.B. Lights and Chemists - -- 'light as a means to explore molecular,a story of

structure

C. A Molecule (i.a.:!es....a story of stereodynamies of ring compour;4.

In these lectures I attempted to describe the characteristic

Methodology of chemstry in comparison with,the other natural sciences.

O
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Once or twice I made an experimEnt, i.e., I delivered the serial

lec-tures to arts students and students of Department of Liberal

Arts(senior students). So far the responce is good'. 1.1 will

continue to blush up the content of the lectures so that not only

arts students but also physicist/engineer-to-be will attend the

class With satisfa-ction.

..
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CHEMTSTRY FOR NONSCIENCE STUDENTS

John W. Hill
Professor and Chairman
Department 'of Chemistry

Untversity of Wisconsin-River Falls
niver Falls, Wisconsin 54022 U.S.A.

This paper_describes,a chemiziey course for nonscience students. Such a course

is offered at the University of Wisconsin-Ri er Falls and at hundreds of other colleges

sand universities in the United States of Ame 4.ca and at many schools in Canada and

mother dountires. By "nonscience student" we'mean students with majors in the arts,

Aumanities, and social sciences. This course is not intended for nurses or -other

--health science students, nor for those students in agriculture whose curricula require

tr,ofessiona-1 chemistry Courses.-

Students who major in chemistry (or another science) in the United States are

Usually required to take courses in the humanities'and social sciences as a part of

n..oveiall liberal education. Many schools feel that students who major in art,

iterature, or sociology (for example) should take, courses in the sciences as a part

of'their education. No person can be considered to be educated without some under-

Standing of what science iS, how science forks, and how science effects their daily

lives. Further, it is important that students' understand physiCal laws and gain

an ability to apply some of theM to their personal problems and to those of society.

How much mathematics can we use? In my experience, I have found it best to use

very little. These students can learn to do stoichiometric calculations, but this

;topic requires too much clasS*.time. I would rather have the time to develop other

toPits. Some areas of, enormous importance can be dealt with quite effectively, in

qualitative manner.

Following are some examples of physical principles and their application to

zeveryday situations. Some of these are included in my textbook, Chemistry for

Xhangira Times, 3rd edition, Minneapolis: burgess Publishing Company, 1980.

1 r
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-One of the first principles encountered in a chemistry course is the Law of

Conservation of Mass. .We can restate it in a variety of ways. Matter is conserved.

Atoms are conserved. Since atoms are conserved, how can we get rid of those we don't

want -- those substances we call wastes. The simple answer is that we can't. We can

dump wastes in the water, on the land, or in the air. Those are,the only real alter-

natives that we have. We can't obliterate atoms, nor can we change atoms from one

kind to another -- without an enormous expenditure of energy. We can change the
VS

combination- of atoms, however. Toxic earbon monoxide can be changed to lass harmful

carbon dioxide., Mercury metal vapor can be changed to less harmful mercury sulfide.

Sometimes nature fools us; though. For years we dumped mercury into the environment,

assuming it would end up as insoluble (and thus harmless) mercury sulfide. Ten in

the 1960s it was discovered that certain bacteria can convert insoluble forms of

.mercury to methyl mercury, a form even mote toxic than the metalitself. We cannot
0

destroy matter, but we can change itArom one compOund form to another.

Let's look/at the question from the other side. If matter is conserved, how

can we ever run out of any material? ".:f copper atoms are conserved, how can we ever

runsout of copper? We won't rtrf out; we will merely scatter copper atoms so widely

in the environment that it will be too expensive to gather them again to useful con-

centrations. We may therefore introduce the idea of entropy as scattering. Scattering

is spontaneous. It is easy tp pollute. Gathering scattered atoms of-gold or copper

or phosphorus is difficult, gathering requires an input of energy. Low entropy gold

is useful -- as jewelry and electronics and money. High entropy gold -- all those

enormous quantities in the waters of the sea -- is useless. To extract a troy ounce
_.>

of gold from the sea would require an input of energy that would cost more than the

$650 or" so that the gold sells for.

So the simple,-- but powerful -- idea of conservation of matter leads quite

naturally to a discu3sion of recycling, pollution, concentration of ores and minerals,

and other interesting topics. And it provides the students with an insight into

some. of-our problems that they get nowhere else in the curriculum.
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Another important principle with interesting applications is the Law of Conser-

ation of Energy: If energy is conserved, why do we have an energy crisis? Energy

is conserved, all right, but it can be changed from one form to another. In any

siontaneous change, the energy winds up in a less useful form. And in every change

some of the energy is lost as heat. Again, a simple yet powerful natural law has

enormous practical applications. It places considerable constraint on what we can

do to "solve the energy crisis." To convert coal to (more convenient) gaseous or liquia

fuels requires that we forfeit a part of the energy of the coal. To use electricity

t .produce hydrogen for use as a fuel requires that we forfeit a part of the electri

cal energy as waste heat. And we have already surrendered a major part' (ca.6096)'of

the energy of,the coal or uranium that we used to generate the electricity. Thus

the idea that energy is Conserved,leads quite naturally to a discussion of the laws

of thermodynamics. An understanding of these laws changes forever the way students

View "the energy crisis."

Another law of enormous importance is the Law of Constant CompOsition and some

,of -its, corollaries. Water is always H20. Water is what it is. Its properties are

invariant. Water is always wet. COMpounds are defined by their composition and

structure. When considering food, food additives, and drugs, this invariance of

:properties is especially impOrtant. A chemical compound -- regardless of where it

comes from or how it is made -- has a constant composition, structure, and properties.

Vitamin C is ascorbic acid, a chemical compound. Its properties do not depend on its

source, advertising claims, or our wishes. Aspirin, is acetylsalicylic acid. It has

a nice set of desirable properties -- antipyretic, analgesic, anti-inflammatory, and

anti-coagulant -- and some that are undesirable -- it promotes bleeding and causes

allergic reactions In some people. The desirable and undesirable properties are

inseparable. 'Indeed,' the anticoagulant action may be desirable -- it may decrease

11
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the chance of a stroke or heart attack -- or .undesirable -- promoting bleeding from

a would or aggravating an ulcer -- depending on, the circumstances. In more basic

terms, knowing that one aspirin tablet is the same as another can save the consumer

a lot of money.

'That about laboratory? Should there be a laboratory for the nonscience students?

Laboratories are expensive in a time of tight budgets and demanding of staff time

when we teachers already have more than.we can do.

All of us have felt those constraints. I believe, now more firmly than ever,
V

that nonscience students should have laboratory experience. I just as firmly believe

that the experience should not be the traditional one in which students test laws

that are already well-proven, redetermine physical constants which are more easily

found in a handbook, and analyze "made-up" unknowns. The main goal should be to get

the students involved in investigating the real world. We should use made-up samples

only to show Nhat a positive test looks like or to calibrate our apparatus.

The role of chemists in society is changing. Indeed, it must change if chemistry

is to survive as a profession. In the past, most chemists have concentrated on making

new products "be':ter things for better living." While we will continue' to need

new and iTpreoved materials, more and more chemists will have to become involved in

designing ''better processes for a more livable world." Chemists will also become

more involved in, onituring air and water quality, chemical dumps, and other aspects

of our chemical environment. It is these changing roles that we should emphasize

in the laboratory for,nonscience st *dents.

I believe that a chemistry lab for nonscience students should, as far as possible,

adhere to four guiding principles. First, the experiments should be short -- one

hour if possible, not more than two hours. That makes labs easier to schedule and

it is eastc- to maintain student interest. Second, the experiments should use cheap,

LCD
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everyday materials. Ask students to bring materials from home or buy them at the

_store. The need for "cheap" is obvious to most of us. Perhaps more importantly,

students are more comfortable using familiar materials and more interested in such

experiments: Third, we should avoid as many of the more hazardous chemicals as

pssibie: Total avoidance of hazard is'impossible. And even if it.weren't, it

would bc unwise. We should try to teach them how to handl dangerous substances

safely, a practice that we hope will carry over into their everyday rives. And

'fourth, we should strive to devise more interesting experiments, yet
1

ones which

:still illustrate important principles.

A number of experiments, in which we strove to meet these criteria; are in-
.

1

tluded in Sdott, pip, et al., Chemical Investigations for Changing Tunes, 3rd

1

:edition, Minneapolis: Burgess,Publishing Company, 1980.

This is but a brief description of a chemistry course r nonscience students.

A:hemical principles can be applied in the daily lives of all
A
itizens. Chemistry

is important to everyone. That they know'some chemistry -- and that they know that

:knowledge ofchemistry is useful -- is important to us as scientists and teachers.

Ajur,countries need citizens who are better informed, more interested in science

and more supportive of science, especially of basic research. As teachers, we have

accomplished a .great deal if we can convince our students that the world, for all

its bewildering complexity, is comprehensible and is potentially subject to the control

=of the human mind. Knowledge gives power, and chemistry is an important way to gain

knowledge about the world in which we live.



A-Two-Semester Course for Non=Majors
cz.

,

ny.U.S. institutions of higher education require at leaseone-year

cience for km-science majors. This may be satisfied by (at least) a one-

ear-course.in one -of the sciences or, alternatively, by two ,(or more)semesters

cseVeral-§Ciences. The appropriateness of formulating,a chemistry course

60400-espetiallyrfor these persons should therefore be obvious, but

fOrtUnately, Many institUtions have not done this Most students in most

universities are-not science majors and it seems logicaLto develop appropriate

courses =in science designed for these'students. Having a second term in such a

0407:mould:be most desirable in the view of many persons because it would

011-flex0iIity with regard to the inclusion of topics and experiments that

mot,be,iricludea if only one semester.is available for such a course.

Topics-Which Might be Included in a Two-Semester Course Include:.
. o.

1. Thenergy probTemo, includingthe,chemistry (and problems

caused.by this chemistry) of the utililation of coal, nuclear materials,
zs.

petroletili, the sun (including hydro, Wind, ocean thermal differences),

--iiaves, etc.

2. Pollution problems, including air and water pollution; hazardals

wastes and their dispbsal, etc.
,

3. rood production and many of the chemiCal problems associated

with' this.

-4. Polymers, - their formulation, manufacture, and use.

5. Industrial chemical processes, including the manufacture of both

heavy and fine chemicals-,4e-processes by which-these are made.

6. -Medicinals and drugt - their formulation, manufacture, chemistry,

and problems associated with their use. Organic and biochemistry,

including important biological cycles, vitamins, hormones, enzymes?

20roteins, genes and, their modification, ptc.

O
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7., Nuclear chemistry and the'fundamental composition of matter,

fission, fusion, and other important radiological processes.

8. 'Electricity and, its use in.6hemistry and chemical processes.

B. Among Laboratory Experiments Which Could be Introduced in a

Two-Term Course are--Included:

1. Qbantitative chemistry, including titration.

2. .
The determination of water hardness.

3. Electrolytic and voltaic cells.

4. The synthesis of important and interesting organic substances,

Such as aspirin and important esters.

-2-

. . _ .

. 5. Osmosis and dialysis and their application to human life, including

kidnej.dialysis.

6. The synthesis of nylon.

7: Pesticides, herbicides, insecticides, etc.

8. Polymers.

Colloidal systems.

10. Corrosion and its inhibition:

11. Analysis of important substances (e.g., milk).

12. Experimerits involving, the 'use of ismple, but important equipment,

e.g., spectrophotometers, pH meters, microcomputers

Stanley Kirschner

Professor of Chemistry

Wayne State University
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What changes in distribution of materials would be desirable if
a two-semester (or term) course were to be taught for a non-major

student?

Marjorie Gardner
Departments of Chemistry

Uni0ersity of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

First, I would examine the topics for the one-seMester (or term) coursed

to determine if some of these should be explored in greater depth and if

adqitional experiments could be done that improve the interest and learning

in the course. Then I would choose topics that had not been possible to
,

include in the one-term course to extend the understanding. For example,

Ithink these students need an introduction to biochemjstry and I'd place

it very high on the list of materials to be included. Through biochemistry,

a number of important principles learned earlier can be consolidated,and

extended. -They include catalysis, principles related to types of reactions,

rates of reactions, complexities of reactions, and chemistry related to the

student as a human being. This would require more attention to organic chemistry

.which could also be used. to give students an introduction to and some under-
... .

standing of petroleum chemistry, pharmaceutical chemistry, polymer chemistry
, .

(essentially areas of jmportance in our economic growth).. If time were still

available, I would choose topics from environmental chemistry to help students

understand weathering', erosion, pollution, fertilization, etc. If still
.---

s. further time remained it would be attractive to add content on collodial

chemistry, on photochemistry,on nuclear processes to.broaden the students'
. .

, . perspective and view of their own world as well as that of the entire chemical
,

. .

enterprise. .

2
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The Nature of Science Education-:

Implications for tbmmunication Media

J, J. Lagowski

'Mat modern sciences are dynamic subjects, undergoing ,constant

change in content. Many scientific principles may be well-organized

and understood, but the training\ofscientists suggests it would be

a-serious error to assume that the present collectiOn of principles
,

will remain static in the future. History shows us that the changes
N

in the content of most sciences are neither smooth nor necessarily

foreseeable. Thus when we "do" or teach science, we must deal with

an unpredictable dynamism, which is'the root of the problem of

educating scientists, as well, as non-scientists.
r.

Those who would attempt to communicate "science to the masses"

have to mage a fundamental decision--whether to discuss results or

-- to attempt to include,ideas which involve the processes of science.

The former can often be done superficially with relatively little

need for speciali,.ed training--a press release, a little research,

and a reasonably glib way with words. The latter recppres a deeper

insight into the processes by which value judgments in science are

made,as wellsas a willingness to attempt tb pick through tedious details;

'it also requires care and an extraordinary skill.in the presentation

of the subject or the final piece will reflect the tedious detail and

thence riot be effective with the intended audience.

19r
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.If academic scientists are to affect mass media communicators,

they must devise methods of presenting the essence of the processes

of science in a non-trivial Way (not leave it to the phrase "the

scientific method") to potential science writers, as well as

techniques for the:continuing education of science writers.

o
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Position Paper

Goals of Science Education

Anna J. Harrison, Mount Holyoke College

All education is an enabling process. A course provides the en-
vironment in which a student is-enabled to make progress toward ac-
complishing something. These pfocesses of accomplishing somethings
are

-A limited list of goals for chemical education follows.

I. To participate effectively in the social, economic
and political process of our pluralistic society.

II. To become a chemist and to continuously enhance one's
professional competence as a chemist.

III. To become 4 scientist other than a chemist and to
continuously enhance one's capabilities as a scientist.

IV. To attain and tocontinuously enhance one's pro-
fessional competence in a field other than a science.

V. To become and continuously develop one's effectiveness
as a. communicator; as a'leader in the formation of public'
opinion and as-a decision maker.

VI. To enhance and continuously strengthen one's. self-1
image as an individual who understands the Processes of
physical, chemical and biological change.

Goal I is a societal goal for all students and'is a goal that
sctent-iSts must honot the development- bfeducatiodal -prOgtaffs-iff---

the sciences regardless of the professional goals of tht students.

Goals It andIII have been traditionally the focus of the scien-
tific community and are essential to .the,future vitality of, science
and technology.: These goals and the educational programs developed to
achieve them are not in question at this conference.

GOal IV is a -goal which is just beginning to be recognized as a
developing and increasingly significant responsibility of the scien-
tific community. An understanding of the processes of science and
technology, including an understanding of the powers and limitations
of science and technolog4are,increasingly relevant to professions such
as-law; business and joutnalism. The tools of these professions are in-
creasingly based in technology and the substance of their concerns are
also increasingly technical.

Goal V is again a societal goal and must be a primary concern of
the scientific community in the structuring of%educational programs.

127
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The welfare of our technologiCi society is dependent upon effective

`leadership in matters involvip science and technology and that in-

clUaes a vast array of social, economic and Tolitical matters.

. Goal VI is a humanitarian goal. I consider it ofgreat signifi-

cance to the well-being of the individual. To the degree that an indi-

vidual lacks confidence to learn and enjoy scientific matters that

. individual is in part destroyed. It is my experience that to argue

from this goal for curriculum developments is remarkably ineffective.

0

This seminar is-primarily concerned with the strategies at the
tertiary level in pursuit of Goals I, IV, V and VI. To me, this

translates into three types of courses:

A Introductory courses for stUdentswho do not need to
develop technical competence to achieve professional
goals,

B Introductory courses, for students who need to develop
limited technical competence in limited areas of science,

to achieve professional goals, i.e. agriculture students,

and

C Upper level courses for studentS.in professions that in-
volve the utilization or control of science and technology;

i.e. law, business and journalism.

I .judge that the mission of this seminar is to address type A courses
but I hope we also give some cofisideration to sequencing types A and'C.
The comments that follow will address type A, ifitroductery,,courses for ,

students who do not need to develop technical competence to achieve pro-
fessional goals. Such a course or courses may be a student's
primary route to Goals I and VI and the foundation for Goals 'IV and V.

What does one hope the student can achieve through such a course?
.My goals for such a course are to provide the environment through which

[he student - -

a) discovers that he or she can understand matters scientific and ,
the processes by which scientific knowledge is acquired,-

b) discovers that he or she enjoys the process of extending his
or her knowledge, and

c) discovers that he or she can extend his or her knowledge (at
least) at the level of the mass media, and

d) continues to extend his or her knowledge at the level of the
mass media for the next half century.

It is worth pointing out that some of the above do not lend them-
selves co testing and that none of the above specifies the systems
that should constitute the framework of the course. I am convinced

that an almost unlimited number of courses could be developed to provide
the environment for the student to achieve the four goals specified

14
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above (a through d). I am also convinced that unless the student achieves
the goals, both the institution and the student have made a poor investment.

In the design-of the course, systems and principles should be selected
and orchestrated to produce an integrated whole. This cannot be achieved
45, starting with an introductory course designed for:majors or a course.

derived from an introductory course designed for =fors, and deleting
tonics. In fact, the'process is. quite the oppdsitei' Decide where you
want to end and introduce that which you need to let there. I have done
this more or less successfully using the eXplora ion of the pkoperties
and 'structures of polymers as the goal. To get there you need quite.a
bit-of chemistry and the route not only makes it possible but almost re-
quires that many concepts become repurfrig themes.

The choice of systems and concepts that provide the apparent
.structure of the course is'related to the mechanism that is attractive
in achieving Goal VI. I believe that students are attracted to Rhenomena
and that they enjoy an approach to chemistry through phenomena leaaini
to a desire for correlations, rationalizations and models. You have to
be realistic about what can be accomplished in'one semester.

As a profession, we have yet touse our creative talents -to develop
meaningful first courses for students who do not require technical compe-
tence to';'achieve their professional gcals.

d
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. Chemical Thinking and Mathematical Thinking

Hart Aosoya

i-
Departmeht of Chemistry, Ochanomziu University, Tokyo

Abstract

It is generally thought that chemistry has been develop-

414g.in the natural science by keeping its distance from mathe-

4maticS as far as possible. It is true in one sense, but it

dos riot. mean that chemistry is neither logical nor Mathemti-

ial. There are two dfferent ways for the logical thinking,

:.e:, deduction and indiction. If one classifies every field

of natural s'pience into these two categories, mathematics will

\

'b*e.the-mbst deductive, and chemistry will be, if not the most,

-,xather inductive., However, we also know that even mathematics

has been developing'through the repeated chains.of deduction

and induction.

In my lecture I will stress tha there are several common

features among the chemical and mathematical thinking and that

chemistry has contributed to the construction of some other

fields of natural science through its mathematical aspects.

The discover' of the law of periodicity of elements induced

the modern atomic structure theory, the enumeration problems

o4 alkanes and their deciatives_triered the development of

the graph theor and combinatorial theory in mathematics, and

so on:

I. 3
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It iour duty to let those chemistry-nOn-major people

know that the way of thinking which chemistd. have used to
0

construct the modern chemistry is not, different greatly from

what the mathematics and physics people do. Chemists just

prefer to play in the diversity or peculiarity rather than in
. .

the simplicity or uniformity of the nature. Chemists are
,

responsible for drawing the future plan of the mankind by sup-
,

plying the whole knowledge of ten million species of chemical

substances which have been and will be produced through the

chemical logic or chemical thinking.
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Chemical Thinking and Mithematical Thinking

Interaction through StiUctural Formula
ti

Haruo Hosoy

Department of Chemistry, Ochanomizu UniVersity, Tokyo,,Japano

a

It is generally thought that chemistry has been deVelop-,,

. Wig in the natural soe.itide by keeping its distance from mathe-

matics as far as posiibie. It is true,in one sense, but it
?

does not mean that chemistry ,is neither logical nor mathemati-
,

There are two different ways for the logical thinking,

i.e., deduction andinduction. If one classifies every field

of natural science into these two categories, mathematics will

be the mostfteductive, and chemiStiy will be, if not the most,

rather inductive.

However, we also know that even mathematics han been deve-

loping through the repeated' chains of deduction and induction.

There are several common features among the chemical and mathe-

matical,thinking, and chemistry has even contributed to the

construction of some other fields of mathematical science through

its mathematical aspects. Let us first make a brief survey of

the history of chemistry where and how chemistry needed the

mathematical way of thinking. Some of these problems are found

to be tractable more easily if one uses a little more elaborated

mathemdtical tool. In some cases a number of different mathe-

matical methods are foundto be entangled. Above all the largest
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overlap.between the chemical and mathematical thinkin4s might

be observed'in the problems where structural formUlae play a

key role. With these examples let us consider the present

status of chemistry.among and the future role in the natural

science Wand the citizens.

Historical Background

The birth of the modern'chemistry is attributed to the dis-

covery of the law of conservation of mass by Lavoisier in the

end of 18th century. This is nothing else but the declaration

by the chemists that chemistry is a branch'of natural science

built, up from the logical reasoning based on the results of
\*

quantitative experiments. Almost at the same time Richter intio-.

duced-the concept and guiding principle of the chemical stoi-

chiometry. It did not take too much time for Avogadro to'assume

',the existence of molecules as the smallest units of chemical

substances, preceded by,the discovery of the law of definite
.

,

proportion by Proust, the discoveiy of the law of gaseous -reac-

tion.by Gay-Lusahc, and the proposition of the atomic theory by
/

. -(

Dalton.

All the work of these pioneering chemists was the struggle

with the inaccurate and insufficient experimental data to squeeze

the very essence of the discrete and hierarchical structure of

the nature, i.e., atom, molecule, and substance. These develop-

ments were made through the repeated chains of deduction and

1 33
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induction just as the mathematics people do.

The 19th century was the age for the chemists suchtthat

the tbpological structure of chemical substances was gradually

4given light on through the effort by many distinguished chemists,

i.e.i Liebig, Keku16, Frankland, Kolbe, van'tHoff, Le Bel,

Fischer, etc. Their effort may be symbolized by:the isomeric

cyanic acid and fulminic acid, the Kekule structure of benzene,

and the projected structural formula of saccharic acid by Fischer

(See Fig. 1).

In some sense the concepts of the valency and structural

formUla are the most chemical products that these chemists have

born. However, this is one of the most mathematical tools that

chemists' have._ A chemical bond in a molecule marked

with a bar or a

'modern physial

the abstracting

set of bars

techniques.

thinking of

can never be observed"by any of the

It is just a symbol produced from

the nature. It. is not widely known

even by a majority of chemists that the isomer enumeration

problem led the mathematician Polya to the construction of the

graph theory and combinatorial theory in their modern forms.

This will be explained later in more detail.

;Another important finding by the chemists in 19th century

is the Mendeleev's periodic law of chemical elements. This is

a typical example of the product of inductive thinking in chemi-

stry-, but led the ambitious physicists in the early 20th century

to the quantum theory of atoms and molecules. Once the quantum

1. ')
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"theory was born, a number of crucial chemical substances were

provided by chemists not only for testing the various theorems

but also for giving a chance for discovering a nest theory. The

theory of the representation of the group theory was developed

by the joint work of chemists and physicists for interpreting
. t.

the atomic and molecular spectra in various energy ranges.

Numerical analysis especially on the matrix transformation and

design of practical computer systems of information processing

and retrieval have been established by the contribution of

chemists, but these topics will not be discussed-further in this

paper.

Structural Isomers

0

In the most primitive but essential sense the structural

,formula is meant by the topological or adjacency relationship

of atoms in a molecule. For example, the four butanol isomers

can be predicted by the'structural formulae as in Fig, 2a,which,

however, not only needs tedious labor to draw but also is mis-

takable. Then chemists prefer to use the rational formula (Fig.

2b), but it does not give us a perspective view of the skeletal

structure of the molecule. On the other hand, graph-theoreti-

cians like to expand these carbon atom skeletons as in Fig. 2c-e,.

i.e.; matchwood, rooted tree, and rooted spanning tree repre-

sentationd. The most concise expression is proposed by a chem-

ist, Wiswesser, as in Fig.-2f. The so-called WLN representations
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are shown to be unique but not sb neat as mathematicians prefer

use.- This difference might come from that of the attitude

thward't4eobjects concerned. Namely, chemists are obliged to

'.' give.a useful and unambiguous name to each molecule, while
., .

mathematicians need no name for eachgraph if a unique representa-

tion is given. The most mathematical representation might be

the adjacency matrix, e.g., for A -butan -1 -ol as
'

0 -I 0 0 0. \

1 0 1 0 0

-;
.0 1 0 '1 0

0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 1 1

where the lowest diagonal element is tentatively assigned as 1

for a heteroatom. F the purpose of.riaming and retrieval another

iagebraid-representatio as
.

lc

det 0

1 0

1 0 O

0 0

1 C 1 0 = C
4
0 - C 3

- 3C20 + 2C + 0
0 1 C 1

0 0 1 0/

was proposed by a chemist,Spialteri), but is thought to be
.

impractical.

A matrix or 'determinant expression for a given graph has

an important mathematical meaning in the sense that a geometri-

cal.object can be tranSformed into an algebraic representation,

and vice versa. In 1937 p6lya, a m-Rthematician;k proposed the

concept of a counting polynomial which can predict the number

1 r)
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of the structural isomers of molecules.
2) According to his

theory, the number of-the isomers of the acyclic saturated

alcohols with n Carbon atoms:is read from the coefficient a
n

to the term x
n of the following polynomial,

A(x) = 1 + x + x
2 + 2x

3 + 4x
4

+ 8x
5 1 7x

6 + 39x
7

+
O

This,polynomial-is obtained from\the following recursion

formula,
3

A(x) = 1 +
6
---x[{A(x)). + 3A(x)A(x2) + 2A(x

3)1
,

derived from a sophisticate& but ingeneous manipulation of the

permutation group. Further, the counting polynomial for the

number of the isomers of aikanes can be obtained from A(x) as

C(x) = 1 + x + x
2 + x

3 + 2x
4 + 3x

5 + 5x
6 + 9x

7
+

O

It will be an,impressive exercise for both chemistry-major .

and-non-major students to follow the magnificient 'mathematical

,structure of the proof of this enumeration problem.
3)

`They

.c.ii41 surely realize both the formal simplicity of the struc-
,-:

tural formula and its mathematical depth.

By the use of the concept of the counting polynomial, the

graph theory and combinatorial theory could grow up to what

they are today. The next example also shows the powerfulness

of the counting polynomial.- All the-chlorine atoms of benzene-

hekachloride (BHC) attach to different carbon atoms and the

carbOn- atom skeleton is -the-same-as---that---of_the_chair_form of

cyclohexane.
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Let the: upper and lower chlorine atoms with respect to the

carbon atom skeleton be represented respectively by open and

.closed circles. The equatorial C=C1,bonds are marked with a

bar, -wheras'the axial chlorine atoms are drawn-on the corners

of thellexagon. All the sixteen poSgible conformations of BHC

can then be represented as in Fig. 3. 4)
According to the Poly's

theory, this number can be obtained from the cycle index for

the point group D3d by purely algebraic manner as

+ 2(e
3
+a

3
)

2
+ 3(e

2
+a

2
)

3
}

1

6

= e
6

+ e
5
a + 4e

4
a
2

+ 4e
3
a
3

+ 4e
2
a
4

+ ea
5

+ a6.sly

For example the term 4e4 a2 stands for the four conformations

c-f. However, experiments show that the two chair forms of

cyclohexane skeleton cannot be distinguished because of its

rapid inversion, and effectively this molecular skeleton is

thought tg take -a planar D6h structure (See Fig. 4): That is

the three cduples of the conformers-facing-toward-the-counter-

part beyond the dashed line cannot be distinguished experi-

mentally. This result is also obtained algebraically as

1 rj1.1

4
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--74{(e+a)6
2 (e3+a3)

2
+ 4(e2+a2)3 3(e+a)2(e24.a2)2 2(e64.a6"

:

1 ,

; ,

e
6
+ e

5
a + 3eAa

2
+ 3e3'a 3 + 3e

2
a
4

+ ea
5
+ a

6
.

SiMilar discussions can be extended along this line for any

sypmetrical features of the molecules.

Optical Isomers

0

/ Van't Hoff and le Bel independently proposed the regular

tetrahedral structure around the quaternary carbon atom and

the existence of the optical isomers in order to explain the

optical activity of the substances such as lactic acid. The

concepts'of the asymmetric atom, optical antipode, and recemic

compound were also -established by them. These conclusions were

obtained from purely mathematical reasoning but not from the

physical analysis of the mechanism of the optical activity of

molecules.

Later Fischer proposed to draw the projection formula

for representing the steric structure of molecules with more

than one asymmetric carbon atoms (See Fig. 5). Chemical know-

ledge at his time could not tell which of the projection for-

mulae corresponds to which of the optical antipodes, and 'thus

there were left with two choices which are mathematically

_equimaaent_but_chemically different, Fortunately,-howeverf

Fischer's choice was shown to be correct by the modern physical

experimental techniques. Thus the concept of the configuration

1 re fj



around the asymmetric atom was set forth. The flow of logic

that Fischer_used to deduCe the possible configurations of

various monosaccharides and the related compounds is purely

mathematical.

Resonance Structures

4<ekule propOsed the two structural formulae for benzene

so as to satisfy the tetra-valency of carbon atoms, and he knew

nothing about -the quantum chemical concept of the resonance.

The concept of the aromatic sextet proposed by Clar was obtained

just froethe Chemical intuition which is based on a huge amount

of experimental facts about the benzenoid hydrocarbons. The

so-called resonance theory which manipulates the electronic

structural formulae by the use of dots and arrows was empirically

derived by several brave organic chemists, such as Robinson,

'Ingold, and Wheland.

Recently the present author found that all the success of

the resonance theory-is due to the fact that the Keku16's

str4ctural frmula'has a profound mathematical properties.5)

Consider a condensed polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, whose

skeletal graph G is called a polyhex. The number of the Kekuld'

structures (hereafter called as Kekule patterns) for G °is

denoted by K(G). Let us call the sets of three double bonds

circularly-arranged in a given hexagon as shown below, respec-

tively,as the proper and improper sextets, whose couple,

1" ,`1-ki
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according to Clar, 6)
forms an' aromatic sextet.

proper sextet improper sextet. aromatic sextet

Define the Clar transformation (C) as a simultaneous

substitution of all the proper sextets by circles in the cor-

responding hexagons in a given Kekul6 pattern followed by .the

transformation of the remaining double bonds into single bonds

as exemplified in Fig. 6 for the graph corresponding to 1,2--

benzanthracene:

Clar transformation
.

Application of the Claro's transformation to the set of seven

Kekul6 patterns gives another set of seven distinct patterns

including a pattern (s7) with no sextet. Let the resultant

patterns be called sextet patterns. As will be clear from the

one-to-one correspondefice between the sets of Kekul6 patterns

and Sextet patterns, more than two disjoint aromatic sextets

can be resonant if all'of them are simultaneously derived from

one or more Kekul6 patterns.
_ _ _

Next define the sextet rotation (R) as a simultaneous

rotation of all the proper sextets in a given Kekule pattern

into the improper sextets

a
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sextet rotation

'Application of the sextet rotation to the Kekuld pattern.k1

in Fij. 6 gives another pattern k7. This process can symbolic-
.--

ally written as

R(k1) = k7.

The result of the whole transformation of the set of the Kekuld

patterns gives a hierarbhical rooted tree graph whose points

correspond to the individual Keku14 patterns and whose directed

iiines to the functional relations with respect to R (See Fig. 7).

It is clear from-these two mathematical transformations°

that the set of the Kekuld patterns for polyhex graphs which

have been familiar to the chemists since KekUld's proposal have

important and meaningful mathematical properties. A number of

empirical rules for the chemical properties of the aromatic
o

hydrocarbons can be explained by the analysis of these mathema-

tical properties.

a

ConclUsion

One can extend these lines of consideration to the various

mathematical features of the structural formulae and get a

perspective view of the chemical substances and also the

_chemical' logic. It is also to be-noted here that-several

o 1 4

O
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important relations have been obtained between the results of

the Wickel molecular orbital and valence bond methods.7) The

frontier electron theory by Fukui and the Woodward-Hoffm'ann

rule can tell the mechanistic local information on the reacting

species by the use of the symmetry properties of the simplest

molecular orbitals: Their work is an outcome of the successful

encounter of chemical and mathematical thinking. Although we

have made only a rough sketch of the clbse interaction between

chemistry and mathematics, a number of similar problems can be

and :will be found.

It'is our task to let the chemistry-non-major people know

i /that the may of thinking which chemists have used to ,Oonstruct

,---
-the modern chemistry is not'd-fferent greatly from what the

mathematicians and physicists do. Chemists just prefer to

playin the diversity or peculiarity rather than in the sim-
o

plicity of the nature. Chemists are responsible for drawing

the future plan of the mankind by supplying the whole knowledge

of ten million species of chemical substances which have been

and will be produced through the chemical logic and chemical

thinking.

113
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Three typical examples of the structural formula ,

which can express the important topological charac-

, teristics of molecules as of the end of 19th century.

Fig. 2 Various representations of the butanol isomers.

a) structural formula, b) ra:..i.onal formula,

c)/matchwood representation, d) rooted tree repre-

fsentation, e) rooted spanning tree representation,

f) WLN notation.

Fig. 3 Sixteen posSibleconformations, of BHC as assumed to

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

takes!)
3d symmetry. Three couples of conformers c-d,

.c'-d', and h-h' cannot be distinguished if rapid

inversion takes place.

Inversion of the cyclohexane skeleton giving effec-

tively
D6h

mmsyetry.

Fischer's projection formulae for the compound with

two asymmetric carbon atoms.

One-to-one correspondence between the sets of the

Kekule and sextet patterns through the Clarietrans

formation.

Hierarchical rooted tree of the Kekule patterns. The

numbers refer to those in Fig. 6.
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Position Paper

The question of intensity level in the presenta-

tion of material: qualitative vs quantitative; need for

math??

°William F. Kieffer, College of Wooster

The only certain answer to this question, I .believe, is to emphasize-that a good

teacher must start with a class at its level of preparation and at its level of

,predeliction (.or tolerance?) toward using numbers in any way beyond numbering,,

the pages of the text. I also believe that professors' OWn preferences and con-

victions vary so that\avoiding mathematics may be an agreeable relief or an

anathema. I am convinced that a good enthusiastic, imaginative teacher who

starts sympathetically with a class at a low level ,of mathematical concepts

(e.g., the simple proportion of making purchases at'a grocery store) can over-

come the students' emotional block of anything quantitative. "Oh, that's what

it means; that's simple" is a reward worth working to hear.

I think it is important for the non-science student to recognize and properly

appreciate that science has a fundamentally quantitative dimension to its opera-

tion. This quantifying is essential, from its definitions to the intellectual

process by which theories are conceived and then tested. It is a mistake to

allow-students ,to miss this very basic mode of scientific thinking. (...Just

as it is a shameful intellectual cop-out to allow an old-fashioned descriptive

collect-leaves-botany course to fulfill a "science" requirement for graduation.)

The important, feature is to involve the students in thinking quantitatively about

concepts without getting bogged down in arithmetic, even though calculations can

do the manipulative work. For example, the atomic mass concept is a chemical

keystone. "Find the formula of a sulfur oxide knowing that a sulfur atom is

- twice as heavy as an oxygen atom and that the compound is 50% sulfur." This is

a good problem because the numbers are simple, and the emphasis can be on the

idea. In-the same way, if the course uses an historical approach to the de-

velopment of theories, the clincher in building the atomic theory is always the

interpretation of law of multiple proportions data. Here using 80% and 89% as

the amounts of copper in the two oxides and 4 to 1 as the atomic mass ratio keeps

the student struggling with the main idea not the arithmetic.
0

My conviction is tat carefully chosen analogies can help student's accept the

obligation of some quantitative thinking. For example, Avogadro's hypothesis is

a key concept in any interpretation of chemical phenomena involving gases.

(Bring on barometric pressure, air pollution, scuba diving, or what have you!)

The analogy of filling a 40-seat bus With football players (a 4-ton load) and

then with school kids (a 1-ton load) allows easy calculation of one "molecular

mass" given the other one. After the idea is clear, then students should almost

be willing to'accept manipulating laboratory data involving weighing a bottle

filled with oxygen and then an unknown gas.

My impression is that stoichiometry is consistently,a turn-off for non-science

students. So, accept this fact and emphasize something else. However, the

essential idea of stoichiometric ratios can make sense to students. One way is

to work out a few "Gee Whiz" problems. For example: the amount of H2SO4 L that
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could be made from the sulfur in the soft coal an Ohio city burns that (formerly?)

was in the rain falling on western New York state; or the number of 40K or 3H

disintegrations occurring in a day in a human body.

Even the most bland "Isn't-chemistry-wonderful" or "Ecology-Today" type of course

.should-have some quantitative foundation for the ideas it presents. The nitro-

gen oxide environmental problem should be discussed with the aid of Le Chatalier's

Principle (predicting the effect of high and low temperatures on an endothermic

reaction) but without the Clausius-Clapeyron enuation. The whole involvement of

the Second Law in interpreting environmental energy considerations from thermal

pollution to conservation needs some numerical data to make it intellir,ible.' So

many misconceptions about solar energy usage have to be clearer up by using numbers

in the expression for thermal efficiency E = (T
Hi

.

Lo Hi
-T )/T . OTEC appears to be a

miraculous future salvation without some numbers! So too,

some real numbers are needed to interpret correctly the statement that nuclear

power plants are more thermal polluting than the latest iodels of coal-burning

plants

Overall, my contention is that the total adherence to qualitative descriptive

presentation does a disserVice both to students and the science we are trying

to get them to appreciate. However, a realistic choice of essential concepts,

simple numbers for manipulation, and examples that have impact or significance

beyond mere problem-solving is the only way to_keep students from retreating

back into earlier establishedphobias about ideas mathematical.

.11=1



POSITION PAPER

What balance is proper amongst qualitative understanding and precise
mathematical development of topics in chemistry courses for

the 'non- major?

Marjorie Gardner
Department of Chemistry
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

Ten years of informal observations and cata collecting lead me to some

Conclusions that may have meaning for us here. Students from the Interdisci-

'plinaryApproaches to Chemistry (IAC) course, which is directed more to

_qualitative understanding than mathematical development in Lomparison with

other high school chemistry courses, do as well in college and university

chemistry courses (all-other things being equal) as those who have been in a

more rigorous mathematical type program. However,^td have a broader interest

in .an understanding of chemistry. Perhaps this is because they have been

introduced to biochemistry, organic chemistry, environmental chemistry and

nuclear chemistry, in place of the usual depth of mathematiCal presentations.

'This experience leads me to believe that a course could be similarly constructed

for the non - major, student at the colleges and universities. There need be

no compromise in the quality of the chemistry taught.; The concepts, the

'fact's, the theories, and processes (manipulative and thinking) can all be

presented.

We don't achieve our goals when we insist on a mathematical level that

drives,theostudents out. Our goal should be to attract the students, to help

them understand chemistry, its processes and its fple in our world, and to

have them leave our courses not only able to utilize this knowledge in their

everyday life, but taking with..them an interest in and a friendly attitude

tkard our discipline.
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What secondary school .prerequisites should the students bring 4.o the

course (math, chemistry, physics)?

Marjorie Gardner,
DeOrtment of Chemistry
University of Maryland
Collge Park, MD 20742

Every student at the pre-college level has the right to and the need for

a functional basic education in science and mathematics. Students are not

currently receiving this in the majority of schools in the United Sates;

in Japan, the situation seems to be somewhat better (see attached article,

"Science Education--the Japanese Advantage").

I am now convinced that the only way that we are going to see the sciences

(including matheMatics) take their rightful place in the school curriculum

is by moving science from the status of an elective subject to that of a basic

requirement - -a part of the core that all students study from Kindergarden

through Grade 12. This has strong implications for: A) grass-roots actions

at the local level to convince parents, school boards, school administrators,

etc. that such a change is necessary; B) budgeting at the local school level
. -

to accommodate laboratory and field-based science; C) changes in teacher

training to enable us to produee more science teachers who are more talented

And competent, and D) curriculum reorganization and/or revisions.

I believe now that concurrent teaching of chemistry, physics, biology and

mathematics (including an introduction to calculus) should be our principal

science/progrBm in the latter years of the senior high school. An alternate

integrated science might also be taught along side the chemistry - physics - biology

program. A semi-integrated middle or junior high school program and a full

integrated science program through the elementary school grades is also in order.

For more detail, I am attaching an article from a recent issue of Today's

Education in which some of these ideas are outlined.

Oij
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Secondary school prerequisites including mathematics

Richard W. Ramette, Carleton College

It would be possible to teach an interesting course in chemistry even in
the primary school, that is, with absolutely no prerequisites in chemistry or
physics, and with no more mathematical background than simple arithmetic. Such
a course would be almost, totally descriptive and would concentrate on material
familiar to the students in their day-to-day experiences. There could even be
a laboratory program, chiefly concerned with the recipes for useful products
made by chemical operations on natural materials. This course Would "be in c
accord with Whitehead's ("The Aims of Education") thoughts on the rhythm of
science eduction, where one first deals with the romance of the sus' t, only
later with the precision of scientific inquiry, and much later with he heo
ical generalizations.

Therefore, when we consider "minimum" prerequisites for college courses in
chemistry for non-majors we really have many options, ranging from the descriptive
treatment suggested above to a course that makes considerable use of applied
mathematics and measurement.

lly poSition is that two levels of presentation should be available, though
not a the extremes. I would rather have students see the descriptive side of
chemistry, with its use of models of nature, than to miss the subject altogether.
On the other hand, I think it is an unconscionable act for a student to short-
chuge himself by not studying the subject as fully as his abilities and background

permits.' Again quoting Whitehead, The students should feel that they are studying
something and are not merely executing intellectual minuets." The totally-
descriptive approach simply is not mind-stretching, and we should encourage the
'teaching of courses that require-problem-solving. I refer not merely to numerical
problems, but to problems that deal with the fundamental. questions of how a
chemist comes to feel confident about the structure and behavior of matter. I

think the behavior of gases and the kinetic molecular theory probably offer the
best situation, because the emphasis is at the molecular level, and that is the
essence of chemistry compared to the, other sciences-
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ience educationthe Japanese advantage
article is-excerpted with permission
The Star?lord Observerc-Apid 1981

n has created an extremely strong
tionat'system to supportits tech.
ical challenge to the U.S., a Stanford

ity educator reports.
chael Kir St of the School of Education,

Went of the Ca1fttsfornia State Board of
tion, recently investigated Japanese

atlon at the request of the Japanese
try of Education.
hile the U.S. already is experiencing

ages of engineers and technological
ers, Japan is "much better equipped

uce workers for the economy of the
which requires high levels of math.

e, and technical skills
'schools, Kirst notes, the most

ntsingle school policy determinant
dent achievement is time spent on
tic Instructional tasks. Japanese
en attend school 225 days. compared

or Californians 'and ',work much
'rim academic tasks than their
Inn counterparts."

curriculum differences

graduates 92 percent of all its
en through grade 12, compared to
cent for the US But the contras:
demic renuiremc..rts l i e von m
SSIVP' Japanese high scroni
must complete at least t wn years
th, two years of science, and vuee of
studies; in California, school district
ments vary; but typically demand
e year of math, one of science,
0 of social studies.

chemistry, and biology materials adopted
in Japan'," he relates.

While the U.S. experiences shortages
of science and math teachers, Japan
makes "an enormous investment" in keep-
ing science teachers up-to-date.

Japan graduates more engineers from
tour-year colleges than the U.S., despjte
the fact that their total population is about
half that of America.

The overall achievement scores of
Japanese in matti.and science are the
highest In the noncommunist world, par-

"ironically, the National Science
FoOndation developed the new
physics,chemistry, and biology
materials adopted in Japan."

4

ticularly with respect to problemsolving
Kirst says.

Besides developing an intensivesci-
ence and math track for their most able
students, the Japanese are providing
sc,entilic literacy to a much larger propor
tion of their total school population than
the U S

Ainitrp>1 prodw,ing ,-1J-:quate ruin
b rf; of rn it re, e,ircrl,ir.; for cornpe:itior
with Japan, but Japan s production of
technicians outstrips us by a considerable
margin," Kirst states.

"Japan requires all high school stu-
dents to take an extensive language and
social studies curriculum, including ethics,

1 53

"Japanese high school students rarely
question their teachers' viewpoints and
are judged by their memorization of facts
or concepts on standard tests. They do
not use the school library to weave
together several informatic sources and
forinulate their own Interpretation.

"Japanese chlldrenkare exhorted to
'see the form,,bq then see through the
form and ImprOVe it.' While the Japanese
are not known fOr original work, that pro-'
duces Nobe! piize winners, they-have a
good business record with innovative
marketing strategies, improvement of
Imported-technologies, and rapid deploy-
ment of new technology.

"The.U.S. must rethink many of its
national economic policies to increase
productivitY. But a technically skilled
workforce Is crucial to carry out these
reindustrialization policies.

"While California is the leading tech
nology state, it is/very vulnerable to Jap
anese competition. Our collegebound
students take about 40 percent fewer
math and science courses than even the
U.S. national average.

"Our scientific high school standard
do not even approach those of the
Japanese. Indeed, a major concern of the
Japanese Ministry of Education is "that
academic competition and homework ar,
so in:pilse that Japanese children are
neg!ecting other aspects of child
ment

"Japanese high school students repc
little enjoyment and look forward -to a
more relaxed collegiate experience. While
the U.S. should not emulate the Japanesti
system, we must modify ours to meet



Collegebound Japanese students
take math every year in high school and
attain a lev,e1"20 sophistication beyond
trigonometrronly five percent of Cali

. fortria high school students study trig. In
preparation for college Japanese students
typicallytake, physics, chemistry, biology,
and earth sciences. The University of
California requires only one year of high
school science and two of math,:'not
even-close to highly ranked Japanese uni!
versity entrance standards," Kirst observes.

Almost half of Japan's high school
,--ttudents attended afterschool cram-

CourseS'for college entrance exams. Over.-
all,bout 39 percent of Japan's high
school graduates continue immediately
afterhigh school with postsecondary
education, almost matching the U.S.

average of 44 percent.

Japan's math and science curricula
stress widespread use of sophisticated

instructional materials developed in the
US. "Ironically, the NatiOnal Science
Foundation developed the new physics.

C

civics, history, political science, and
economics.

"While Japan was increasing its social
studies enrollments in the,1970s, the
proportion of California students taking
such courses in grades seven through 12
fell from 71 percent to 45 percenta drop
of 575,000 students."

Fewer electives and more
homework

"Japanese high schools offer only a
fraction of the U.S. nonacademic electives.
Japanese high school students report
spending more than twice as much time
on homework as do Californians, on the
average.

"Japanese classroom teaching tech-
niques`revealed some weaknesses the
U.S. can exploit in the impending econo-
mic competition. A persistent theme in
Japan is the use of imitation and rote,
methods that are considered outdated by
many American educators.

the competition In worldwide markets."

U.S. attitude toward science

Between 1968 and 1974, the U.S. national
assessment program reported a consider-
able drop In science achieveMent scores
that has not been reversed in the latest
tests, conducted in 1977. Where the first
assessment came soon after Sputnik;
the second round followed reports.Of air
and water pollution, excessive exploitation
of natural resources, and the harmful
effects of modern technology,

Ralph Tyler, former head qf the Center
for Advanced Stddy In the Behavioral'
Sciences:at Stanford, has suggested there
is a correlation between qublic attitudes
toward science and the achievementsnot
17yearolds.

"U.S schools cannot stimulate the
necessary "dent willingness to tackle
difficult science and ,math courses without
stimulus from parental and public opinion,"
says Kirst.

t.

-
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Are U.S. Students Getting
Enough Science and Math?

The 1980's are in my judg-
merit the third critical peri-
od in the history of U.S sci-

ence education The first critical
' period came in the late 1800's;

when Harvard set precollege
study in science as a prerequisite
for addission to the College and
defined the, experiments students
should do in high school laborato-
ries That action had momentous
impact It marked the beginning of
science education in this nation as
an academic discipline.

The second critical period, in-
spired by Sputnik, came in the late
1950's, when Americans inferred
from the Soviets' success that sci-
ence education here had become
out-of-date Sc;entists and educa-
tOrs who looked into the matter
said that the U.S science curricu-
lum lagged in content and meth-
od (On the latter roint, students
were not getting enough experi-
ence it the laboratory or in the
field ) That realization led to the
reforms of the 1960's that brought
new ideas into the curriculum and
introduced science teachers and
students across the country to new
instructional approaches The re-
sults of those reforms are visible
today wherever science is taught

Now. 25 years later, new needs
have developed Failure- to- deal
with them could create very seri-
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How much is enough?

MARJORIE GARDNER

ous problems as the country moves
through thee 1980's.

Recently, elements of the scien-
tific and education communities,
including the National Science
Foundation (NSF), committees of
the Congress, and the communica-
tions media, have recognized that
U.S. science education seems to be
declining in quality at a time
when it is critically important. The
public, too, has registered strong
concern about the effectiveness of
science and mathematics educa-
tion.(8) School critics cite declin-
ing national test scores (2,3,7), the
mediocre performance of U.S. stu-
dents in international assessment
studies (1), and the necessity 'for
remediation in higher education.

As a result, agencies and organi-
zations have begun to address the
need for some kind of change and
improvement in precollege sci-
ence. (4,5) In 1980, President Car-
ter asked NSF and the Department
of Education to study the quality of
science and engineering education
in the nation's schools. The result-
ing report, Science and Engineering
Edutation for the 1980's and Beyond
(6) identifies areas of concern at
the precollege leVelteaching
materials in science and technolo-
gy, effective use of modern elec-
tronic technologies in education,
and teacher preparation.

Why is science education a na-

1 G Y

tional rather than state or local
concern? One reason, of course, is
the close relationship of science to
the health and strength of the
nation. A country cannot have a
powerful scientific and technolog-
ical enterprise without a strong
base in science education. That is
absolutely fundamental. Economic
productivity, world leadership,
and the quality of life for all er-
isans depend directly on the nd
and quality of science educati
the schools offer.

The country needs creative sci-
entists and science teachers. It also
needs individuals trained in tech-
nical fields. Military recruits must
use sophisticated equipment.
Managers, including school super-
intendents, legislators, business
and industrial leaders, must pos-
sess the science and mathematics
background required for rational
decision making in a computer-
based culture. Also vitally impor-
tant in a technologically advanced
nation is a public that understands
science and can use it.

As Americans engage in a na-
tional debate on science education,
one crucial question will be How
much science and mathematics is
enough? One source of relevant
information will be the practices
of other industrial countries in
precollege science education. Con-
sequently, I will describe the



structure and content of precollege
science first in the United States
and then elsewhere In presenting
these ideas, I will draw on my own
experience as a high school science
teacher, a university professor and
researcher, and an administrator.

Let us begin by examining the
U.S science curriculum at each
level In elementary schools, the
intent is to offer some science,
however, 'it's mostly social science.
And despite the curriculum proj-
ects of the 1960's, many school dis-
tricts have never= adjusted their
elementary school budgets to per-
mit the purchase of equipment
and materials necessary to teach
science properly at that level.

At the middle or Junior high
level, t1-1. commitment to provide
laboratory experience seems to be
fading :again. A number of reasons
have been suggested. budgetary
problems, inadequate teacher
preparation, the ready availability
of "read about/ talk about" instruc-
tional materials, the arrival of a
new generation of teachers not so,
oriented toward inquiry, the labo-
ratory, or the field as those who
went through the NSF Instittites of
the 1960's and early 1970's.

In the senior high schools, the
science pattern generally is the
familiar one of biology in the tenth
grade, chemistry in the eleventh

,grade, and physics in the twelfth.
grade Only 9 percent of U.S. high
school graduates have taken phys-
ics, however, only 16' percent,
chemistry, and only about 45 per-t.
cent, biology Athanced place-
ment courses are aaziable in some
high st hoe.s, t tit only for a limited
number of students

The situation is quite different
in ether countries

Tice t In the USSR,
student:, receive years of ele-
mentary and seti,r...,r), hooling.
(9) !Y. int ti-eignt pt.-rt.ent of SoY let
studer ts t. mplete the 10 Nedrs,

htrtas on:, abo,..t SO percent
nip:t to high -.chin,: in the

nitd; 9tatt s A.r- ost all students
in the LSSR take science and
rn.tthematiis tnroi.gnoat the 10-
%veal. period the -...trit.e program
includes four .tars in chemist},

/401110::/
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Why is this girl not your typical U.S. high school student? Because she's
studying chemistry, something only 16 percent of her peers do.

bye in physics, and nye in biolo-
gy. Mathematics is a 10-year pro-
gram that takes students through
calculus Ey en in Soviet vocational
schools, the curriculum includes
more sciente than in U S voca-
tional or tomprehcnsly e schoo:s

japdn About 90 percent of stu-
&tits comma lets a primary and sec-
ondarY schod t ducation Science
and mathematics are common
throughout the curriculum for all
students In addition, every pre-
fecture ha., its ussn science teach-
ing re.ource center to provide in-
serviie edukation fur its teachers,

audiovisual instructional aids for
the schools, and other support ma-
terials and services.

Since the Japanese believe that
all managers in their society need
a science and engineering back-
ground, Japan deliberately trains
more scientists and engineers than
the technical work force can use.

Other industrialized countries The
United Kingdom, Western and
Eastern Europe, Australia, and
New Zel'iland have similar pat-
terns of extensive instruction in all
sciences and in mathematics for
most secondary students The
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school systems in these countries
are able simultaneously to provide
both depth and breadth in mathe-
matics and science because stu-
dents take several subjects concur-
rently for two or more years.

U.S. schools are almost alone in
allowing students to elect science
(if they take it at all) in the single-
discipline sequence of tenth grade
biology, eleventh grade chemistry,
twelfth grade ph) sic: For many
students, mathematics disappears
complete!) from their schedules
after ninth or tenth grade.

With the U.S. approach, stu-
dents entering higher education
will have been removed from the
study of biology for two years and
from chemistry for at least one
year. If they have elected no sci-
ence or mathematics courses since
junior high school, the gap ,could
be as much as five years. Thus the
great majority of U:S. students
have little or no grounding in the
facts, theories, or practice of sci-
ence for use in undergraduate
courses cin their everyday role as
citize

been willing to defend our
systt.tm of mathematics and science
education in the past, but now I'm
beginning seriously to question it.
I perceive a relationship between
the decline in our economic pro-
ductivity and the quality and
depth of our science education. I

have become increasingly aware of
the difficult) Amentans are expe-
nencing in using the science- and
technology-based products avail-
able to them I'm beginning to ask
if our system is right. I'm no long-
er sure that it is. It's time to exam-
ine it and consider change.

To the question, How much sci-
ence and mathematics is enough? I
think the answer has to be, Much
more than weisurrentl, teach. In
fact, I'm ready to sugge. a differ-
ent system, like the on- outlined
in the chart below, entitled' "A
New Model for K-12 Science and
Mathematics Education." Here is
the schedule I.would propose for
testing and installing such a mod-
el.

Proposed Tune Schedule
1981-82. Panning and de-

signing syllabuses (using exist-
ing instructional materials)

1982-85. Pilot-testing in se-
lected schools

1983-86. Evaluating, revising,
disseminating results, and de-
veloping new instructional ma-
terials as necessary

1984-87: Testing in full
school systems

1985-88. Monitoring, evaluat-
ing, adjusting, disseminating re-
sults !

After 1988. General use' as
warranted.

Very briefly, let me highlight
some of the features 1 believe a
new science curriculum might
have. Children in the elementary
grades neNi hands-on science that
satisfies their natural curiosity
about the world around them and
initiates the development of im-
portant concepts,

In the middle and junior high
schools, where the educational
goal is general literacy, not special-
ization, a largely integrated (or in-
terdisciplinary) approach is still
appropriate for all students. At this
level, the schools might offer a
year each of life science, earth or
environmental science, and physi-
cal science, with some laboratory
and' field experience scheduled
each year.

!n the senior high, where stn-
dents are beginning to develop
different interests and career
goals, schools might offer two
types of science. I have called
them Option A and Option B. Stu-
dent choice would depend on in-
terest and learning style, not on
talent, ability, or even on career
goals.

Option A would include the tra-
ditional secondary school sub-
jectschemistry. physics, biology,
and mathematicsas separate sub-
jects. Students would study all of
them concurrently, however, in
the final three years of secondary.
school. This separate but concur-

A New Model for K-12 Science and Mathematics

Grade Leve' Science Hours a Week Mathematics Hours a Week

K-6 Exploring the Natural World 2 Arithmetic. 5

7-9 Semi-Integrated Science
site Science

5 kgebra'Geometry 5

Earth Sc;ence
Phys cal Science

10-12 Option A Concurrent Specialized 5 (or 7 with 2 Advanced Aigebra 5

Sciences double -period Trigonometry
Biology labs) Calculus
Crlenstry
Physics

Op:ion B Integrated Scie^ce 5-7 as above As above for academic students.
mcre immediately relevant
matiematics for vocational
students

5
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rent option would more closely
approximate the pattern that exists
in most other industrialized coun-
tries.

Because of the varying amounts
of time assigned tb each subject in
any one year, this .option would
not take any more time in the
school curriculum than is present.
ly assigned to science and mathe,
matics Here is how Option A
might be scheduled for grades 10-
12:

Grade Science Periods a week
10 biology 3,

chemistry 1

physics

11 biology
chemistry
physics

1

3

12 biology
chemistry 1

physics 3
This concurrent pattern would
permit schools to stay fairly close
to the plan now common in the
United States. There would be no
change fro' m a, total of five periods
a week for science. Moreover, biol-
ogy would dominate in tenth
grade, chedistry, in eleventh, and
physics, in twelfth. The advantage
of the proposed system lies in the
fact that students receive continu-
ous exposure to all three science
areas throughout the three-year
senior high school period.

Mathematics would occupy a
daily place in this precollege cur-
riculum, but the present syllabus
could be accelerated to include an
introduction to calculus in high
school.

Option B would consist of a rig-
orous. integrated science curricu-
lum throughout the three years of
senior high. Accompanying it
would be a companion integrated
mathematics program also ngor-
ous and closely relate in context
to the appropriate scie.Ice.

Either Option A or Option B
should be mandatory for high
school graduation.

With either option, students
who complete high school would
have the strong. up-to-date back-
ground in science and mathemat-
ics necessary for broad career op-
tions and the flexibility to change

careers as their interests and the
nation's needs change.

Women and minorities, two
groups who have been underrep-
resented in science and technolo-
gy but who are important mem-
bers of the nation's talent pool,
would 'automatically obtain the
solid, technical precollege back-
ground that opens access to a wide
spectrum of educational and career
opportunities.

This proposed modification in
the school curriculum would also
reduce or possibly eliminate the
need for remediation, a serious
problem in both the precollege
and the college years. Remediation
requires large amounts of time,
effort, money, and emotion. The
psychological damage to those
who have to take remedial courses
can be severe.

The changes I suggest might
also help to demystify science for
general students, making them
more comfortable as they use sci-
ence in their everyday lives.

Is a more intensive science and
mathematics curriculum realistic?
I think so. This nation is sufficient-
ly educated and affluent to set
high quality science education as a
goal and to implement it. Any-
thing less is a cop-out of potential-
ly serious proportions.
_Science educators cannot, how-

ever, suddenly bring about such
changes. Close communication
with key groups of decision mak-
ers, bot in education and among
the public, is essential. If we be-
lieve that it is important to in-
crease the amount and standard of
science and mathematics taught in
the schools, it is our responsibility
to help school board members, par-
ents, administrators, and others
understand the goals, costs, and
benefits.

Some science educators will say
that there isn't the money, there
isn't the time, there isn't the com-
munity support to take new steps
in science education at present. I
disagree. We mint begin long-
range planning anu experimental
change now as an investment in a
stronger and healthier America.
The leadership position of the

1L #)

United States, its economic pro- °
ductivity, the quality of life, per-
sonal satisfactionall these are
heavily dependent on our taking
the initiative in improving science
education.

This article is excerpted from an address

Dr Gardner presented at the 1981 nation-
al convention of the National Science
Teachers Association in New York City.
The views expressed are hers and not nec-
essarily those of the Nional Science
'Foundation.

Dr. Gardner was until recently director,
Science Education Resources Improvement.

the National Science Foundcition. She has
returned to her position as professor. De-
partment of Chemistry, the University of
Maryland. College Park.
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Position Paper

Instructional Methods Related to Class or Institution Size.

Robert C. Brasted, University of Minnesota
(see also position papers by: Kirschner, Oki, Ramette, and HosoyaY

O

Roth Japan and the United States share the problem of developing the best
pos'sible instructional techniques for large :ecture and laboratory classes.
Whatever ,the. type or size of the institution, the students must be well-
traine and emerge from their institution with a comparable education.
Although Japan does not have as large a fraction of its student population
in their tertiary education system that we call either the junior college or
the liberal_ arts college, there are in Japanmany institutions smaller in
student body size than the Imperial universities and large private univer-
sities. The 'Major issue is to point to differences in instructional tech-
niques inherent for the student whose primary educational coal is not the
s.ciences

Experience in the writer's institution with a total enrollment in excess
of 55,000 suggests the folloiling.

I. The need is great for the course or courses part of the theme of
this Seminar. Enrollment in the writer's institution in this

. course has in-some years approached 1,000 students rJut of a
total enrollment in the first-year chemistry classes of some
6,000.

.2. The need-for exceptional teacher skills are more in evidence
for this group than for. any other course stream, normally a
-,part of the general or introductory chemitry program.

3. The need for laboratory is as, or more, important for these
students than for those in a major or science program. These
students may never experience the hands-on hose of instruc-
.tion in any other subject taken in their college curricula.
Even those experiments considered as bWering on the trivial
can be made challenging. Many can be planedfor shorter
periods of time, requiring fewer hours of instructional time.
than those designed for students taking more chemistry and
-zore science.

4 Special instructional and tutorial tools play an important
part al this level, regardless of the size -of the class. The
frequency of encountering under prepared and under motivated
stuaehts in suj a course is greater than for others, for
instance, engineers, pre-profressionals, and. majors. Thus,
one-to-one tutorials, computer assisted learnin6 systems are
in use or are being developed for our particular situation.
Video and audio tapes coverin§ many aspects of tne course,
essertially based upon demonstrations that have been seen
live are available and given frequent use.
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5. Another important segmenQt of student population likely to be
found in this course will be the minority, inner city, and
.foreign students. Though mot. exclusively, many of these will
be in need of special Yearning techniques, some of which have
been'noted in 4, just above. Available to all are tutorials
held hourly five days of the week. This tutorial program
necessarily is limited by the number of teaching assistants.
Those institutions where all instruction is by senior staff
are faced with a greater teaching time commitment. Whether
the number of students needing special help in the liberal

. arts college is greater than the large university is a matter/
for discussion and suggestions for solution under other i-tem
of the agenda.

6. In a country such as the United States, and perhaps not e
clusively since Japan may be faced with similar problems, new
fiscal attitudes are being taken by the administration find the
government bodies. Every effort must be made to guard the
laboratory,' especially for this group of students. Fr m ex-.
perience, it is evident that with retrenchment, expeniiye in-
struction is given a very close look. The importanclf of the
laboratory in an overall curricula can be proven by one-of
the writer's experiences. The enrollment'in this "non-major"
course fell from nearly 1,000 to about one-third of this
number when the course was converted to a lecture only format.
Students and curricula committees alike recognized the im-
portance of the laboratory.

7, The Teaching Assistant, where such is used in the laboratory
and recitation work, must be carefully chosen for communication
skills, patience, and obviously, competence in subject matter.
Special training methods must be devised at the beginning of
every school year for such Teaching Assistants to assure

-maximum use of their inherent skills,'

8.. The writer may not-be speaking from a sufficiently broad ex-
perience base; however, he feels there are not large dif-
ferences in instruction that arise simply from the size of
the institution or the size of the'class. The importance of
presenting a stimulating and current course is the same in
any institution or any class.

t
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The Question of Class Size Stanley Kirschner
Wayne State University

Class size is a serious question associated with the development of an
ffective chemistry course for non-majors_ The tendency in the United States
as been to go to larger and larger classes in an effort to conserve funds,
'acuity lecture time, etc. It is possible to create a course of this kind
hich can be taught effectively to large lecture classes (as well as to small
nes) provided care and attention are given to several matters. These matters
ncrease in importance as class size increases.

A. Lecture Room and Class Size.

As class size increases, it is important that appropriate room space
be available. Of course, the lecture room must be large enough to
accommodate all students and must be arranged in such a way that. students
have a good view of the lecturer, the lecture desk, and any audio-visual
material and projection screens which will be used during thd course..
Further, it must be appropriately designed so that examinations can be
given conveniently,,and, it must have appropriate demonstration facilities
available for use by the lecturer including facilities to utilize television
and overhead projectorequipment.

B. Class Organization.

If the lecture method is going to continue to be used for such a course,
it is essential that a large lecture class be broken down into small groups
(ca. 25-30) for laboratory and recitation class instruction. These are
necessary in order to provide the personal attention required in laboratory
and for explanations of the difficult pointson which students will have
questions. Whenever possible, the same teaching assistant should handle the
same group of students in both recitation and laboratory sections. Recitation
sections should be used primarily to answer questions regarding lecture and
homework material, and they should also provide an opportunity for short
quizzes on especially difficult material.

C. Help Sessions.

Several, one -hour Help Sessions should be available to students who desire
additional assistance with this course. They should be optional as far as
student attendance is concerned, and they should meet regularly..

D. Office Hours.

Both the lecturer and the teaching assistants should maintain a posted
set of office hours, during which students in their sections may come to see
them wit's questions abolt the course.

Course Evaluation.

A course evaluation form 'should be made available to stalents periodically,
so that the course staff can be informed about problems regarding course
organization, lectures, textbook, laboratory, and personnel.
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`Topic 17 (continued)

F. The "Dial-Access" System.

If possible, the course lectures should be tape recorded and a system
should,be developed (herein called the "Dial Access" system) by which
students will be able to hear previous lectures in the course, in case
they wish to re-hear a particularly difficult lecture. It must be emphasized

that students should use this system only for this purpose, and not in lieu
of attending the original lectures themselves. It should also be pointed
out that the blackboard and audio-visual material will not be available on this

Dial-Access System.

G. Technology and Hardware.

1. Television.

Videotape equipment should be available for this course for the
televising and showing of "pre-lab' instructions and demonstrations.
This not only has the advantage of saving the time of the students and
teachers, but also permits students to re-play thdse parts of the
instructions which they did not understand (e.g., instructions on how
to read a Vernier scale or how to weigh on a single-pan balance).
Fu.ther, such equipment is very useful for showing lecture demonstrations
of dangerous operations (e.g., the Thermite reaction).

2. Microcomputers.

It seems clear that the introduction of microcomputers will continue
to gain acceptance in General Chemistry courses and that appropriate
experiments will continue to be developed which will be designed to
acquaint even the non majors with the use and value of microcomputers
in science.

3. Tape Recorders.

rielp Session rooms can be designed so that they are equipped with
tape recorders and earphones - thus allowing students to play pre-recorded
tapes designed to explain especially difficult topics in chemistry
(e.g., the Shakhashiri,Schreiner, Meyer Audio-Tape Lessons).

4. Laboratory Instrumentation.

Simple spectrophotometers (e.g., Spectronic-20)and pH meters should
e a part of the laboratory in a non-majors course so that students

can coin some insight into the types of things which scientists do and
some of the instrumentation they use to do those things.
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H. Teaching Assistants.

rt,iS proposed above that teaching assistants will comprise an
important part of the instructional team for the non-majors course.
It must also be stated, however, Ihat-th-e-teaching assistants in such
a course must be especially able persons who have a strong interest in

teaching. Graduate studentsih-chemistry who are also teaching assistants
can tasily miscalculate the level of ability, interest, and background of
the students in a non-majors course, and care must be taken to avoid
problems which would develop if the wrong type of teaching assistant is
placed in such a course. It must be emphasized that the teaching of large
classes is a team effort, and that all members of the team must work closely
-together and cooperate fully if the course is to be successful..

4

It cannot be over-emphasized that non-scientists directly control
science in every country of the worl i and the rate at which science will
progress is directly dependent on th degree to which there exists a large,
informed body of non--scientists in e population.

Stanley Kirschnel-

Wayne State Universityi
i
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Position Paper

Are current printed materials adequate?

Instruction in chemistry for the non-major student.

W. T. Lippincott
University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85721

There is no rational answer to this question, of course. My, own bias and
experiences convince me that really good teachers can and do find the current
materials adequate, even as they search for and demand more new and exciting
examples and illustrations to heighten student interest in learning.

As a whole, chemistry teachers seem to agree on the principles that should
be taught in beginning. courses, and most teachers appear to have confidence in
their ability to get students to learn these principles using existing materials.
However, even though it can be argued convincingly that all beginning chemistry
students could benefit immensely from a well taught, reasonably demanding,
traditionally oriented, principles-based course, the truth is that such a

course is unacceptable to so many students and teachers that major efforts
are underway to develop materials that will teach the principles in an everyday
life context. We are still in the early stages of this development, and, while
a great volume'of material - some of it quite good - has been produced, most
teachers view the entire movement as still in an experimental stage. In this
sense, the printed materials in this category might be considered less .than
adequate. What might help us get a better reading on their adequacy is to
have a clear view on what materials are available and why they were prepared.

Although there are a great many reasons that so many teachers in the
United States have turned their attention toward teaching chemistry as part of
everyday life, the following facts present the situation as compellingly as .

any.

0 0

1. Only 16% of all the high school students enroll in chemistry
Classes. High school chemistry teachers attribute this low
enrollment to student perceptions that chemistry has no direct
bearing on their lives.

2. An analysis of the findings of the recent national assessment
of educotionr1.1 progress indicates that students know little
al:out the nature auj CAUSCS Of importanL science related
soc:eal rro!,lem;. f.or 2xa.pple, 8;i% of the 17 year oils

do not know that plastics are petroleum products; 63% do not
realize that cars are the major urban polluter; less than one
third knew that sulfur emission from smoke stacks results in
acid rain, and 54% do not realize that most electricity is
generated from coal, gas and oil.
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'3. A recent Cornell University study showed that over half of the
colleges and universities in the United States are committed to
teaching and/or to research involling studies of the science/
technology/society interaction. This commitment recognizes the
need to do something about the widespread and expanding public
skepticism toward science and technology.

4. Numerous other countries including Japan, Thailand, England,
Scotland, Israel and Canada have felt the need to provide
chemistry instructional material that focuses on chemistry/
industry/society interactions.

All of this indicates that the necessity of improving public understanding
f science is an imperative of our time. As chemistry teachers we have the
ique responsibility of helping the public to understand and appreciate chemistry.

s we prepare,,react to and select materials for our teaching, this responsibility
should be very much before us. It might well temper our judgment concerning the
dequacy of materials, particularly those to be used in the non-major course.

Ail of us are familiar with some if not much of the material having an
veryday life focus that has been prepared for non-major courses. Each of us
as slime idea of how well this material will work with our students and how
losely it comes to meeting our personal and professional needs and goals.

Perhaps what is most needed now is a greater sharing of our impressions of
these materials among ourselves and a series of activities that will help us
crystallize our thinking on the kinds of things that will work and the kinds
of things that will be acceptable to us as good science, good chemistry, and
good ways of teaching ordinary citizens to appreciate chemistry.

For'those who might be interested, here" are a few of the major projects
and sources of material that emphasize chemistry in everyday life:

1. Courses and Projects.

a. The -Individualize Science System published by Ginn and Company
is a set of modules for non-science students that includes
a number of chemistry topics. Two of these are kitchen chemistry
and fossil fuels.

b. Interdisciplinary Approaches to Chemistry. This is a series of
seven modules developed by Marjorie Gardner and her associates
at the University of Maryland. It is based on the idea that
chemistry is to be enjoyed, cultivated and comprehended; that
it is part of our culture in our everyday lives.

c. ALCHEM Chemistry Materials Project. This is aeries of fourteen
books whi,:h constitute a high school chemistry elective, primarily
For students interested in chemistry and the environment. It was
developed by Frank Jenkins and colleagues in Alberta, Canada.
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d. Interactive Teaching Packages. These packages focus on
chemistry/industry/society interactions and are pupil-
centered rather than teacher-centered. They were
developed by Professor Johnstone and Reid of Glascow
University.

e. The CHEMCOM Project. The American Chemical Society
. . has recently received a grant from the National Science

.Foundation t develop a series of modules that will be
the first part of a high school chemistry course for
non-science students. The project is known as tne
CHEMCOM (chemistry in the community) Project.

2. Sources and Individual Items that might be used in Lectures or
Laboratories.

a. A list of such sources is given in the chapter entitled
Practical Applications of Chemistry by E. K. Melon and

John McDevitt in "Sourcebook for Chemistry Teachers"
that was published as part of the 6th International
Conference on Chemical Education. Copies of the

Sourcebook are here for your use.

b. Environmental Chemistry is another chapter in the
Sourcebook. This one is by J. Arthur Campbell and it
includes 'a list of questions and answers on various
aspects on environmental chemistiy and chemicals in
the environment.. These questions and answers were

taken from a series entitled eco-chem that appeared
in the Journal of .Chemical Education from 1972-1977.

c. The j real of Chemical Education has at least three
other features that include items of this kind. In

the late 1960's and early 1970's Bob Plumb edited the
column entitled Chemical Principles Exemplified and

Bob Brasted edited one called Chemical Vignettes.
Between 1977 to 1980 the secondary school section cf
the Journal carried a feature entitled Chem. One
Supplement. Since 1980 the Journal has run a
column by Ron De Lorzeno entitled Applications and
Analogies.
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Position Paper

Are current printed materials (texts, manuals,
laboratory workbooks) adequate?

William F. Kieffer, College of Wooster

The adjective "adequate" makes this question difficult to answer. Certainly, a
wide variety pf text materials exists; not much In the way of laboratory manuals
specifically designed for the non-science course is available. The texts began
to appear about ten years ago. The most successful, John has already
had several editions, the weakest probably never sold out their first printings.

The course for the non-science major does not follow any established style or
pattern as do most of the coursers offered in the science major programs. An

interesting (and inevitable) diversity exists, the consequence of a variety of
professorial convictions and enthusiasms. For those who favor an historical
approach, a philosophical approach, a sophis5icated cultural approach, an en-
vironmental approach, even a "whee, isn't chemistry tun" approach, some kind of
a text 'exists. The implication of this situation is that no book can be all

things to all users. A text author should choose an audience and build a book
with that group consistently in mind, otherwise a weak miss-mash results. I see

no way for a book to be popular or even "adequate" for all potential users.

Another circumstance must be recognized when analyzing the adequacy of existing
text materials. There are =any institutions, where a really outstanding teacher
has accepted the challenge of being a missionary to the non-professional icnorpd.
For this really imaginative, enthusiastic professor, no text is "adequate", re-
gardless of how closely it parallels his or her approach to the subject. The
really successful course for non-science students .s the one taught by the .n-
novative professor who does things in his or her own way and' whose enthusiasm
carries the students along to levels of interest and accomplishment that no
textbook can generate.

Asking those of us who have authored texts for this course a question like this
has to produce an evasive answer! I have been guilty of-contributing to the pro-
liferation twice: Yet I know undeniably that the best versions of the course I
have taught were in recent years when I used neither of r.y own books. Using one's
own authored text is a deadly experience.

A comment on a peripneral issue may be appropriate. There exists a wide range of
excellent suitable supplementary material for this type of course. When concerns
began to focus on environmental problems a few years ago, many well chosen
anthologies of _reprinted articles were published. Most of these are outdated
now but several, notably the reprint collections from Science, published by
AAAS, are very useful.

O



Position Paper

How essential is the laboratory?

Anna J. Harrison, Mount Holyoke College
(see also position papers by: Saito, Hill, Shakhashiri)

ko"

There are, to me, at least three types of non-major courses:

1. An introaActory course for students who do not need to develop
technical competence in chemistry to achieve their professional goals,

2. An introductory course for students who need to develop limited
technical competence in limited aspects of chemistry - i.e. agriculture
students, and

3. ArCupper level course for students who have made a professional
commitment to profeksions such as journalism, law and business.

Whether a laboratory can or cannot be made an integral part of the
course determines to a large degree the design of the course. Demon-

strations which involve the students in the planning of the demonstrations
can simulate in part,the experience inherent in individual laboratdry
experiments and could surpass in value the laboratory exercises charac-
teristic of many laboratory assignments. Demonstrations which require
the participation of the student in the planning of the demonstration,
requires that much of the clas? time be dedicated to the demonstration.

A rewarding laboratory 'experience is exceptionally valuable to a

student in an introductory course. At first hand, the student experi-
ences to a limited degree the processes of science. This is an essential
expeyience to any student who will later endeavor to understand the
powers and limitations of science and technology and particularly valu-
able to the student who will not later develop technical competence in
the laboratory. The student alsu acquires a limited number of tech-
niques. These techniques may be essential for the student'who needs
to develop limited technical competences - i.e. the Ag student.

Laboratory work in the usual sense may be of less value in the
upper class courses. Here the corresponding time could be bettet spent
visiting laboratories and other technical institutions.

a) in general, I am not in favor of exercises, except as a means
of acquiring techniques, and I see no reason why environmentally ori-
ented experiments are more to'be favored than many other types of ex-
periments.

b) My choice would be one three-hour laboratory per week. I

would prefer one three-houi laboratory every other week to one two-hour
ISboratury every week. A recitation period preceding the laboratory is
not necessary - or even desirable.

.c) The nature of the laboratory work must be appropriate to the
capabilities and commitment of the staff.

1 -,r1
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d) My experience is that the value of the laboratory work is
'direcely related to the care with which it is reported. Data calcu-
lations and brief answers to questions do not constitute an adequate
report. I am willing to base a gride on whether the student endeavors
to use the Laboratory period constructively and endeavors to report the
work adequately. It may be feasible for the laboratory instructor to
spot check the laboratory reports during the laboratory session. Place
emphasis on what is good about the report.

e) My experience leads me to believe that,for an introductory
course, an experiMent to be carried out quantitatively should first be
carried out qualitatively and that the qualitative exptrience should
be essential to the planning of the quantitative experiment. There
should be some quantitative work. How much should be quantitative de-
pends upon the goals of the course.
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Position Paper

,A Laboratory for Nonscience Students

John W. Hill, University of :Wisconsin-River Falls (see also

position papers by Saito, Harrison, and Shakhashiri).

What about laboratory? ,Should there be a laboratory for the non-

science students? Laboratories are expensive in a time of tight budgets

and demanding of staff time when we teachers already have more than we can

do.

All of us have felt those constraints. I believe, now more firmly

than ever, that nonscience students should have laboratory experience. I.

Oust as firmly believe that the experience should not be the traditional

one in which students test laws that are already well-proven, redetermine

physical constants which are more easily found in a handbook, and analyze

"made -up" unknowns. The main goal should be to get the students involved

in investigating the real world. We should use made-up samples only to

show what a positive test looks like or to calibrate our apparatus.

The role of chemists in society, is changing. Indeed, it must change

if chemistry is to survive as a profession. In the past, most chemists

have concentrated on making new products--"better things for better living."

While we will continue to need new and improved materials, more and more

chemists' will have to become involved in designing "better processes for a

more livable world." Chemists will ailso become more involved in monitoring

air and water quality, chemical dumps',- and other aspects of our chemical

Environment. It is these changing roles that we should emphasize in the

laboratory for nonscience students.

I believe that a chemistry lab for nonscience students should, as

far as possible, adhere to four guiding principles. First, the experiments

should be short--one hour if possible, not more than two hours. That makes

labs easier-to schedule and it is easier to mainta:m student interest.

Second, the experiments should use cheap, everyday materials. Ask students

to bring materials from home or buy them at the store. The need for "cheap"

is obvious to most of us. Perhaps more importantly, students are more i

comfortable using familiar materials and more interested in such experiments.

Third, we should avoid as many of the more hazardous chemicals as possible.

Total. avoidance of hazard is impossible. And even if it weren't, it would

be unwise. We should try to teach them how to handle dangerous substances

safely, a practice that we hope will carry over into their everyday lives.

And fourth, we should strive*to devise some interesting experiments, yet

ones which still illustrate important principles.

Allow me to describe how we try to meet these four objectives in

our laboratory program at the University of Wisconsin-River Falls.
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We will start off with a section or measurement. We make metiic
mayonnaise or SI salad dressing. Students may also prepare "Sterna" or
"Canned Heat." Next we do an experiment to illustrate chemical change.
We grow crystals of iron(II) sulfate, potassium ferricyanide, potassium
ferricyanide, etc. Then we mix various solutions and look for new colors
and shapes of crystals. (One product is Prussian blue.)

In electrochemistry we now use glacial acetic acid in toluene- -
safer, cheaper, and easier to prepare--in place of hydrogen chloride in
benzene.

We have an agricultural chemical experiment on antibiotics in
animal feeds. Chlorotetracycline and oxytetracycline give different colors

. when treated with certain chemical reagents. The test is simple and
dramatic. And it illustrates one minor role that chemists play in modern
agriculture.

.0, I

We have several experiments on foods. We have modified the old
Baeyer test so that it works as a test for unsaturated fats. (The usual
Baeyer test doesn't work; fats are immiscible with water.) We have the
test working well on a qualitative basis. We have hopes that it be made
quantitative and thus replace the iodine number as a test for unsaturation.
Another experiment evaluates a variety of organic acids and salts as mold
inhibitors in foods.

One of the most interesting--and original--experiments Olt we have
developed is making a copper mirror. They said it couldn't be done, but
we plate copper on glass to make a mirror: With our copper mirror, everyone
appears to have an Arizona suntan.

We can make an infinite variety of soaps--hard, soft, transparent,
and with. varying solubilities. Just neutralize any of several fatty
acids--lauric, myristic, palmitic, stearic, or oleic--with sodium nr
potassium carbonate (or hydroxide) or with triethanolamine. Or we can
make soap the way Grandma did, using lard and lye. Like colored soap?
Just add a piece of crayon to the fat.

A cosmetic unit has added a great deal of interest to our course.
We can make toothpaste, cologne or aftershave, and a lovely vanishing
analgesic balm. We can make shampoo, but it isn't worth it. Just buy the
cheapest stuff you can find and add your own conditioner--an egg or a
tablespoon of gelatin.

Student response to the lab has been quite favorable. "Why can't
we do more lab?" is a common question. The answer to their question, all
too often is twofold: lack of money and lack of staff time. I believe,

'however, that the lab should have high priority in any department concerned
with the futuce of the profession.

(These experiments are described in detail in Scott, Hill, et al.,
Chemical Invz-sti,-,ationc for ChancIinp, Times, 3rd edition, Minneapolis:
Burgess Publishing Company, 1980.)
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Laboratory Programs in General Chemistry

Bassam Z. Shakhashiri, Univ. Wisconsin- Madison

,° Comments, Suggestions, Solutions:

All we know and teach of chemistry is founded on experimental

observations. Experiments in general chemistry should introduce the student
and stimulate his interest in chemical systems and their properties; the
general approch is to enable the student to develop certain minimal skills
and techniques that are necessary to the.performance of scientific experiments.
What a student learns from laboratory experiments depends to a very large
extent on how well he interacts with his instructor while perferming an
experiment. Considerable efforts should be devoted to train lab instructors
and to increase their effectiveness.

In recent years the cost of laboratory instruction in general chemistry
has become an overriding consideration. Some major institutions have
changed their introductory college course structure by eliminating lab
work during the first term. Thus, lab experience is denied those,students
who; dq.not go onto the,second semester course (for whatever reason)_.
Although several arguments are presented in-favor of this approach, the
main consideration seems to be financial: lack of sufficient funds to

support graduate teaching assistants.and the skyrocketing costs of.chemicals,
supplies, and expendables.

The threeemajor costs of laboratory programs are staff, equipment,

and chemicals. We should discuss how resources can be used to conduct
laboratory work in a safe, economical, ecological and educationally -valid
approach.

The kinds of experiments to be stressed are:

Stoichiometry
Acid-Base Behavior
Thermochemical Changes'and Measurements
Chemistry of the Halogens
Colligative Properties
Qualititive Analysis as an Application of Chemical
-Equilibrium Principles-

Synthesis and Characterization of Coordination Compounds
Electrochemistry
Chemical Kinetics r,
Organic Functional Groups (unknown identification)
Synthesis and "haracterization of Polymers
Half-Life of Th-208
Enzyme Catalysis

Every fall semester about 75 graduate teaching assistants are asked
to participate in teaching over 3000 students who enroll in introductory
college chemistry courses at Wisconsin. All courses are offered in the
format of heekly lectures given by professors along with quiz-discussion
and laboratory sessions. Typically, the teaching assistant (TA) is
responsible for two sections each with a maximum of 22 students; each
section meets twice a week for discussion and once a week for laboratory
(2-3 hours).

1'"
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1.4boratory Programs. in General Chemistry
Bassam 2. ShakhashAri

Several efforts are directed toward enhancing the role of the TA as
a discussion leader and a lab' instructor. The goal is to make the
participation of graduate students in teaching freshman chemistry both
effective and rewarding. The efforts include organizing and/or offering:
pre-seme&ter training programs (3 1/2 days),tmid-semester performance
diagnostic survey, graduate-level seminar course (Chemistry 901: The
Teaching of Chemistry), weekly staff meetings, Project TEACH materials,
use of videotape equipment for self-assessment, class,yisitatiops and
others.
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=Abstract= US-Japan Seminar, on Chemical,Education
The Use of Micro-Computers. in
Chemical Education

John t. Shimozawa
Saitama Univeriity,

The Phrpose of this talk is to raise some topical problem in

the chemical education at both secondory and tertiary levels, and

to poinout the way of resolving these probleds in using micro-

computers.

After considering. the use of micro-computers in several ways,

the particiriants coup discuss the future of this technique either

in the light of. their own experiences or their own personalopinions.

The presentation will discuss the followings point,

1. The modern status of education. (a)Influentes of the popula-

rization of higher education. (b)Attitudes of the university

students against study'. (c)Balance between the social demands

and support from schools.'

2. The roles of Science Education under to-day's circumstance.

The roles of Science Education now-a-daysare the same as be-

fore. to understand the rules of nature (Physics),

substances (Chemistry), Life(Biology), the globe and cosmos
o

(Earth Sciendes).

In addition, I think the main purpose 'Of science education is
.---

,tovgive rationalism to daily life. 'The way to establish a
.

.

,,-- rational approach is to teach the way of setting the system

to be considered, and how to balance the different parameters

in the system. i.e., the concept of equal can be understood

173



'through scientific phenomena.

Effects 'of the introduction of micro- computers into science

education.

(1) to initiate the students' motivation to learn science

(2) to teach science courses by the "individual leaining method"

(3) to assist the lectures as teaching aids

(4) to evaluate the curriculum given to students

Examples the Micro-Computer Uses.

(1) Teaching Aids using in the class

a. Electron Density of Hydrogen Atom

b.Molecular Vibrations of H2O
Ao

c. Rotational Spectrum of Diatomic Molecules

(2) Individual Teaching Program

a. High School Chemistry

b. Periodic Table the Eledients

c. Gaseous Molecular Motion

Disadvantages introducing Computers into chemical education.

(1) Lack of flexibility

(2) Lack of involvement in practical,:chemitry

(3) Others ----- to be discussed at the seminar.
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USE OF MICROCOMPUTERS IN CHEMICAL EDUCATION

John T. Shimozawa

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science,
Saitama University, Urawa, 338, Japan

.1. INTRODUCTION

Computers have been used in research work in Chemistry

since 1953 in Japan. The main tasks for the computers are to treat

the data in theoretical proofs; to calculate complicated equations;

to examine experir ntal results, and so forth. Progress of the com-

puter provides-wide uses in computation not only in scientific work,

but also in our daily lives, because the cost' for computation has

been decreasing year by year.

The great advantage of the computer.in addition to those

mentioned above is the display on the printer or on the TV screen.

These displays have been in use for large computers since 1975, how-

ever, it is quite practical to apply this technique generally now

since microcomputers were introduced at low cost in 1978.

The TV-Linked computer systems, such as the Captain System

developed by Telephone network in Japan, is now available to be set

up in private homes. The users make digitalized requests according

to their interests, and the display will tell them the results right

a way.

These new developments help people to handle computers even

if they are not experts in computer programming or software. In other

words, this is the time of the easy computer age. So I think that

all chemists 'must emphasize the use of computers as much i".s passible.

1 C)



It is true, that in Japan there are some people too conservative to

use computers in chemical research, and some also hesitate to use

computers in chemical education.

The use of computers in. chemical education in Japan is less

developed than in the U.S.A., however. I would like to give some ex-

amples of using the computer in chemical education in my laboratory.

There were two approaches. First: to use the "COMPUTER ASSISTED

INSTRUCTION" or "CAI" data tosevaluate the highschool chemistry

Curriculum. The second:,to display chemical phenomena which are

difficult to show to students.

2. USES OF COMPUTERS IN CHEMICAL EDUCATION

"Computer Assisted Instruction" is called the CAI method.

This covers a wide range. Computers are used to analyse the scores

of the students, and the evaluations are also characterized through

the data. These treatments are called: "CMI(Computer Managed Instruc-

tion)".

CAI data are very detailed, but the analysis is difficult,

because of the fluidity of the data, therefore the CMI must be deve-

loped by the users.

The CMI seems to be used only in the calculation of the

score and to make distribution curves using standardized statistical

thods. The users are not satisfied, because they use only apparent

data., but no consideration behind the score. So there may be many

problems to be solved on CMI in the future.

In Japan CAI is still becoming mores generally used nowadays,

ut compared with the situation in the U.S. we are very much behind. This

is mainly because of the shortage of financial support from the govern-

nt, and the attitude of the teachers. For example: if we use CAI

1 "%.10 140



for a/class of 50 students, we need a terminal for each student,

which would cost about half million yen each, and the total would

come to at least 25 million yen (15.000 dollars).

The finances for ,,each school for such investments are

limited, particularly for hardware., In order to get such support

from the government, special proposals will need to be made for many

years, and there are not readily accepted by the government. CAI

were set up at three schools in Japan; Koyamadai Highschool,

Katsushika Middle school in Tokyo, and Takezono Primary school in

Tsukuba. However, there are many places where only one terminal is

available, for example at the prefectural educational centers which

are training institutes for teachers.

At the universities, there may be several CAI, which are

experimental facilities for preparation of software and small scale

tests for developments, at this stage. These are called: The Education

Technological Center of the University. The reports from the center

appear in the Journal of Educational Technology in Japan (a quarterly

journal) .

The Japan Society for ScienceEducation was established in

1976, it is an outstandir Society for science education, which em-

phasizes strongly the use of computers for science education. During

the annual meeting of the Society almost 50% of the papers are-related

to Computer Science in Education.

The reports on Educational Technology in Japan can be

divided into four categories: 1) CoMprehensive Research. 2) Develop-

mental Studies. 3) Transferability Studies. 4) Feasibility Studies.

These projects are introduced in the Journ,1 of Science Education in

Japan, Volume 3, No.4 in English.

The attitudes of teachers in of professors in



centers of higher education tend to be conservative, and they °tend

to oppose the introduction of educational technology into their classes.

A possible reason is that they like to teach the same way as they were

taught during their own school years and they believe that the es-

tablished method of teaching is very good. However, the situation

concerning youngsters has changed: the youth are fond of play rather

than to seek the truth behind appearances; the objective for schooling

is completely different from that of the old days. So the methods of

teaching should be reconsidered and innovations-introduced. Some

teachers are against the introduction of the computer and say that

the computer is just a machine, but teaching should depend on human

relationships; there must be lively discussions between pupil and

teacher:. However, the classes-are very-large, consisting of 45 to

48 pupils. Also there are great differences in the students'

to study; the teacher should teach the items depending on the ability

of eadh pupil. In order to do so, CAI is much better as an individual

teaching instrument, because the teacher'can collect the data from

each pupil. CAI is also applicable for hoMe mork as a self learning

tool.,

There is another argument against the introduction of CAI by

teachers. If CAI is used for teaching languages, a teacher who is

responsible to teach German grammar, for example, may loose his job.

For the beginners' classes in German, the teachers just repeat the

words "der, des, dem, den" for three or four hours, they prefer to do

so, instead of studying the interpretation of the new German Literature.

They do not want to change their teaching habits.

IN the case of introducing CAI, it should be kept in mind

that there are Many people who are not willing to accept new methods

11

of teaching; at the same time it should be recognized that even if we

could introduce CAI,:we must retain the good principles of the older

s 18'1



teaching methodS.

In case of Chemical Education, there are other points against

the introduction of CAI; Chemistry is a concept using a DEDUCTIVE way

of thinking, wherea the approach used in the CAI is INDUCTIVE.

Therefore, we have t develop a newer usage of computers in chemical

education.

3. EVALUATION OF HIGHSCHOOL CHEMISTRY CURRICULUM AT CAI TECHNIQUE.

3-1 , Purpose of the Project.

In 1971 the Ministry of Education%requested the establish-

ment of a highschool chemistry curriculum for non-science majors.

There was also another project team for a highschool-chemistry

curriculum for chemistry majors, which was lead by Professor Oki, of

the University of Tokyo.

The highschool curriculum proposed by such a committee should

be examined by the highschools before the publication of the final

report. The CBA and CHEM Study in the U.S. were treated in that way.

In the case of Professor Oki's report, the textbook wa not

examined by the pupils, but by the teachers on the committee. The

book was used as a textbook at several highschools after publication,

however, the teachers who used that book were not committee members.

The new approach to the teaching of chemistry must be dis-

cussed by the committee members, but in order to use this new crri-

culum, the opinion of the students is Very inportand, and that must be

reflected in the curriculum. -We do not have a system to collect opi-

nions of the pupilS before or'fater a proposed curriculum is published.

In connection with Professor Oki's report in 1975-78, Professor Tanizaki

of the Technical College of Nagaoka, set up a special committee for

es. 5". mob



this purpose. Fourteen highschools were selected from all over Japan.

The opinions from the students were summarized by the committee and

the Oki report was re-written by the committee members. This new book

was also published in 1980 by maruzen Book Co. The title is: "Funda-

'mentals in Chemistry".
0

We have found through this feedback that the pupils "opini-

ons" do not exactly reflect their real opinions, because the comments

were interpreted by the teachers. This means that the evaluation of

the Curriculum has already been made by the teachers, who were not on

the Oki Committee. Each comment included both teacher and pupil reaction.

Thrdugh this experience, we decided that in order to evaluate

the curriculum, we have to collect the comments from the pupils derect-

ly, and the CAI instrument can be used for this purpose.

The CAI system located at the Koyamakai Highschool in Tokyo
.

consists of a minicomputer, a control system and 50 terminals, which

is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Terminal for pupils

There are switches which indicate whether the pupil uses the

machine or not; buttons 1 to 5 for the selection of the answers, and

an indicatiop window to which numbers the pupil must go are also shown

in Fig. 1.

Individual scores are as follows: time taken to finish the card,

numbers selected by pupils corresponding to questions. The teacher can

see the print-out for each pupil, and an example is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Print-out of the indiviclaal score.

C
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We used the CAI instrument for the evaluation of the highschool

chemistry curriculum. We tried to collect the reaction of the pupil

as functions of time, answers and also questionnaires. The indications

are used through cartds which are in the same sequences and sentences

than the textbook. In order to judge the reaction of the pupils, the

questionnaires, the problems and the questions are placed by inserting

the cards.

The typical flow chart is shown in Fig.
3A

.,

Figure 3. Flow Chart for CAI

In the case of Figure 3,,the pupil starts at a certain- time,

reads card I, and after finishing card 2 goes to card 3 and so on.

At card 8 there is an exersise, and the pupils must choose a button

from 1 to 5. If the answer is correct (in this case no.3) then hercan

go to card 9. Whereas'if he pressed button 4 for example, he should

return to card 4 and go through cards 5,6 and try the question

8 again. If he again misses the correct answer, the indicator will

direct him to card 81 or 90, on which "ASK TEACHER WHY" is displayed.

The questionanaires are placed to collect the rections of

the pupils, whether they se-ily understand the sentences or not. At

the final stage of the course, there is a NOTE to summarize the learn-

ing prosess.

The highschool chemistry curriculum for non-chemistry majors

is called: "Inquiry into Matters", which consists of 9 Chapters and

Experimental works (9 Subjects).

Because of the great deal of work required for the prepatation

of the questions, the questionnaires and the programs, only three of the

9 chapters were treated for evaluation at this Stage: Chapter 2

@MOM. 71 MINE%



"Hydrogen", Chapter 5 "Carbon CompoundEthanol" and Chapter 6 "Sulphur".

The data for the examination of Chapter 6 is shown below as

an example of. the evaluation of the text.

1) The number of pupils who had trouble at the check points. Card

numbers where there is a question to check the pupil's understanding are

'as follows: 20, 26, 31, 35,38, 106, 118, 126, 134. And the number of

pupils who had trouble at these cards are shown in Table 1.

Table 1.

It can be said that cards 35 and-106 v-7, the most difficult

questions for the pupils. The former asked the oxydation numbers, the

latter is the understanding of enthalpy. We will be rewriting these

parts according to the data described above.

In Table 2 the total time vs.number of errors are shown.

There is no,particular corelation between time and errors, but it is

interesting that the pupils who finished the' course in a short time,

made many mistakes.

Table 2.

There is a descripton of the names of minerals, a question-
.

naire was made to find out if the pupils knew these minerals, or if they

had an opportunity to see or to handle them. However, 35 pupils out

of 5 said that they never have seen such minerals. Through this

result, we can say that the authors must show pictures of such minerals,

if they really want to introduce them in highschool chemistry. Here

is another example from the questionnaires. The heat capacity of

sulphur wasused without showing the theoretical background, which may

-



be ignored by the pupils, unless the teacher has mentioned it. The

questionnaire asked the pupils: "Do you have interest in the background

of this number (Heat Capacity)'?" and also "Will you try to-calculate

the Heat Capacity?"

Only half of the class has shown interest to think, and correct

answers by 13. Among them only 5 said that "I am interested to examine

the question further ". Through this result, we decided to add more

comments and. details.

It should be mentioned that through the individual scores

we could find the points to be clarified, and could rewite such parts''

without' having the interpretations of the teachers who teach tht class.

The instrument we have used here has difficulties to demon-

strate experimental work. We have tried to develop a new type of machine

which has two display screens and VTR system as well. This is called:

BYNOCOM 210S, product cf Nippon MicroComputer Co. (Fig. 4) However,

'because=of ladk of resolution of the screen, only Katakana were used

for the display, therefore the demands from the text were projected

through silides. The data for each pupil can be stored on floppy disks,

and the teacher can summarize these disks afterwards. If'the school

would have a budget of Y100,000;000 the CAI system in used now could

be replaced by BYNOCOM 210S.

Figure 4. BYNOCOM 210S

4. Display of Chemf6al.Phenomenon b Micro-Computer

4-1 Applicationfor Dynamic Models of Micro-computer.

Chemical phenomena are basically dynamic, but, the traditional

teaching methods use writing on a blackboard, or at best they use movies.

- 9 -
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As was mentioned earlier, micro-computers are widely available today,

and youngster are capable of handling them. So, program making is posi-

ble for gaduate students. The displays developed by them will be use-

ful for undergaduate students or sometimes for highsthool pupils.

One example is the molecular vibration of the water molecule.

Figure 5. Molecular Vibrations-Water, Apple II Display

There are three normal vibrations for the water molecule,

and the displays for each vibration were programmed by the following

osteps. Figure the size of hydrogen atoms and oxygen atoms used van der

walls radii, the angle of the HOH bond is taken at'104.5°, and two eic-

tures which correspond to extreme mode of the vibration are memorized

in the computer. Then, these two pictures are superimposed at the

timing of the frequency.

These displays were very attractive for the students and also

for the highschool teachers.

4-2 Display of Probability.

The electron cloud model of the atoms are shown in textbook

as dotted figures, however, the electron clouds are in fact. the proba-

bilities of finding the electron around the nucleus. The micro-com-

puter display can be used for the electron densities using the proba-

bility functions as the time dependent variable.

The program was made by using the following steps. Using

the random function generator, which is built into the machine (Apple II),

Slater type wave functions of the Hydrogen atom, electron densities can

be seen as -dots from time. to time; students in the indergraduate course

could understand the meanings of probability quite well from this

approach.

/A
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These pictures hale also impressed students in the highschools

and even the teachers.

Figure 6. Electron Density of Hydrogen Atom

Displays on Apple II

4-3 Displays with Conversations.

The examples described above are designed for viewing, how-

lif there were some conversation with'the computer,-it would be

a more attractive challenge tothe pupils.

:Titration is, one example. This item is in common use for

acid-base kalance, and we developed the simulation of necleolic titra-

tion-on'a'micro-computer display,

The reason why we choose this display is as follows: experi-

mental works are emphasized increasingly in chemical education, but,

.because of lack of labor, Iiigh costs and, more importantly, the

.lack of nterest of the learners, the experigments-are often ignored

in the classroom. In addition to these, the discards (wastes resul-.

tant from the experiments) can not be desprsed of in thecity wastes.

So, instead of the true experiments, the display can be used if the

teacher wants to show the concept of the experiment.,

The buret, the concentration of sodium hydroxide, and the volume

of the acid in the flask is selected by random numbers on the' screen.
0

Titration can be carried out by the switch, and when the end point is

reached, part of the flask changes its color to pale red, which is

similar to the color of phenolphathlein.-

After this experiment is finished,,a conversation between

the computer and the examinee begins. The questions and answers were

prepared through the experiences of the CAI treatments mentioned above.

II 1 9



First, the computer asks °the volume of the sodium hydroxide;,

if it is correct, it then asks the normality of acid, using data

s obtained. If the answer was wrong-, the Same experimental condi-
,

cmA-WilV reappear on the screen, and the experiment is repeated.

-e:- calculation of the normality will be checked by the computer, if

examinee missed the calcUlations twice, the computer will tell

the correct method of calculation on the screen.

ThiS _prog.ram has been tested by several pupils, and we feel,

could improve the discussion sentences. .Unfortunately, the conver-

sa Ion in this case was written in English, the-difficulty is often

cause the latk.of vocabulary rather than lack of chemical knowledge._

For Undergraduate students, this display is not satisfactory,

tieCause :it is too simple. 'So, we added an extra program to draw the

:ration curve for the experiment. This program is stored on a

cppy= diSk, and the titration curve appears .on the screen.

SUMMARY

-A -Mentioned in the first part of this article, innovation /

rv-chemical education is very necessary, particularly these days.
-

Mere are many ways to achieve this; the use of the Computer would be

ow_of the best.

Although the usage of the computer was stimulated, there

are many problems related to the used of the computer.

Fist: deVeloping the programs is still not routine work.

Second: The question how to include the experimental work into

the learning process has to be answered.

Third: y The language problem. The Japanese language is not easy

to display and many micro-computers have only the Roman

alphabet.

- I&
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tin-airy: If we want to have many terminals, the cost is too high.

These are main difficulties connected with the introduction

df CAI.

Generally speaking, the dissemination of the information on

computer use will be Most important for all educators, and the problIm

ofw dopyript should be clarified in respect to the author of,the

program. If a Program Bank could be introduced through the activities

of this Conference, people would greatly appreciate it.
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ABLE . Z NUMBER OF MI STAKES VS. LEARNING TIME

NUMBER OF
:MISTAKES

LEARNING TIME
AVERAGE 2 0 MI

ONG
TE 20 M I N.ITE

SHORTER

0 2 3 1

1 6 4 4.

4 3. 2

3 6 1 1

4 1 0 2

5 0

6 2 0

.1 2

8 1 0 1

TOTAL 23 11 10



Figure .1

CAI system at Koyamadai High School in Tokyo

a) Di4gram of CAI
Li

Lamp.
.indicate
.student present or absent

CARD NUMBER'
PROCEEDING

BUTTONS FOR SELECTION

1 3 4 5 GO

b) Each Terminal Board
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'FIG. 2 PRINTOUT OF THE INDIVIDUAL ,SCOlit
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Position Paper

Techniques and Technology

"John W. Hill, University of Wiscodsin-River Falls see also
position papers by Benfey,'Shakhashiri, Shimozawa, Hosoya, and Moore).

In this paper, I Will concentrate on the techniques of teaching
C*Istry to nonscience students acid leave the technology to the othars.

The premier technique is one of seduction: you have to get them
to take the course, or you can't teach them anything. How do you get them
to enroll in a chemistry course? Certainly you must make it interesting.
You must also make it useful to-the students in their daily lives as con-
sumers, as citizens, and as conservators of our civilization.

How do you teach atomic structure and bonding to-nonscience
studentaZ 'I find the Bohr atom and Lewis electron dot structures sufficient.
TheOries_are tools. We should use those appropriate to our tasks. Using
tile-quantum mechanical atom to teach a .nonscience student a little chemistry
is like killing the fly owthe student's nose with a sledgelikmmer. And you
get comiwable results.

For che5tical'bonding, I emphasize. covalent bonds. TWo'dots Or a
o dash tb represent au electron pair are quite sufficient. Indeed, dashes

Were used to indicate chemical bonds several years before the electron was
discovere0and for, half a century before G. N.- Lewis put forth his electronic
theory of Vplence in 1916. Carbon forms four bonds, nitrogen three,'oxygen
two, andlydrogen one. We can build an awful lot of molecules from these
simple concepts. .Molecular models are'extremely helpful in teaching
chemistry to nonscience students.

A discussion of oxidation and reduction may be appropriate. We get
energy for work and play by oxidizing foods. Energy for' the -maintenance
of our way of life comes largely from the oxidation of fossil fuels.
Plants make food by-reducing carbon dioxide. Does that mean we must teach
nonscience student to balance redox equations? Not at all. We can
-handle oxidation quite simply as the addition of oxygen (or removal of
hydrogen). Reduction, obviously, is just the reverse.

A discussion of materiali is extremely important (see atso items
3 and

/
14). A reasonable model for the Earth's fossil fuel revIrves is an

orange. We may argue about how much juice there is in the orange, but the
amount is obviously finite. To get a little juice out, we need only make
asmall hole. TO get a lot of juice out, we must do great violence to the
orange. Similarly, to get ever :scarcer fossil fuels, we must cause ever
greater environTental-disruption..

-
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The depletion of a fossil fuel can be demonstrated rather

dramatically by burning a: candle. Light one, partially hidden and ask the

students how long it will last. (Our fossil fuel reserves are partially

hidden, leading to varying estimates of how long they will last.) Now

light the candle at both ends. How long will it burn? Obviously, only

half as long. Now cut it in two and light all four ends. Repeat the

processT-fn your 'imagination- -until you have billions of tiny candles.

Show howtrepidly these would bury by throwing some lycopodium powder into

a bunsen flame. Whoosh!! It's all gone.
3

The laws of thermodynamics can be approached--in simplified forms- -

in a course for nonscience students. These laws have a good deal to say

bout many of our probltms and about some of our solutions. The first law

says that energy is conserved in chemical reactions. Energy can be changed

from one form to another: HoweVer, it is most important to note that some
of the energy in any, such conversion always winds up as heat. Consider the

light-bulbs adevice for converting electrical. energy to light

energy. Only 1-107. of the energy is actually conVertedto light. The test

is waste heat. There is always some heat released in any energy trans-

formation, Thermal pollution is an ineyitabli consequence of energy

conversion.

The thermodynamic laws also state that there is a natural tendency
.

from wgder to disorddt. Again, we can reverse this trend. Again, the cost

is energy. Take a ne
Throw them out around
ordered state, but th

squatting, sorting.

deck of cards. They are arranged in perfect order.

the room. The cards can be put back in their former
\cost is the expenditUra of energy--bending, stooping,

In summary, thenlwe need tomake use of numerous analogies and
lecture demonstrations in teaching chemistry to nonscience students. Bat

above all else, we must be enthusiastic about teaching chemistry to these

our future citizens. If we aren't enthusiastic, our students surely won't

be.

0
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Position Paper

Educational Technology

Bassam Z. Shakashiri, University of Wisconsin, Madison

DOing the past twenty-five Years tie content of undergraduate chemistry
'COUrSeShas changed significantly. New chemical principles, techniques and
4.44 haVe been incorporated into curricula. New curricula were designed
-4Ot.cheMistrY-majors.and for science majors. Modern instruments were
:introdu04:io-alitcour'ses including introductory :level courses. The
thaltte4,,in,Content reflect, in a. modest way, the numerous advances in
CheMiStfy:iisef.

.A1Su, during thepast twenty-five years a substantial number of ,

tedinieIegiCai,advances suitable for edudational purposes were developed.
i4t4t OceMical educators:have tinkered with the traditional formats
40!#*V-0.1 by incorporating audits-visual aids and computers into the

eSitkof.'ilndefgradnate programs. Such tinkerings often met with questionable
uc6eWpartly because instructors did not effectively utilize the
eduCaiiOnalLtechnolOgies and adapt them to he teaching-learning environment.

0=Wfective:Utilitation of .educational technology depends on:
vailability of hardWare, development of software, adaption of the teacher
o-the-Media,:and accessability to Students. ExaMples of user-controlled
educational technOlOgy are programmed text, slide/tape unit, film strip

oiecter, guperT8' projector, audio cassette player, video tape or disk
-aYer4.7cOMputer;terminali 'and electronic calculator.

Atr.iStonsin, several innovations have been incorporated intothe
enefalCheiiiistry program.- The majorthrut isto individualize instruction.--
ddio7CaSSettelesSons, semi-programmed topical booklets, closed-circuit
§lowofi and computer-managed instruction are designed to provide=k-
ifferentleVels and paces of learning to about 3000 students'with varying

of ability and motivation. The.use of CHEM TIPS-provides each
StUden,t,With a reliable indicator of his progress; the feedback-to the
instructor- identifies troublesome areas and enables him to provide each
student Wiih'anindiVidualizedweekly assignment.

Instructional Television. Television equipment and programs are used
primarily'for pre-lab instruction. Over 30 videotapes have been prepared

` and used -.in introductory level courses and in some organic, analytical
-and phYSiCal chemistry courses. The videotapes-are produced in the Chemistry
--AudioWiSual Production and Playback Center. Playbacks to laboratory .

and letture.rooms Fe scheduled for fhabeginriing of the period or any
other preL,scheduled time. The equipment is used frequently for "live",
presentations in lecture hall to show close-ups of demonstrations. Also,
television equipment is used by the staff for analysis and 'self-improvement
-ofteaching techniques. Student and faculty reaction. to thuse.of television
as an instructional,aid continues to be enthusiastic. The pre-lab segMents
are-short (8-12 minutes) by design and have been found to increase the
'effectiveness and efficiency of laboratory instruction. The faculty and
_teaching assistants yavView each videotape in their weekly staff meeting
:Prior to use by students. Sometimes special television presentation's

=
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Educational Technology
BaSsam Z. Shakhashiri

are made for review purposes or for showing an educatfenal program related
to course material. For example, several NOVA programs related to nuclear
chemistry have ben used in introductory level courses. A special videotape
dealing with significant figures, exponential notation and logarithm's
along with a handout iS'used uring the first week of classes to hell)
students review and learn simple matEbematical concepts which are used
in chemistry.

Audio-Tape Lessons in General Chemistry. A set of 34 audio-tape
lessons have been developed and ,used in general chemistry courses at

. the University of Wisconsin-Madisbn and elsewhere. The lessons consist__
,Of audiocassettes and'a Workbobk with emphasison drill in those areas
of the general chemistry course that students have great difficulties with
(Le. quantitative thinking and calculations). The entire program is
designed to simulate the situation in which an instructor is explaining
introductory problems to an individual student. The aim is not to
replace the instructor, but to allow the student to acquire sufficient
knowledge so that when he or she confers with an instructor a meaningful
and effective discussion of chemical phenomena and principles can take
place. Both faculty and students have responded favorably to this
instructional aid and have made invaluable suggestions to improve it.
Students are encouraged .to duplicate each of the audiotape'lessons for
individua_ use at home; the tapes are made available to students through
the Freshman Chemistry Study Room and, campus libraries and media centers.

CHEM TIPS. This computer-managed instructional system was described
in J. Chem. Educ., 52 588 (1975).

t,

Lecture Demonstrations. Successful incorporation of demonstrations
into lecture presentations is essential for stimulating student interest
in chemistry and for provoking curiosity about chemical phenomena.
Chemical demonstrations can be used as major vehicles for teaching specific
concepts. The teacher's attitude and motivation in presenting chemistry
plays a very important role. In fact, I believe that the single most ,

important ,value of the lecture method of teaching is to convey the
lecturer's attitude about chemistry.

I believe lecture demonstrations should be used to help focus
attention on chemical behavior and to increase the student's knowledge
and awareness of chemical systems. The use of demonstrations only as
magic tricks should be discouraged. This approach explicitly means the
teacher should be fully prepared to provide a valid explanation for
each'demonstration presented.



Ns-A-ion Paper

Educational Technologies

John W. Moore, Eastern ilichiganUniversitf, Ypsilanti, MI

Success in teaching chemistry depends a, great deal on the teacher's ability to induce
f. or require students to participate actively in the learning process. When students are

,highly motivated and interested in or'excited about a subject, getting them to participate
actively is not much of a problem. Unfortunately the majority_ of non-science majors are
less than excited about 'chemistry (or science in general), and,many are even afraid of it.'
Consequently any tools that can be used to get such students aCtively involved ought to
make_siil5stantial contributions to the learning process. Educational technologies are
toolS 6f:that type. ,

lthough X. have had considerable experience with instructional films; audio tape-slide
tesertatiOnS,,,overlay transparencies far overhead projection, and textbook writing, and

ugh *-ot--these ate excellent toots for helping students to learn, I would like to con-
centrate in this position paper on a single technologycomputers. I think that computers
offer iir,greater potential for involving students directly in the learning process than any
other technology,.. primarily because computers require student responses to get something
to:happen, and as a consequence students can be drawn into dialogs that they eventually find
to=be=qiiite.-reWarding.

An-exarnple thiS is a computer game than an undergraduate student named John Estell
wrote- imder my direction this pastaeademic year. The game is called Chemical Dungeons,
it is patterned after the famous Dungeons and Dragons computer game, and, it involves a
player in a mythical world where survival depends on chemical knowledge; plus a little
imagination:- In one situation the player is attacked by Medusa and must devise a way to
.avoid looking directly at her. Tollens' reagent plus glucose provides a silver mirror and
the soltition to the problem. When this program was available on a timesharing computer
sy _stem so many students became interested in playing it that access had to be restricted to
hours when the.ecimputer.was not busy. Many students playing the game were not enrolled
in a chemistry course, and some of them borrowed chemistry books from the library in
order to try-to figure out the problem situations presented by the computer.

In addition to interactive capabilities of the type just described, computers posSess
other attributes that make them.excellent,instructional tools. They can calculate rapidly
and accurately, making the results rather than the equations of mathematical models avail-
able to students. Many computers, especially the tabletop or personal computers, have
excellent graphics capabilities that allow results from calculations to be displayed in rela-
tively concrete forms, including animation of molecular mechanisms corresponding to obser-
vableplenomena. Computers can simulate a wide variety of phenomena, allowing students
to become involved in situations that would otherwise the too complicated, too dangerous,
too fast, too'slow, or too expensive for-them to experience directly. Finally, and very
importantly, the cost/performance ratio for computers has been dropping very rapidly and
can be expected to continue to drop, making these versatile machines available to a con-

-tilt y broasleiling audience.

on;-,..
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COmputers can also be distinguished from other instructional technologies because com-
puterS are important tools of chemical research in a way that firm, video tape, programmed
instruction, and So forth are not. Just as we teach about other research tools, instruments,
for example, we' need also to teach about computers. Unlike most instruments, however,
the same comptiters that are being used for advanced research can be made directly avail-
able to studentS. What'better way to teach about computers than by having students interact
with computer's and learn from them?

There are a (rariety of ways that computers can.be incorporated into courses for non-
Science majors. One verb important one is to provide remedial computer-aided instruction
materials aimed at assuring that all students in the course will have adequate background,
both in chemistry arid mathematics. Computer programs for, this purpose can be simple
drill-and-practice exercise, which are relatively easy to write. Many of these are already,
available for a variety of microcomputers, such as the TRS-80, Apple, and PET, as well
as for timesharing, systems. Programs of this sort can be obtained from authors of Bits,
and Pieces articles in the Computer Series in the Journal of Chemical Education, or they
6e- purchased from commercial software suppliers. While these programs generally do not
make use of the full capability of Most microcomputers, students can often,achieve far more
rote learning during a 20 or 30 minute interaction with a computer than they would in an hour
or tWD or normal study.

I 1A secotrd area where computers can be used very e6ctively,, especially in large classes,
involves preparation of tests and homeivork assignments., scoring of those assignments, and
class record keeping. Programs that carry_ out_these functions are available- from several
sources, grid for a variety of,course levels. Some of them generate numerical data, pro-,
viding each student with a unique set of numbers that the student must analyze on his or her
own. Other programs provide or storage and retrieval of large numbers of test questions,
from which unique but equiValent tests can be constructed. A variation on this theme is to
have the computer itse3f generate test questions by random selection of phrases and/Pr
numbers that are then inserted into a stem question. Computer-assisted test construction
of both types is described in more detail in J. Chem. Educ. , 58, 177 (1981). Finally, the
.computer's ability to handle large quantities Of information rapidly and accurately make
it ideal for course record keeping, Computer-managed instructio:. systems range from
those that simply keep records for the instructor to ones that regularly provide students
with evaluations of their progress and iuggesti6ns for further Study.

The cori,duter's greatest potential for improving chemistry instruction is probably in the
area of simulation, especially when medium to high resolution graphics displays are avail-
able. Computers can be used for pre-laboratory instruction, where setting up ant; oper-
ating laboratory equipment is simulated. Computers can simulate instruments, providing
spectra and other types of output that students are then expected. to work with. Computers
can simulate alp. nilaroscopic world giving us pictures of electrons, atoms, or molecules,
both static and in motion. Finally computers can simulate the real world, giving students
vicarious _experience with industrial processes, control of environmental pollution, design
and testing of drugs, social, economic, and political implications of,chemical knowledge,
and many other areas. Such experience would be difficult or impossible to achieve in any
other way.

l Zvi



Computer programs of the type described in the previous ragraph are more difficult
to write and require broader knowledge on the part of their au r.s than do those des,
cribed earlier. Consequently the number of good ones available is tibtlarge, bid as
they become available such programs will have profound positive effects on-stuctents'
interest, motivation, and achievement in chemistry. Strong support should be provided .

for the develOpment, testing, and adoption of these and other types of computer programs
for introductory chemistry courses.
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- -Position Paper

Evaluations and Testing Instruments

Anna J. Harrison, Mount Holyoke College
(see also position-papers by: ,Gardner, Shimozawa)

That whiCh id tested and how evaluations are made defines to the
student the goals of the course.' If the tests require formulas;

---.equations and calculations, the student will see the course as formulas,,
equations and calculations and very little more. I have come to suspect

that the events, which led to the unpopular status of science courses,
had to'do with'testingkprimarily that which can be most easily tested,
being Somewhat arrogant about the quantity of material dished out and--
6ang even more arrogant about the scores required for a creditable
grade.

The process of evaluation must be consistent with the goals of the

curse. We expect our students to write and at least thirty percent of
.0ery'major written is an essay question. About thirty percent requires
calculations and the remainder is made up of shore answer questions.

.
The student has a number of options in each of these three segments.
The goal is to provide the student the opportunity to demonstrate to

°------herseff or himself and also the instructor what she or he has

cotp/iShed.

pass /fail option seems appropriate in institutions which have

that option. Larger institutions would have to devise other mechanism.;

to achieve the same goal. The goal is,,I believe, appropriate to all
science education for the general student. '

./
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POSITION PAPER

1hat kinds of evaluation.and testing
instruments should be used in

chemistry courses for the non-major student?

Marjorie Gardner'
Department of Chemistry
University of'Maryland
College Park, MO 20742

A

Perhaps it is best to keep formal testing to a minimum--to run the course'.

on-a pass/fail 'option with very limited testing or perhaps none; only the

evaluation-of a project or paper associated'with the course. The theory

behind this approach is that a student should be able to enroll in a chemiStry

course for non-majors without severe threat and to relax, explore, enjoy and

learn.. - Unfortunately, the fact seems to be that thiS does not work well

in practice. Students are under pressure each semester to successfully complete

15 to 18 .semester hours of credit. They are human; they wish, to survive and

,tp do as well as possible scholastically. Therefore, they distribute their

tithe and efforts where the pressures are the greatest and the evaluation systems

most= demanding. That is one of the problems we face in trying, to define not

only the content but the teaching and assessment style.

Evaluation and testing.instruments have other uses and purposes beyond

assessment. They also can serve as powerful ii,:ans of cleariy,defining,the

academic goals of a course. Our challenge is t¢, learn how.ta evaluate creatively

in a-mode that not only assesses achievement but also defines objectives and;

Sin fact, serves as an instrument of instruction,:

How can we do this creatively? People, very dedicated and talented people,

--have-tried to find the answer to this question, over decades of time and the

_Answer is still not known. If we want these students to think, we must test

for thinking. If we want them to be able to organize and express their ideas,

they must have opportunity to write and'to speak about concepts and issues

in chemistry. Success requires practice; a one shot effort has little effect.

But essay questions and oral presentations pose their own problems since

"f(a) very large amounts of. grading time are-required, (b) students must receive

feedbick if such exercises are to be-of value to them, (c) time must be allocated

for oral presentations either 'to the class or to, the instructor to make this

systemhwork.' There are other pitfalls. Members` of the .class aren't really

interested in hearing froM their peers;,they registered to,learn from their

professor. -The professor has not enough'office hours in a day to hear and

evaluate individual oral presentations. Teaching assistants may be helpful,

but are often not experienced enough for committed enough to provide the analysis

and support students need to make written and oral presentations fruitful.
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How can we gifie them the experience and test -their progress in organizing

and expressiAg ideas effectively?

Another mode of evaluation that should be expl reii further is the use

of the term paper. A paper"that stimulates and demands excellence from the

students, that re wires library work, reading in current and classical literature,

rganizatior(Of ide , development of personal positions. and presentation of,

t se in a form that hibits fluent writing, good grammar appropriate

ill trations and neatn s shodid all be requirements for Such a paper or

projett. Illustrations o en evoke creativity from students and can be used

as a.measureof individuali y .and effort.

-;

Use of electronic respon4 systems- for immediate feedback in the classroom

Should be explored further. Thy programming and use of computers to permit

a wide array of testing ite s at different levels, on different content, and

to free the instructor-for to Ching rather than testing, must be explored .

further, too. In fact\the whOle micro-electronics revolution has had-little

or no impact yet on, evaluation and te ting. But the potential exists and must

;be exploredl.

V
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PositiOn Paper

Interdisciplinary Programs

Anna J. Harrison, Mount Holyoke College
(see also position papers. by: Ben6, Ramette, Saito, Shiba

as well as Topic 8, Case Studies and Environmental Systems)

An individual chemist. can, I believe, deyelop a course in Cemistry
that is:interdisciplinary in orientation.. To develop a truly inter
disciplinary course in this country at this time is probably not an\ap-
propriate undertaking for an'individual. Scientists drawn from the
various disciplines should be involved.

In any case, disciplinary or interdisciplinary, the courses, ap
.

-

propriate or the general student, should be orchestrated -.\ built abottt
a theme. Such an orchestrated course can be either disciplinary or

i'interdisciplinary in nature. I believe that a significant troductory
discipl;nary course can be developed for one semester, an in roductory
interdisciplinary course would require longer. A very significant upper
lei/el interdisciplinary course couldbe developed for one semester.

None Ofthe questions directly address goals-and it is my intent
to put together a. position paper on goals.

7
4+ -a. J..,
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!\ Inter? iplihary programs \
1

i

'.12\cilard Vl. Ramette,\earle on College

To:paraphrase DennisMeadoWs `(co- uthor of "The Limits to Growth")we

shoUld try to ba 'ads, -Aplinary",'not merely interdisciplinary. He takes the
\ k I

view that, when we go\in,:olthE world, W; d; see "disciplines" laying around -

but ether "stuik' th-At needs to be stud
i

all possible techniques and with
many imultaneo s -.firm ointS. I like Jde Hil ebrand's concept of the so-called
"scie tific me hde: " o 4successfUl 1 in nlo king the doors concealing

nature s s\e8\ ret ,'a p on must have ingenuity. If he does not have the key
for the loick he must no hesitate to try to pic it, to climb in a window,
or even, to in\a pan 1.1 If he succeeds, it i more by.ingenuity. and

aetermin tIon an'Oy Met ock"
,

-it w uld 'be interests g to sign an introduct ry college science course for
no -scien e majiirt b.)) oc u -mg on e nature and betiavior:of a local lake or
stream. would like 4 now we could make use gf physics (the importance of
heat Aigh\t,-velocitv mAtianics), biology (photosyn'thesis, growth, population .,

J

kt ' ',

.,t
1

changet, identificajon o Species) and chemistry (dissOlved oxygen, minerals,
pollutant, etc.) to'ry th give the students a holistic view of a situation

they normally would tke fdor granted.

1, \ A special problem with interdisciplinary
approaches is the lack of breadth

l'in'the teachers ourselves: Such courses dannot.be managed by teachers who are .

Inot willing to get outside their disciplines and mike a strong. professional

lcomMitment: This is not an easy decision, of course, and I suspect that inter,-

disciplinary courses will not become as important as they should.
1



Position Paper

Scienc-Economic-Political Interface.
Instruction in Chemistry for the Non-Major Student.

Robert C. Brasted, University of Minnesota
(see also position papers by: Harrison, Gardner, Shiba

It is possibl6 that there will be greater variance in. the treatment of this
v

topic than any that are park of this Seminar. In the opinion of the writer(
the capacity of our citizenry (or those of any country) to deallintelli-
gently with the "Interface" problem would be the reason for non-major science
instruction in our college programs: There is no particular reason for, our
limiting this kind of instruction to the non-major.

The obvious question is how should materialrthat would serve asbackground
.for sound judgment be presented? At the expense of redun ncy:

:

"Can or should we as chemistry teachers alert students
0 at this level of sophistication to the importance of in-

ternational dependence on, for instance, raw materials?
-There is no reason to limit our discussion to fossil
fuels. Do we have the time, expertise, or even the
prerogativ' to discuss the'oftentimes little appreciated
factors in international relations, such'as bargaining
in the chemical market from a-position of'weakness?
Thus, can we teach enough of industrial chemical pro-
cegses for our students to appreciate the implications
in our daily lives of one nation cornering a market in

7" such areas as: platinum metals, bauxite, tobalt, iron
ore, to mention.many species of chemical interest ?"

Several,of these, plus a few closely related ones, are discussed using the
.writer's own attempts to provide the intellectual tools to comprehend,
though oftentimes in only a simplistic way, the problem of the Interface

The dependence of both our'countries on fossil fuels is such that the /

student should have little problem relating to in international dimensions.
It should not be difficult to take advantage of issues that dominate the
news to interest the student in .a chemical phenomena. In addition to tie
thermal aspects of energy it would seem that the teacher would have an ob-
ligation to discuss the correlating factors of by-products, the environ-
mental ,impact. that might depend upon the source of the energy (since
certain of the fossil fuels are more prone to an adverse effect on the
atmosphere than others), the geographic and demographic nature of the
suppliers of many forms of fossil fuels for both our countries. Obviously,
we do not have the time, or in many cases, the expertise to dwell long upon

such relationships, but certainly a large part of the battle. is won in
alerting the student to the importance to International affairs as they
relate to chemistry. /The writer, is fearful that there will be no Other
part of the college curricula that can alert a student to the bargaining
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power of a nation in the raw material sense. If a country has little to
offer but needs much, the citizenry, will pay dearly at the negotiation
table, perhaps paying with their freedom. TherJ may be a fine line that
we as teachers must tread; chemistry on the one side and politics (or

economic theory) on the other. It seems very reasonable and very real
that'students be aware of the ever growing dependence of one discipline
upon another.

Japan and the United States are not alone in the international dimension
of ecology. The waters (oceans, takes, and streams) and the air are no
respectors of borders. One country's pollution easily aqd quickly can
be another country's problem. There are many parts of our so-called non -
major course, lertore and laboratory, where we will have the opportunity
to,inform and instruct in the production of such pollutants as the oxides
of sulfur, nitrogen, carbcin; fluorides, heavy metals, sulfides, amongst
others. Why not take a few moments to point to the responsibilities that
we have to our neighbors?

-.Wean certainly devote-a non-trivial amount of time in our teaching to
the subject of water. The just mentioned instruction relevant to the
atmosphere of acid oxides which ultimately'result in the lowering of the
,p0 of our natural waters make an understandable application of pedantic
and:probably dull 'subjectof classical acid and base theory to a very

real situation. The writer attempted over several years to use the Journal
of Chemical Education to stress this approach in the "Vignettes" series:
Professors Campbell and Plumb produced other series with similar ultimate

objeCtives.

No effort in this short paper has been made to be exhaustive. An obvious

question suggests itself: "Are we capable as science teachers or know-
ledgeable enough to narrow this gap between pure science and the world
conditions, both economic and political?" if we are not, it is difficult
to jdentify any group En a college faculty who would be more capable.

0 a
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POSITION PAPER

Should:a course for non-majors incTe a science-economics-political
interface?

.Marjorie Gardner,
/ Department of Chemistry

University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

I
It is neither realistic nor academically wise"for Chemists to ignore

the real world. Science does have economic and political overtones. They

cannot and should not be completely ignored in the chemistry classroom.

However, there are severe problems associated with ;trying to develop economic

and political interfaces. These include our lack 0 knowledge and expertise

in these social science areas, the difficulty in Otermining what the delicate

balance should be,.and the problem of how to-best use the brief time available

to us for such a course. I believe that the,answer lies in teaching CHEMISTRY..

but in using the relevant (as opposed to the classical) examples and anecdotet

to do so.

As we teach catalysis, some acid-baie chemistry, or the Haber Process,

for examples, we can use interesting anecdotes that relate the chemistry

being aught to the,newsof the day, the importance of the prodyct, something

of industrial development and we can use humor and history to enliven the

presentation of the facts, concepts and theories involved. Some excellent

-materials are now available. For example-,-C&EN publishes profile data on

petrochemicals and high volume use compounds; these provide up-to-date

informatiorion the production, the use, import/export data market trends,

etc. .Articles from t&EN, Science'81, Sci-Quest, etc. on topics such as acid

rain) planetary chemistry, new polymers, etc. can be utilized to bring an

economic/political interface into these courses within the context of chemistry.

_Such readings can he distributed to the students or incorporated into lecture

anecdotes.

Ain interesting example from this week's neWS would appeal to the non-

se4ence-StUdent since they, like nearly all human beings, aee interested in the

beautiful, precious gem, the diamond. A new diamond mine, with potentially

a larger output than(South Africa's, has'been discovered in Northwest Australia.

Now, who controls the production and distribution of diatonds in the world?

What effect-will this have on the gem-sale economy or on the industrial use

of diamonds? What is a diamond and how is it formed? A good lead into

carbon chemistry or the carbon cycle, perhaps? ,



I'd be very much in favor of bringing the most current examples from

the newspaPer, popular magazines, the television'news and features, etc.

into the course for non-Chemistry majors as long as the material help .

strengthen and enhance the chemistry that is being taught. The use of good

films and videotapes that have somesocial science flavor is certainly .

appropriate providing the focus is on concertual chemistry and a search for

understanding.

0
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Position Paper

Stientific, social, economic and Political interfaces

Anna J. Harrison, Mount Holyoke College

(see also position papers by: Brasted, Gardner, Shiba

Ail students, regardless of whether they become Scientists or not,
should have the opportunity to develop an understanding of the relation-
ship of science and technologyto the social, economic and political
,Matrix OfeWhich science and technology are a part.

Here is.a list of premises whiCh I believe are worthy of explo-

.ration

with students. The specific framework within which they are

explored is of little consequence. ,

5

1. The direction and the rate of the extension of
,:scientific knowledge are to a large degree controlled by

social, economic and political proceSses.

- The direction and the rate of development of technology
Are to a large degree controlled by social, economic and politi-

-dal: processes.

'2. Science and technology are in the business of creating

feohnologicai options.

The support of\fesearch with, public monies is an

act of faith that on \the average research leads to inno-
vations that serve the public good.'

C

, 3. Every technological innovation, regardless of how
great its positive contribution.tO society also has negatiVe
impact on some subset of society and in some time frame.

The subset of society that.is the recipient of the bene-
fits may not be the subset of society that is the recipient
of thenegative:impacts;

The time frame of the benefits may not coincide with
, the time frame of the negative impacts.

4. Decisions concerning the quality of human health and
the environment' are the prerogative of the 'public and the

surrogates of4he public.

DecisionIshould be consistent with the mores of society.

BotLiechnological Ca abilities and the motes of
society change'with time.

For a class to explore' and list possible benefits and possible nega-
tive impacts is comparatively easy - and safe. It is also comparatively
easy to discuss howAifficult it is to quantify either the benefits

4#11 A. 40
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and/or the risks.

To make the decision to regulate (including the decision to ban)
or to promote requires a value judgment. It is at this point those of

us who are scientists cannot speak as scientists. In.,matters related

to value judgments, we tan only speak as individual members of the
.public. It is at this point we are.participating in the democratic
process and we must respect the value judgments of all others - in-
cluding our students.

C
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Environmental Problems in Genpral

Abstract

Michinori Oki

DepartMent of Chemistry, Faculty of Science,

The University Of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan

The basic problem in environmental issues is to recognize,

both by chemists and by general public, that human being 'is made

f materias and reacts on being given impact by external stimuli.

the point is the handling of materials. Chlorine is a poisonous

Therefore it was used as a chemical weapon in the World

r:I. But it is, not fair to teach merely that chlorinelis toxic

and hIrmfui beacuse it is indispensable in modern life as a

germicide: 5herewas an instance of drug hazard, called sumon
.

diSease. It was caused by overdosing of quinoform, which had'

been used as a bindifrIg medicine. Chemistry has been a discipline

which trains how safely aman can handle a hazardous material;

dynamite is a good example. We must teach and-explore in what

Way we can handle chemicalb safely.

The concept of purity is also important. We say it is clean

when we cannot find foreign maerials. , Chemicals are pure when no

-impurity is found. Therefore the purity depends on the levelof

analysis. With aqueous sodi6m iodide, ibis possible to detect

silver ion in a solution that gives'negative test when aqueous

sodium chloride is used. The method of analysis must be a concern.

when we admit that a material may not be harmful up to a certain

22



dose.

Here we come to another point that we usually teach. only a

chemical reaction which occurs to a detectable amount and, in

many cases, only a major reaction. Nitrogen had been taught to

be an inert gas. But its reactivity is, though low; high enough

to produce a tiny amount of nitrogen oxides in furnaces. And

this nitrogen oxide is the origin of air polution today. In the

same sense,' we may better teach that carbon monoxide is always

lor]med, thoUgh.a little, when organic materials burn.

The concept of conservation of element is fundamental in

chemistry. It has been taught in chemistry courses but does not

seem to have become an unforgettable memory. A typical example.

is.Minamata disease. Mercury salts were used as catalyst for

hydration of acetylene. No chemists thought of the poisonous

element, mercury, would come back to hUman being some days after,

it had been cfrained. But elements are unperishable and mercury

came back to people via fish and shells to cause disasters. On

this Stand pornt.7-it is-an-essential problem to teach what is a_

clever way.of discarding things, not only heavy metals but also

i)epais, plastics and aluminum cans. Wise disposal will not only,

save natural resources but also will save energy to produce the

unnatural materials to end up in preventing energy pollution.

Correct answer to the environmental problems has not been

found. Therefore it is not proper to call it teaching. It may

be a good idea for a professoi to discuss the prOblem with

students, by behaving'as if he/she is a student. This may be

-2-



mbarassing but has been proposed in CBA and CHEM Study programs.

oncern is'Ehe balance between economy and preventing pollution.

e may -rely upon technology which prevents pollution4 if we are

repared.to pay suitable amount of money. There can be a wide

ariety of thoughts people.

C
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Environmental Problems in Geheral
/ /

Abstract

Mic inori Oki

Department of Ch mistry, Faculty of Science,,.

The University cf Tokyo, Tokyo 113,'Japan

The basic problem in environmental issues is to recognize,

loth by chemists and by general public, that human being is made

)4frOaterials and reacts on being given impact by external stimuli.

ie point is the handling of materials. Chlorine is a poisonous

-Therefore it was used.as,a chemical weapon in the Worle
o

War 1. BUt it is not fair to teach merely that chlorine is toxic
r-.

-and harmful beacuse ibis indispensable in modern.life as a

:germicide. There was an-instance of drug hazard, called sumon

disease. It was caused by overdosing of quinoform, which had

been used as a binding 'medicine. Chemistry has beenea discipline

Which trains how sagely a man can handle a hazardous material;

dynamite is a p'ood example. We must teach and explore inwhat

way we .can,haridle chemicals safely.
F- 1

The concept of purity ialso important. We say itis clean

When we cannot find foreign maerials. Chemicals are pure when no

impurity is/found. Therefore the purity.depends on the level of

analysis. /with aqueous sodium iodide, it is i;ossibleto detect

silver ioq in a solution that gives negative test when aqueous

sodium chloride is used. The method of analysis must be a concern

when we admit that a material may not be harmful up to a certain

di 0 1
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Here we come to another point that we usually teach only a

chemical reaction which occurs to a detectable amount and, in

many cases, only a major reaction. Nitrogen had been taught to

be an inert gas. But its reactivity is, though. low, high enough

tO produce a tiny amount of nitrogen oxides in furnaces. And

1- this nitrogen olcide is the origin of airs polution today. in the

-same sense, we may better teacI that carbon monoxide is always
0

formed, though a little, when organic materials burn.

The concept of conservation of element is fundamental in

chemistry.' It has been taught in chemistry courses but does not

seem to have become an unforgettable memory. --A typical example

is Minamata disease. Mercury salts were used as catalyst for

hydration of acetyleno. No.chemsts thought' of the poisonous
. .

element', mercury, would come back to human being some days after
,

I .

,

it had been drained. But elements are unperishable'and mercury
)

, . came back to people via fish and shells to cause disasters. on
1

. 0 t

this standpoint, it is an essential "problem to teach what is a

\

clever way of discarding things, not only heavy metals but also

pepars, plastics and .aluminum cans. Wise disposal will not only

save natural resources but also will save energy to produce the

unnatural materials to end up in preventing energy pollution.

\ Correct answer to- the environmental problems has not been

fou Therefore it is not proper to ca3.1 it teaching. It may

be a! good idea fort a professor to discuss the problem with

students, by behaving as if he/she is a student. This may be
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arassing but has been proposed in CBA and CHEM Study programs.

orxern is the balance between economy and preventing pollution.

e may rely upon technology which Prevents pollution, if we are

repared to pay.sditable amount of money. There can be a wide

ariety of thoughts among people.
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Environmental Problems in General

Michinor:, Oki

4Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science,

..The University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan

Materials and Human Being

The baSic problem in environmental issues is:to recognize,

both by chemists and by general public, that human being is made
-

of materials and reacts on being given impact by external stimuli.

The man Inhales air and uses oxygen to get energy which is needed

for activities; both internal and external. As a result, carbon

--dioxide and water vapor are discharged to the environment. He

takes foods and uses what are needed for maintaining h1 growth

and/or body. The rest of them isditharged. As a result.of

metabolism, various wastes are produced and are discharged.

Other chemicals haye chances to be inhaled or to be taken with

foods. This is a great concern of general public. They fear

that a compound may harm their health or may cane cancer: The

author believes that here is a role which chemical education

can play.

Chlorine is known to be a toxic gas. It was used as a

war gas in World War I. But it is not realistic to merely teach

that chlorine is toxic and should not be used in daily life.

Chlorine is a simple body (element) which is indispensable in

daily life because it is used as a germicide in city water.

rib



Morphine is another example. It is well known how harmful this

compound is, when chemists teach that it is a main constituent

of heroin. But it is alsoused as a local anesthetic in medical

'care: We can cite another sad story that a drug called chinoform

caused paralysis of many people which led to death of some.

The drug had been used as a binding medicine for more than 50

years. ,Why this kind of tragedy could happen? The answer is

overdosing.

The above examples clearly show that a substance may be

used both as\a poison and as a useful material. The critical

point is a dose. Anything which is very useful may be harmful

when it is used in a great.amount. Unfortunately, there have
.

been not enough research works done to.determine the limit of

-the amount .of a compound.used,in the past. The only thing done

in, the past is to determine whether a compound is harmfullpy

givilig animals in doses- which we do not take that much in daily

life. This of.course gives absurd results very often. It is

noot hard to findthat-kindCf examples.

Hydrogen peroxide had been used for bleaching bean curd

and .fish products. But as a result of giving grams of this

compound to mice, carcinogenic activity was found. When the .

result was publicized, our government had toiban the use of

hydrogen peroxide .n food industry, although most of it will

be decomposed before the time when the food is taken. Benz[a]-.

pyrene is a strongly carcinogenic material. Therefore it is

'understandable that people wish to avoid it as completely as

possible. But issues which occurred in Japan were absurd in a

71 ri
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sense. inomoto made frot acrylonitrile contained a tiny

amount of beritalpyrene. Single cell protein contained also

a 'minute amount of that carcinogen. Then people.began to attack

on the production of these materials, although the carcinogen

f6und in the air is much more than in those foods. Research

on the maximum tolerable dose is apparently important and is

urgently needed.

1

: The results of thii shortcoming in handling chemical

1

substances are that general public feels that chemistry is

hazardous. But mishandling of any matter can cause harm. High

Voltage electridity.may kill a man, although electricity is

very useful. Water is indispensable for organisms including

human being. Yet it can drown a man if it is misused. Chemistry

is a discipline in which the proper way of handling chemicals

is taught. A good example is glycerol. nitrate._ It is an

explotive,'dangerousmaterial. But if it is adsorbed on kiesel-

guhr, then the handling of it is much easier and it is used as

dynamite which is very useful for construction of dams and canals

and for Mining useful materials. Ways of-teaching this kind

of skills must be explored.

Indeed there are some examples in which traditional foods

are taken without fears. Since the discovery of Minamata disease,

people abhor mercury. One day tuna was reported to contain

mercury to some extent. Newspapers suspected that pollution by

chemical industires caused contamination of sea water with

mercury. But fortunately, there was a sample of tuna which was

gig-Jr"'
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fished long time ago. Analysis of the sample showed that the

old tuna contained ap much mercury as tuna of today. Thus tuna

is still favorite fish of Japanese. A biochemist reported that

when fish is baked, there is formed a strongly carcinogenic

substance. Yet Japanese do not avoid baked fish even today.

°These episodes indicate that people beCome emotional when they

are infdrmed mishaps but are convinced if they are properly

taught. Chemicals have short history. This seems to be the

main reason why people fear those. A large amount of data is

necessary to convince peoplethat a chemical substance is

safe up to a certain dose.

The rate of discharge of a chemical is also important and

should be taught in a chemistry course. There is a case of
. -

mishap caused by polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB). These

compounds are, stable chemically: that means they are not deteri-

orated easily in air or in water. They are oil-soluble but

are not converted to water-soluble materials. Thid causes

accumulation in body and at the extreme PCB taken in tiny amounts

may finally cause the mishap which is known as a disease of Kanemi

oil. If PCB is metabolized to water-soluble materials, this

kind,/ cases may not have happened.

There is a good example of this sort. Benzene was used as

a solvent of the glue for rubber. A blood test was performed

for those who used to use this glue to find that there were many

who showed appreciable decrease in the e-numbei of leucocytes frOm

the normal. The decrease was apparently caused by the use of /

I t
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benzene. Therefore toluene was used in place of benzene in the

glue of rubber. We must confess that at the time many chemists

thought that toluena would cause same trouble because of the

similarity of the compound with benzene: it could be consolation

but not a solution. But as a matter of tact, the decrease in

the niimber of le cocytes subsided. This astonishing result from

the view of be caused by the fact that toluene is

much more easily oxidized to a water - soluble material than0

benzene to be discharged. In this case a methyl group is

playing a'verx i portant role.

. We should not forget the ability of human being: that is the

remedy of or recLvery from damage. 'If there is not such ability

.

even the sun light can perish the mankind because important nuc-

leic bases are known to undergo photochemical reactions. There-

fore a tiny amount of a toxic material is not really a poison.

This may iM connected to the maximum tolerable dose that is

worthy of discussion in chemistfy courses.

2. Limit of Detection and Its Effect on the Environment

Se;usuallyesay that a compound is pure if an impurity is

no detected iby available means.

Japari does believe that there is

as a/single crystal made of only

people are philosophical and not

it is nedessary to show students

pure substance. For introducing

But general public in, at least,,

a really pure substance such

one kind of atoms. Japanese

practical in a sense. Thus

that there is not a really

this kind of concept, we should
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like to'approach experimentally.

It is possible to, show that an aqueous solution containing

silver nitrate produces precipitate when aqueous sodium chloride

is added. In other words, we can say that the water contained

an impurity because we could detect the latter. However, if we

dilute the solution with water,- the precipitate of silver chloride

-41

may not be formed because the concentration of silver ion is

too low. We ask students whether they think this water is pure.

They are puzzled bUt usually say that the water is still impure

because-it contains silver nitrate to some extent. Then we can-.-

show them by adding aqueous sodium iodide that there really is

present silver ion.' But, by further dilution, we reach water

which does not give precipitate on addition of aqueous sodium

iodide. ,We declare \that water is pure but the statement is

confusing at least 4) Japanese students.

We'can use another example. 'Because of the impact given

by IPS,.it is very common in Japan.to determine purity by

measuring melting points in junior high schools. If students

find a:flat place in 4 temperature-time diagram with continuous

heating from outside,\the substance is defined pure. But it

is yeti, easy'to detecti impurities in those compounds which give

1

Short ranges of melting points. Thin layer chromatography is

especially good for this purpose. Here the students may be

impressed by finding impurities from what they'thought pure.

We can teach them that, when we say it is pure, we also have

to. state at what level we'discuss.

4-, 4
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Experiences of washing may be cited when we discuss this

concept as well. When our hands are stained by black machine

oi3, we say the hands are not clean because we can see black

spots and we feel something sticky. When we wash hands with the

, aid of soap, the black spots and .the sticky feeling may be removed.

Then we say the hands are clean., it is not a problem whether

there is still some oil left if we examine by FT-IR spectroscopy.

The concept is connected to the pollution problem. If we

dilute a solution containing chemicals with large enough quantity

of water, we say that the drain is clean. But the fact,that the

solute, although diluted, has not disappeared should be kept in

mind. It is especially so in Japan, because we have been accus-

' med to that, if we cannot find dirt around us, we say thipgs

are clean. It was quite common some years ago that dirt was

sweeped out with a broom from a house.

In connection with purity, we must mention that Japanese

are rather weak with numbers. If a certain number is shown,

average Japanese think that it is to be believed. The origin is

probably money. If we discuss the amount of money, the account

must be correct whatever places of numbers may be. If an officer

. of the Board of AuditOrs comes to
our university, he will be

concerned with an error of one yen out-of 1,000,000,000 yens.

This means we have to have 10 significant numbers. Lt is-of-

course impossible in usual scientific treatments. We must teach

students that beyond a certain place, the figure is not accurate

any' more. It.may be a good idea to tell students what happened

I) I)
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in the results obtained in leading analytical laboratories.

National Bureau of Standards asks various laboratories, to analyze

standard samples./ The results can differ by%a factor- of. 1000

if the constituent ih'question is present in really a small amount.

Teaching how to read numbers is one of the very basic points in

chemistry courses in Japan.

3., ,Interaction between the Matter and Natural Environment

, \ Apparently human being is involved in a system of circula-
.

1

,t Ipn of matters or atoms (elements) on the earth. We have

TIpo nted out that Japanese used to think clean if they can not

se dirt around them. There is a term °drain with water". This

is /to forget hostage or sad memory after a ceremony or a certain
t

tasion. The expression is quite often used.. Therefore this
_ -

kknd of thought is common to Japanese people. As an extension

f this thought, nobody doubted that the inside of factories

ould be cleaned by washing with water. However, nobody cared

mhat will happen after the dirt was drained'. One of the first

pollution cases occurred in Shizuoka Prefecture where a number

of waste-paper recycling factories was located. In those

factories, vast amount of water was used to reuse the waste-paper.

Thanks to the water used, we could get paper of good quality

again. However, a problem took place. That is the accumulation

of dirts drained from the factories in the sea. Although the
,

sea is a part of Pacific Ocean, the amount of dirt discharged

with Water was too much. The dirt accumulated and caused various

undesirable phenomena such as accumulation of heavy metals,

-8-



formation,of methane, disagreeable oder, etc. As a result of

these, even deformed fi-h was found. The fishermen around 'the

area were'furious of course and this anger connected to the

public.mol.rement of antipollution.

We teach an chemistry that element is not perishable.\ But
f

even chemists 'seemed to forget this very basic concept of chemi*try.

An exaMple is the Minamata disease. Mercury salts are good' N

_catalysts for hydration of acetylene. The catalyst had been

used for the pro'uction of acetaldehyde and drained to the sea.
. Probably the people in the factory thought that the inside was

clean but ; did -not think of what would happen if mercury,an

element which forms poiSonous compoundS, was not perished.

Mercury did not perish indeed and was taken up into *hells and

fish, around the Minamata area via microorganisms. Those animals
were eaten)by people around the area and became the origin of

.sthe Minamata disease.

The above two cases teach us that we must think of the

,earth as, .avhole rather than of the place around us only. - There-

fore the citizens of the next generation must live with compre-

hensive consideration. The important point is that people --

realize that they can be the origin of pollution. Waste polymers
and waste cans are great problems in our country. We cannot

rely solely on the good will_ of a few volunteers-to-clean the.

environment. Here is a role that chemical education can play,

though it may not necessarily be concerned with university

education.

ti



In this connection, it may be worthwhile to teach students-

, that, even though an,amount of waste discarded by a single person

. may be negligible, the amount can be vast if vast number of

people did. There is a sentence which is used by a geophysicist:

zero multiplied by an infinitely large number gives a finite

A

number. Although this expression is not correct mathematically,

it may
i

be useful in teaching environmental problems.

One of the examples of thiSsort is the chemical reaction

which 'occurs hardly but is important because it occurs in vast

amount. Nitrogen had been thought to be inert and used to fill

electric lamps. It may be good enough to teach primary school

children in that 'way even today. But in colleges, at least,

, >N the fact that a tiny amountli of nitrogen oxides is formed when

organic materials are burnt in the air must be taught: these

oxides are origins of air pollution. This activity of burning

of organic materials takes place not only in large factories

but also 'in engines of cars andiri kitchens. Therefore general

public is 'responsible also to polluting the air.

Formation of carbon monoxide in burning is another example.

In classical chemistry curses, formation of carbon dioxide is

discussed together with reduction of carbon dioxide with carbon

to carbon monoxide. However, the fdrmation of tiny amount of

cai-bon_DOnoxide_in__normal_burning_ is usually neglected in the-

classical chemistry course. Since an appreciable number of

Japanese is killed by carbon monoxide which is formed by incomplete

burning, we ought to teach this problem in connection with the
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air pollution by burning organic materials.

4. Ways of Avoiding Pollution

-The word "balance in' nature" is often used. We may teach'

the.difference betWeen'equilibrium and steady state at this

point. As fiuman.being has an ability of remedy,-lakes have

ability of recovering from pollution. If the incoming amount
1 ,

of pollutants is small and is less than the recovering ability

of the lakes, then there exist steady state: all the pollutants

are consumed to make the incoming amount and the outgoing amount
,,

equal. The incoming amount of pollutants can be increased for

.variour reasons. If the drain of a factory is carelessly dis-
,

charged, the amount of a waste can easily surpass the recovering
,.-

ability bed use the ability of recovering for artificial things

is usually little. However, it is also possible that people in

'their dailly lives drain foreign materials to the.lake. There

is not a big difference between indust'y and citizen in thi

sense.

There is still another problem to be considered. That is

the density of pollution. Japan is a very small country. Yet

the land holds 110 milion people. In addition, about 70% of

the'iand is not suitable for housing. Inevitable therefore is

the high densi ty of population in the plain area._ ...To_hold_the___

living standard, the density of our industry must'be high as

well._ We believe this is the characteristic of our country and

is the origin of the severe pollution problem,- Gengral public

O
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must admit that they are polluting the earth by living.

In countries such as Japan which hold only a small land,

it seems plat people must control their desire to some extent.

They cannothope ever-lasting development. There must be a

compromise between the desire of inhabitants to raise their

standards of living and the limitation arising from pollution.

We may pick few examples of this sort. The use of chlorine

as a germicide in city water has been mentioned in this paper.

But the usage of chlorine does not,mean that the water in reser-

voirs can be polluted to high degrees. If the water in reser-

voirs is polluted with'organic materials, addition of chlorine

would cause the formation of chlorinated hydrocarbons which

are harmful for the health of human being. 'Synthetic detergent
. _

is a target of attack by the public movement and soap which is

made from natural oil is said to be nonpolluting. But it is

not true, as everybody can recognize. To get the washing results

obtained with the use of synthetic detergent, a large amount

of soap willlbe needed relative to the synthetic. This use of

quantity of soap will cause another pollution in addition to

contribution to the shortage of oils and fats. Synthetic deter-

gent was also blamed of containing phosphorus which will cause

eutrophication of lake water. But people ignored that phosphorus

J
was added to obtain the results of clean washings. °If they are

willing to rinse a few times morethan that needed for the

phosphorus-containing detergent, then we could remove all the

phosphorus which is added to the detergent.

_

-12-



The above discussion tells us that the environmental issues

must be considered from various aspects. In this connection

we wish to point out an interesting story.` Tetraethyllead is

a well known antiknocking agent but is strongly poisonous also

in addition to the fact that burning gasoline containing the

lead compound means spraying lead in the environment. Various

ways, of avoiding the use of tetraethyllead yet maintaining high

octane values of gasoline had to be sought. .As a'result, aromatic

hydrocarbons were found to give high'octane values. Then gasoline

containing high percentage of aromatics was used. The result

was the increse in air' pollution. The aromatics which are-sprayed

into the air withoutburning act as a photosensitizer. It may

be almost impossible at present to aSgess the outcome in the
I

future from all the possible aspects/03ut we are responsible

to the next generation in considering as many aspects as possible.

On the stand point that by, living we pollute the earth,

we might become pessimistic and passive. But this attitude is

not healthy. Just as organisms possess the ability of remedy

as well as the fact that the earth has the ability of recovery,

we can rely upon the capability of science and technology.

When the mankind suffers from starvation, chemists produce

fertilizers. When the shortage of power was felt in the days

when the hydraulic generation of power was' the main source,

_the_techno_logy_of,thermal_generation_pfpower has developed,_

Necessity is the mother of invention. Whenever it is needed,

the scientific technology will play a role in solving the

0
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pollution problem.

The point here is the cost. We are told by civil engineers

that the banks of rivers are usually constructed so that they

can survive floods of ordinary level but it is not economical

to construct banks which would survive a flood that might occur

once in several hundred years. The same kind of story is

told by architects. Buildings are safe in the case of big

earth quakes which. occur every 30 years but may not be so if

Ian earth quake hits which has a magnitude occurring only once

in several hundred years. Of course, the present-day technology

can construct buildings which can survive that big earth quakes

but those buildings ,are not'economical and not practical.

A similar problem can happen also in the cases of pollution.

The present technology can protect environment almost completely

and in an emergency, new technics may be invented. The problem

is that this kind of technology is expensive. As a result,

consumers may have to pay 200 yens to purchase aproduct

which was sold on 100 yens before. Therefore people must be

prepared to pay more money if they wish to halt pollution of .

the environment unless they are ready to abandon their desire

of growing in economy and in material civilization.

One of the important points to be considered in education

is to teach,students that wise disposal of wastes which takes

_place on individual_basis greatly helps in reducing pollution_ _

of the environment. In Japan, cities now collect wastes which

are divided into the perishable and the nonperishable. It is

-14- 23 ,)



odd on the stand point of chemists but plastics is included in
nt

the nonperishable. It is probably because, if plastics is

placed in a furnace with paper and wood, it melts and clogs to

make the efficient burning difficult. Therefore plastics 'is
4

used for reclamation with glass, metals, and others which do

not burn.

However, burning or reclamation is the final method of

discarding. Those materials may be reused. Paper, metals, and /

glass can be recycled. Plastics may be thermolyzed to reproduce

the originalmonomers which can be used again. This kind of

reeycle is not only good for the effective use of natural

resources but also is useful for otectng the earth from

'pollution by excessive energy, because production of raw materials

n'eds energy. One may discuss in class rooms how much energy

is needed to make aluminum which is necessary for making a can.

In discussing these points, we are hopeful that people of

the next generation will think of materials, for example those

for wrapping, for which a mixture of paper, wood; plastics, and

synthetic fiber is usually used. This kind of materials is

not-good for disposing because general public does not know

how they can classify the materials. Industry should use

materials which can be easily classified so that general public

can discard them separately. This will help to avoid polluting

the-environmemt:

The environmental problems have various aspects and have

-15- 24,1)
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no correct answer. The correct answer can be different according

to the stand point of people. lia>'we think it is worthwhile

to discuss the problem in class rooms. That will help to

understand that there are various people whose, ways of thinking

are diverse. The problems exist in teachers. Once we asked

--mg2tssors to use materials which are described in this text

together with.soTe others in class rooms'. They refused to do

so, however, simply because they dia not know the correct

answer: they cannot teach without knowing correct answers.

We believe, however, that this is the essential point. Teathing

is not always necessary. To aid thinking of students is more

important in education. In that way, healthy attitude to

thinking and living may be fostered. Why are we not prepared

to tackle the problem which has no correct answer with students?

n..Ls is really ,the way that scientists carry out research

and should not be 'impossible" for university profdSsors.

9
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Chemical Knowledge and View'for Natural Substances and

Industrial Products.

Approach'from Familiar Materials of Everyday Life ---

Tetsuo Shiba
/

Department of Chemistry

Faculty of Science

Osaka University

It is essential that the education of chemistry for non-

,'major students should be based on a different principle from

that subjected to majo.r_studentS. The orthodox and systematic

method in teaching, if applied to non-major students, seems to

be not only inadequate but rather baneful in view of the actual
-- ,

fadt that it has brought about a trend for them to keep off or

even to hate the chemistry.

Neverthless, it is-beyond question that importance and
.

necessity of chemical knowledge and view has become increasing

and enhancing in modern citizen life. From my,own experiences

of the teaching in our university and the editions of two
. I
enlightening books of chemistry, I wish to propose one principle

for third Leducation as follows.

.An approach in the begining of the lecture to the non-

mayor students must be done by-indicating them the materials or

facts which are so familiar" in the citizen life that their

attentions are drawn:with the sense of questions. For example,

a current social problem concerning chemical products, a

medicine widely used to popular diseases, an interesting natural

04 1
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phenomena directly caused by 5hemical substances, a petroleum

product in daily life and so on will be good targets to this

approach. What should be emphasized is in neither individual

nor systematic chemical knowledges, but wisdoms to understand

a property of the material in the sense of chemistry. In this

way, the teacher can inspire the students'with interests to

know how and why} the compound changes to exert some influences

to human life, how important a concept about an amount of the

'molecule in question is for discussion of biological effects

and how.closely the chemical phenomenon is related to the

biological activity. Car drivers can, of course, manipulate the

changing gear and the accelerator without difficulty, although

.1

they do not know necessarily the engine mechanics. Similarly

teachings in detail of chemical' structure and reaction mechanism

are not rather needed for third education. The problem is what

and how to teach for the chemistry served to the usual life.

In this line, trials in practice and its responses to

students will be mentioDed with s me examples for further

1discussions.

1,) 4 '1
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Chemical Knowledge and View for Natural Substances

and. Industrial Products.

. . Approach from Familiar Materials of Everyday Life

Tetsuo Shiba

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science.

Osaka University

An importance of the teaching chemistry for non-science students

in school or the enlightenment of chemistry for citizen is now en-

hancing very much. Such task could be not only worthy of great

efforts but also obligatory as chemists,. Although the chemistry is

a science which is the most closely concerned to materials in daily

life, and knowledge and view of the chemistry are imperative as far

as the mankind continues to
I

live on earth, importance and necessity

of the chemistry has not been recognized entirely in citizens.

Nevertheless, recent trend for non-science students to keep off or

even to hate the chemistry, is rather increasing in Japan., There

are considered many reasons for such tendency. One must face to an

environmental problem which is often believed to be due to a sin

made by the chemistry itself.. This is certainly a problem related

to an interface between chemistry, economy and politics, or journalism.

However, when we probe deeply in it, the most important point if not

°'aII seems to Tie in an education of chemistry in school for non-

science and even major course students.

It is essential that the education of chemistry for non-major

students should be based on a different principle from that subjected



to major students. The orthodox and systematic method in teaching,

if applied to non-science students, seems to be not only inadequate

but rather baneful. One possible answer to solve the problem is

an approach in teaching from materials, facts or events which are

encountered in dailr life of citizens so that attentions are drawn

with the sense of familiarity and also question.

In this case, a systematic arrangement or historical develop-

ment of chemical concept may not be followed necessarily, while

such approach will give a benefit to students in view of a real

pos§ession of the chemical knowledge and view.

let me show several examples as an interdisiplinary program par -

ticularly relating to biology or medicine besides chemistry. (Item 13)

1. History' of Medicine and Development of Antibiotics. Starting

from oriental drugs of natural sources, a history of chemistry

of naturalproducts is introduced where isolation and purifi-

cation procedures of the active principle could be:better

explained. A story of the finding of the chemotherapy drugs

such as salvalsan, or sulfonamide may arouse tile"student's inter-

est very much especially for structural feature of the biologi-

.cally active compounds.\ Discovery of penicillin by Dr., A.

Fleming and efforts of chemists to develop it to the miraculous

drug could be received to the students with feeling of admira-

tion. It should be touched to the fact that successive enderors

of chemists is now still continuing to modify penicillin or

cephalosporin chemically in order to overcome a battle of human

being against drug-resistant species of the microorganism. We

f, 4 --
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Must not forget to emphasize the fact -that exhibition of either

a-desirable curative effect or a undesirable toxic influence is

'a- matter of balance depending on a dose of the medicine used.

2. Contribution of Chemistry to Practical Use of Vitamin and Hormone.

In explanation of the action mechanism of vitamin B1 and B2, a

passway of metabolism of starch through glucose and TCA cycle

to afford amino acids and fatty acids, both of which are very

important composite units to build up essential substances such

as proteins or fates in living bodies can be substantiated. In

this connection, an acquirement of energy in cell, roles of

ATP or nicotin amide can be also mentioned. Teaching of -the

chemical concepts of oxidation and reduction will be an

important key subject in this course.

Recent progress in hormone chemistry could be also imperative

material in order to acquaint the students with contributions of

the chemistry to human life. The teach4 can select proper

subjects in many studies of hormones such s oxytosin, insulin,

cortisone, estradiol or even LH-RH where outlines of peptide or

steroid chemistry will be elucidated. Concer'ing with the action

mechanism, a homeostasis in human body must be lso touched

warning a danger of excess use of hormone drug like the piI .

'\

3. Amino Acids and Nutrition. 1\n Japan where 7O of ood stuff of

grains except rice is now impo \rted, a nutrition pro lem may

possibly happen some day in future, although people can not feel,

\

for example, Kwashiorkor in Africa as an actual occurrence at

OA III
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the present time. It is known that lysine, one of the essential

amino acids, is_insuffi'cient in a diet mainly composed of grain.

was actually a serious problem in a couple of decade ago in

Japan.. About ten years ago, two Japanese chemical companies

prod6ced lysinp by fermentation method to add this amino acid

in bread of 'the school feeding to maintain a good ballance of

nutrition of children. However, the attempt was encountered

with strong protest from citizens, although the government
0

supported the companies, and finally it was frustrated. The

reason is that the lysine as the industrial product contains

3,4-benzpyren, a well-known carci.nogenic. A question is in

a content of 3,4-benzpyren in problem. The authorized

institution reported that the content is 0.06-0.30 ppb in the

lysine. A simple mathematics is only necessary to figure out

the real situation'.

In one piece of bread made from 75 g of wheat flour, correspond-

ing to one day diet, 75 x 10 -B g of, 3,4-benzpyren was contained,

whereas 75 x 10 -7 g of the same compound is found in the same

weight of smoking beef which people are often taking without

any cares. Why such ridiculOus ignorance happened, seems to

Wone of the problems relating to the chemical education for

non-science students. Concept on an anount of the chemical

substance, particularly when it is concerned with biological

activity, must be emphasized in teaching.

4. Puffer Fish and Minamata Disease in Relation of Poison. While

American people are only curious about a poison of puffer fish

ri 4
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just like towards California newt or South American colored frog,

Japanese has custom to enjoy a taste'of meat of puffer fish, and

puffer poisoning is still occurring in more than one hundred

I

cases a year. In 1964, two Japanese research groups as well as

American group elucidated the structure of tetrodotoXin, a

principle of this fish poison. Total synthesis of tetrodotoxin,

was sUccessfUlly performed.by Prof. Y. Kish' in 1972. Such

achievements of chemical researches should be informed to people

to propagate the activities of chemists in social life. These

fruits in chemistry may accelerate an investigation of neurology

which will serve to heal the diseases in future.

On the other hand, Minamata disease is a painful warning to

chemical industries. In this connection, meaning of catalyst in

chemical process, conversion of metal to organometallic compound,

solubility of chemical substances, lipophilicity and hydro-

philicity-, as well as metabolism of the chemical compounds in

living body, must'be lectured.

5. Morphine and Lnkephalin as Analgesics. Another recent topics in

bioorganic chemistry is in a finding of enkephalin. Release of

the pain in human being is one of the biggel purposes of medical

science to which chemistry can contribute at the fundamental

stage. Morphine, an opium alkaloid, was found in as early as

1805 by F. N. SertUrner, the old chemist But an angel sometimes

changes to a devil. Attention should be paid to warn the terrible

result of addiction by heroin, diacetyl morphine, informing the

students how significant change in biological effect occurs just
r)



by small modification in the molecule, of organic compound.

Endogeneous morphine, namely, endorphine that has alternate

name enkephalinc was found from the rational idea that an

endogeneous active substance having an affinity to the receptor
3

for exogeneous morphine should exist in living cell. Astonishing

fact is a dramatic resemblance of chemical structures of morphine

and enkephaline. This 'could become one ;gate for non-science

students to enter a field of the chemistry with their familiar

feeling.

6. Chemistry of Vitamin A and Its Role in Vision. Retinal is a

splendid subject matter to inform students how collaboration of

chemistry and biology clarified a mystery in the mechanism of

vision. Students could understand well the necessity of: vitamin

A when they know a structural relationship between retinal and

vitamin A. In this theme, they] can also; learn the concepts of

cis-trans isomerism, conjugate double bond system, photoreaction

and so on. if they-are more acceptable, the teacher can go on'

the organic; chemistry orterpenes, which are closely concerned

to daily life, for example, as vegetable pigmdnts, flower's

scent; cosmetics etc. How the change of shape of the organic

molecule is responsible for exhibition of the biological

phenomenon could be a surprise for students tol learn.

Bombykol and Heromone. Use of insecticides in Japanese farms

is still a big problem in view of not only the national ecomony

but also the environmental destruction. Change of the kinds

41



of insecticides actually employed should be informed, in relation

to the toxicity. On the other hand; many bacteriocides has

been found in laboratories, which,are now widely used to protect

against the plant diseases. For instance, antifungal substance

called blasticidin S found by Prof. 11: Yonehara, was replaced

with mercur*;containing drug for protection against Imachi

disease in rice field.

A rear -gig of silkworm had been an important work in Japanese

farrrifrs houses before war age to support their economy. In

1956, Prof. A. Butenandt isolated a bombykol, the first heromone,

from Japanese silkworm. Its attractive power is so strong that

only 10-
-18

g-per ml of bombykol is enough.susceptable to male

-t)

silkworm. This amount corresponds to 25 molecules of bombykol.

In this calcUlation, the students have to recognize the reality

of the molecule,_and learn also a concept of the molecular weight

_as well as Avogadro's number. c6ometrical isomerism could be

an addition in this lecture. We should add further finding of

hermone like gyptol for gypsy moth. A hope that some of them

are promising:agents to kill insects selectively without use of

insecticide will be impressive knowledge by realizing the

interrelation between daily life and progress of science.

I mentioned only several examples relating to interdisciplinary

approach paticularly involving chemistry and biology. In a similar

. way one can pick up more and better programs even from the interface

between physics, geology, mathematics and chemistry. What I should

like to emphasize again acco,rding to my opinion, is that we shoUld

A
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nqt.her necessarily cover all fields of the chemistry based On

sYstemaiic arrangement which is requested to science-major students,

4'hor interpret exact chemical formula and structures. We should

mention a minimum range of complicated reaction formula or comple)

sttiattutes
!
otherwise students may only react to reject them.

-

.

a

mpOrtant thing for st dents is how to catch up.chemical concepts
..0

Orirl'i4S -which will serve for them to understand matters or .

esN..
. --,

phenOMena in everyday life.
.

,CrOnderning with Item 14,_it is,itoo.hard,for me to express a
1

unique,opanion about science ecomonics- political inierface especially

On:International dependence at the present time, so that I only give

-Some ,prog-rams which are related to the chemical._ products from

indd:Stri-41 source.

. Chemical Fertilizer and Professor's Anxiety.

Japan fell into a crisis of food deficiency.

Afteil war age, 1,

All farmers had

used tremendous amountls of ammonium sulfate as the only fertilizer

tb,,increase'the harvests. Prof. R. Tsuchida Pointed out that

:after dlilization of nitrogen from the fertilizer to plants, t.

sulfate ion remains much in the rice field, and lime added in

the'field for neutralization of sulfate may result in desolation

of all farm-land in Japan. His indication induced the governMent

deCision to change the main fertilizer from ammonium sulfate to

urea which is now produced in large scale in.many industrial

companies.

Such minimum knowledge of the chemistry is requisite to citizens

ri 7:



ians rather than sophisticated chemistry. General

ies of common elements or Inorganic compounds must be

tin connection with the real problems.

lari-i,-_Af-fairand PCB. R. Carson's book "Silent. Spring" has

b004 read by Many peOple in Japan. An -unhappy affairs happened

ap0-4bout ten years ago. 4n the oil factory refining food
0

ddsed as heat-insulation agent in distilling tower
f

k!;

t from the broken wall andmixed with fOgd oil. 1This

let people know a hazardous property-of PBC for the
2-1

Me., 'Taking this opportunity, the production of PBC

In Japan. However few people except for chemists can

erstand why PBC=is so toxic, and how it is related to,DDTs.

ereiS also a subject matter for chemistry teacLr to have to

roduce in his course of the tertiary education. He, must go

back -to periodical table of chemical elements' to explain an

abLiiidande of element:, in liVing body and also biochemical

-evolution related to the 'enzyme.

j

Fossil _FUel and Fate ofJapan. No need for enumeration of the

list petroleum products in our present life. However,

;unexpectedly, people (Id not know how widely petroleum is used in

. So many materials of our daily, use.- After.listing up industrial

products originated from,. petroleum the teacher should elucidate

some of the processes-of chemical productions.

Foil students of economics and polytics, this could be a good

'target to introduce modern chemistry and relationship between `P

ri '
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chemistry and citizen life because they, of course,-recognize

the -situation that almost all sources of fossil fuel depend

-
on supply from abroad and how decisively it is. influenced to A

j.* 4'

-natisOn's fate. It should not b,e limited to. sitUationof foisSil

-110ls, but extended to another natural sources like food-stuff or
--= -'k

'i-

P -:-

eVen_energy supply, since ..lapan is now in more, severe inter- _.--

-.,-.

-:i_, -, . . .

i.national circumstances perhaps than United tate.

z i

*-,;.'
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. Case Study -.Colloids and Envirohm6nt

;72

p.-

'Abstract

Ayao Kitahara

% --

-oIloidal 8u6stances in EnvirOnment_.
. . .

We.haVe a variety of colloidal substances in environment:
. . (

,-,- smog, 'foamed river, emulsified oily substances in waste water

i:-- and- 14-aste -water polluted by fine solid particles. Those colloids
,

.

...- are lindeSirable for mankind, but v
/

ery stable. Destruction of
I

s, t1t

- .

- theM,is a4, impOrtant study in environmental science and tec) .ology.

:idiii 44,tatively the colloids envir6nmehtul,colloids., Roc4iVer,

C._

we have a;yariety of relatives of environmental colloids which;-.

ake,uSeItii for mankind: insecticide spray, fire-fighting foam,

eMulS1fieds agricultural chemicals paints and inks. They are ,

' P
o-tekuhStable and the stabilization of them is an important

problem ih colruid chemistry and engineering. I call tentatively
_

.theddllbdis-effective_colloids.

Both colloids are quite the same from the view point of
=

caloict_dhemistry. We can classify them into aerosols, foams,

emulsions and suspensions. They are together called' dispersed

orNrticle ddlloids.

;.,. 2. characteristics of DiSpersed.Colloids i

, , _. .

,

Dispersed colloids are composed of media and dispersed fine
f ,

partipleS Which are tiny-phases and have definite interface.
e

1-1:.; 4
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c.,

iiende the: formation of the colloids increases intereacial free-

tnergy and the colloids-..are therm:dynamically unstable. However,

intetfacial electric charges and /or adsorbed polymer sUbstances

take .the unstable colloids metattable.
4 t

Uiiibrium andRate Procesg

d' energetic behavior of

Itpekged'colloids,can be described

.

like
-

1. eA is thertodynamically :

and floccUiated state: B is lil
1

g
. w

e =_ _(metastable) and dispersed
.

,:. _

li is higher, B is
MaX

,

etatable == environmental colloids.

- is lower B is unstable
max. .

. ,

i

eh-effective colloids. The

.distance. between
particles

Figure 1.

stabilization bf effective colloids and the destabilization of

metastable- colloids are rather the problem of rate process instead

f that of equilibrium. Here the concept of rate is more

iMportant than that of*equilibrium.

4. Methods of Destabilization of Environmental Colloids

.Now we have various methods of destruction of environmental

cc211oids. Ccttrci for a-crosol, anti foaming agents or operations,

derrausificating agents and operations and flocculating agents.'

. They were born and suggested from studies on a fuhdamental problem

of colloid chemistry: why and how have colloids been stabilized?
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A -_CASE STUDY--- COLLOIDS AND ENVIRONMENT ---,

by AYAO KITAHARA
,-_

SCIENCE UNIVERSITY' OF TOKYO
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-
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_

-,tiapuld- like to talk about colloids and environment
. . .--.

,S*_,4.,:da Se,- -Stndy. Why did I pick up this title in this seminar?'

-kzte-a-stin,d-tirheS out from facts i that colloids are familiar

our rife and give us a few instruction in consideration

46-if Onteiital problems.

itio-0-i, people -to whom I -talk, that is, citizens or,
; .

-,---- !

iehdetUdents in universities or colleges have not----.
--_-- _ .

Onedtia (At colloids. In the present textbooks of high

d Japan, a few pages 'are only devoted' to the description
I

_or The subtitle -of"Colloidal solution is included
_

:Secta,Oh of " Solution'''. We can see items of preparation

Brownian motion, Tyndall phenomenon, electrOphOreSis,

-coag-iilationof. colloids and so On in Chemistry I(lower grade) .._

it :thdSyStem and the content of textbooks shall widely..
.

i

i

"- :dii Ail ge. ih.1:high -schools in Japan from next year.%-

-86WeVei colloids can be seen and heard in our dairy life..I

thehl fludig: that non-scientists can understand the content

_ifthiStalk, if I would talk about colloids qualitatively

/and underttandably as possible as I can. I will try to do so.

&

, Colloid chemistry has a wide region of contacting our

olrfe in chemistry. So to speak, it is a living and dairy
=,-- ---'? : 1

dhemittr'y. We can find many colloids in our dairy life. For instance,
ILle
r
s--

i-- .

r
.
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-
thilk--iiiitter, bread, coffee for breakfast; teethpaste,

11_;han4-:Ok face cream, shavingfOth or cream andsoats inN

2 -

= thorhig toilet; .dirty air , dust,polluted river- in outdoor;

'paint, printing or writing ink and' developer of copying

thathine in office.

:.,Most of colloids are not pure substances and seem to

becothplex systems. However, they can be cassified into

Classes and folloWbome laws and rules. Science'of

,
doilOids contains physical view as well as chemical view.

haxie howel)er, mainly been studied by chemists

1n0 dad of physists, though they owe some theoretical parts

ta ,thdaretical physists, for instance, Brownian motion

_to EihStein. Hence science of colloid has been called

Callgld chemistry. Recently it is often called colloid

:Cieribe_. Then colloid science seems to be suitable as

00j.-6-s_ for chemistry education.

2

I would like to present how colloid chemistry is related

_ tb4ankind life and what colloid chemistry can-teach to--

- citizens or.non-chemistry students through a case study-
.

. 4

environment and colloids-. I assume audience 6 or reade'rs

.

-, have graduated a high school or are studying in non-chemistry

courses in universities-or colleges&

0-

=

C
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dOLLOI6At-SUBSTANftS IN ENVIRONMENT
1

._,

iColloId.is comgOsed of'coloidal particles and medium.
,.,

-
!.:-- :the-,Siie-of Colloidal, particles is approximately in the

:- -ratige,Cf-about 1)um to.1 nm.,- Out the boundary is vague.
.

.

. i4v

3,,, 141-,0tatof medium is either of gas, liquid and solid.
..-* _----- - --

.

-TheStateof particles is not fixed in the colloids of

fpolyMer,Molecules(moIelcular colloid) and the solutioil

! , ,

-

4 4.
S ,

_Isurfactants(micellar colloid),'but it is classified

into gas, liquid and solid in dispersed colloid or Particle

a

We take the.dispersed colloid aS:colloid in
,

. .

is! resentation, because we have many dispersed colloids
. .

; t

Héré cassify colloids in environment by the .

ASSIfidation used in colloid chetiStry.in Table 1.

Afterwards.I_I,call colloids in environment ENVIRONMENTAL COLLOIDS,

11 ---:TabreA *CLASSIFICATION OF ENVIRQNMENTAL_COLLOIDS

-4MeditiMParticles Examples Name

dA '. Liquid fog'.

'i- -

smog
Gas Solid

- ,

smoke, dust)
,

t.., . _ .6

Liqui&- ,Gas foaming riyer
.,-

Foam.
. .

- .

Liquid Liquid waste oil emulsion
in river dr from tanker

Emulsion

Aerosol

-

. Liquid! Solid

Solid

Solid

Gas

dirty waste water,'
turbid river

waste plastic foam

Solid j waste colored plastics

Suspension

Solid colloid

(-7

4
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&have a variety of environmental colloids as seen

le 1. BUt they are colloid - chemically cassified into

emulsion, suspension and solid colloid. The
.

au'ification is very important, because me can estimate

fir stabillization and destabilizatidn from each

at4tidated kind of colloids.

is have other kinds of colloids which are man -made and

or mankind. I call theSe-dolloidSAmetuls
-uple*atples of useful colloids in- Table 2.

.

Table 2 CLASSIFICATION OF USEFUL COLLOIDS

tOSO1'

04

t
insecticide spray',,cosmetic spray,
other sprays

fire-fighting foam, shaving foam

StUlsion emulsified Agricultural chemicals;
cosmetic cream, butter, mayonnaise.

uSPension .pAint, printing andwriting finks

Solid colloid 1 plastic foam, synthetic leather,
Icookie

9- :7

v (1
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R4o7gigIs1Tc OF DISPERSED COLLOIDS
-

5

P F

nv,rronMental colloidd and usefUl colloids shown

andQ2 belongs to dispersed colloids. Here

Austrate about dispersed Colloidr.

14Perted colloids have clear interface between

'Itreand-Mediut. IntWace has interfacial tension
..7,-

surface tension in Surfack.
-

Interface is
I

same to surface, ava ha.s wide definition

iSiir,tace in it. .Heke illustratO-surface
O

Od--of-interiaaial tension:

ace-tension-is thermodynamically specific .surface

'1-1"How can this expretsion-srelucidted?

necessary for surrounding to do work to surface in,

:make or enlarge unit surface, because molecules

ace-.,. :s attracted to the interior' of the liquid

suricunding is
-

a

e. energy on surface. 0.
clis,- una,t1specific) surface free.

it.really'surface tension.

n the other hand, specific

Surface-area of pa es increases with decrease of the -

61-

Adiusi-' We can, calcu ate,specific surfae area(%) for

spherical monbdisperse particies(radius:a) as ollows:

.

4 a
--2

3

4/1 a3d ad

ere dAs density of particles.

ry ,
r., LIU

° [1]

O
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, -

If we 'take unit mass(1 g) of the particles, total

surface. free energy(Gs) is equal to

G = G S =
S o

ad
[2]

Then _total surface free energy increases with decrease of

.the size of particles. Hence dispersed colloids are
-

intrinsically or thermodynamically unstable because of

increased free energy.

. However; environmental colloids are very stable and'

embaraSsing mankind. Destabilization or'floCculation of,

them-is an important Study for.us. Why are enmironmental

Colloids stable and difficult to be destabilized?

Let us study on the stability of environmental

colloids with use.of a model colloid. we have silver iodide

(AgI) colloids as a model colloid. AgI colloid is easy

to be prepared and control the properties. Further we can

I find many scientific studies on AgI colloid in references.

Two examples of pitelfiaratIon of AgI colloids'is -described

as follows:(a) 100 ml of AgNO3 aq. solution(0.001 m) is

added into 100 ml of KI aq. solution(0.002 M) with stirring.

(b) 100 ml of AgNO3 aq. solution(0.001 M) is added into

61Q0 ml of KI aq. solution(0.001 ?1). For comparison, both

of AgNO3 and KI aq. solution.(each 0.1 '4) are mixed.

Three mixture are shown in the slide. We can see that

(b) is more turbid than (a), being both colloidal, though

the last is Clearly precipitate. It is-better to be kept

about 2 overnight at 80°C for electrophoresis.



We can measure electrophoresis on two samples of AgI

colloids prepared abloVe in U-shape cell or rectangular cell

(Figure 2). The boundary between colloid and medium is

directly observed after application of direct currennt

voltage in the former. The movement of the particle is

observed under microscope in the latter. It is better to

use microscope in dark place to observe very tiny particles.
. Applied voltage is about 3-8 volt/cm.

We can observe different velocity

of the boundary or the particle between

two samples, of AgI colloids. (a) must

show faster velocity going to the ;

positive electrode than (b). That is,

The sample (a) nas more negative charges

than (b). This is very simple experi-

ment , 'put very instructive.

Turbidity is an indicator of the

size of particles involved. More

turbid sample(b) has particles of

larger size than (a). It is tedious

and high in grade to determine

quantitatively size of particle from

turbidity. This is one of important

°parts of colloid chemistry. Now we

.use turbidity qualitatively. Then it is easily estimated
that the sample (a) is more stable, difficult to flocculate

and smaller in size than (b) becauSe of more particle charges
shown by electrophoresis experiment. This estimation is

consistent with the fact. seen in the preceding slide that

(R)

c(6)

Z

(b) is more 'turbid than (a). litl w400
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Here we have one important conclusion: Flocculation is

disturbed by the presence of surface charges.

I would like to present you an additional experiment

showing the important role of surface charge in stabilization

ofaolloid( by A. Watanabe and R. H. Ottewill). We can

prepare positively charged AgI colloid by mixing of KI aq.

solution and excess AgNO3 aq.solution(for example, lx10 -3M

and 2x10
-3
M, respectively). Then we add anijnic surfactant,

for instance, sodium dodecyl sulfate(C12H35804N4) aq. solution

into the colloid and observe change of surface charge by

electrophoresis.
(&)

-8-We can see decrease of

surface charge with increase -t
0

of zurfactant concenjration cu

rd 0
as seen in Figure 3. --4-- -Z

S.-

LOJCsul
Decreased charge goes through (4

zero and take reversely negative'.
AL

charge. A profile ofAturbidity

(6)
'indicatinc destabilization is

-rs

shown in Figure 3b. It is

(b) in Figure 3 that decrease of

seen from coxparison of (a) and
f'

charge corresponds well with

i 1 i -t
-6 -5 -4 -3

Ta. 3
-2,

tolCsuyi..

destabilization, irrespective of the sign of charge. This

example illustarat4ehabaor of adsorption of surfactant

as well ,,a-z charge effect of colloid stabilization.,

4 (It/
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We notice here that surfactant plays both stabilizing and

destabilizing roles''in colloid stability. The surfactant

is a stabilizer in region A and a flocculant in region 'B

in Figure 3.

I would like to go to another talk on colloid stability.

I use other model colloid: Synthetic latex of polystylene.

Thisla.tex can be easily synthethized. But the synthesis

is not presented ,'because it is in detail for citizens or

,non-chemists. The particles of the latex obtained are

spherical and monodisperse.

The effect of polymer on stability of the latex containing

BaC1
2
(0..0125 M) was examined(by S.G.Ash and E.J.Clayfield) .

,Polypthylene oxide, PEO(molecular weight 9x106) was used

as polymer.The change of turbidity(accurately, rate of turbidity)

with the concentration of PEO was measured. The result

of Figure 4 was obtained.

1We
can see in Figure 4

that small quantity of PED

destabilize the colloid,

but large quantity stabilizes

it. The mechanism can be

illustrated from interaction

of adsorbed layer formed by
4J1z

polymer as shown in OR P.
A

I L
0 1 2 3

CpE0( q,13-/e)

It is seen herethat polymer plays both stabilizer and flocculant

similar to surfactant.
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We can deduce some consideration for stabilization

of colloids from the preceding experiments with use of

the model colloids.

COLLOIDS CAN BE STABILIZED BY THE PRESENCE OF SURFSCE

CHARGE AND/OR ADSORBED'LAYER OF POLYMERS.

Furthermore, the effect of surfactant inflencing

surface charge And polymer making adsorbed layer is very

instructive. They play flocculants(destabilizer) as well

as stabilizers(dispersants). We have to know the concept

of theoptimum to rise them. In science, "the more, the

better" is a dangeous concept. This is an important

instruction to us from colloid chemistry and an important

concept in environmental problem.

3. EQUILIBRIUM AND RATE PROCESS,IN COLLOIDS

In this section,_ with use of colloids I would like to

talk' the relation between equilibrium and rate process which

are very important concept in chemistry. I will illustrate

it as comprehensive as I can.

We learned electrical repulsion and repulsion between

adsorbed layers. If we'would have no other effects,

particles should be stabilized by either of both effects.

However, it is not true. ChaTged particles flocculate

sometimes. Why?



Molecular attractive force, van der Waals force is

described in high school text books in Japan. Because

particles composed of molecules have a great many pairs

interacting with molecular attractive force, particles

must work attractive force on each other as summation of

molecular attractive -. force. This expectation was realized

by the calculation by Hamaker. His interesting result

that attractive force between particles is long-range force,

though molecular force is very short range. This result

is very important. Here and afterwards, knstead of force,

we use potential energy of force which can be obtained from

integration Of the force with distance. The approximated

potential energy of the attractive force between particles

is expressed as follows:

V Aa

12h

where A is a constant. Other

-letters are illustrated in Figure

5.

[3]

5

Electric repulsion is complex

in adueous solutions, because oppositely charged ions to

surface charge are clouded around particles and diminish

the repulsion by the Ohmic law. We can easily know that

potential energy of Ohmic repulsion between particle's is

proportional of 1/R( R is the distance between centers

of two particles). Then the potential energy of electric

repulsion diminished in aqueous solutions is probably steeper

than the curve of 1/R.

r) e
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According to the accurate theory(Derjaguin, Landau,

Verwey and Overbeek), the potentxal energy curve A shown

-kh
in Figure 6 is kown to be proportional to e We write

it tentatively as follows:

h
V
R

= K'e
-k 4

The proportional constant K' involves many factors, especially it must

involve square of the quantity on surface charge(q), because

the stability of the dispersion is relating to surface charge

(irrespective of the sign) as seen in Figure 3. Hence we

write V
R

as follows:

V
R
= Kg

2
e-kh

where k is, expressed by eq. 6

,k = K"ZY7 (6]

where I.:Hi? 2 apd C are the 1)

constant,/ the vale, icy of ions

and aze concentration of the 0

ions, respectively. The ions

result from salt involved.

Here we have the effect of salts

added on the dispersability.

On the other hand, eq. 3

can 'be depicted ,like the curve B

[5]

i3

Te,y- 6

in Figure 6. V
R

and V
A

are scalar quantities and calculated

algebraically. That is, total potential energy is obtaind

as follows: V = V
R

+ VA [7]
°

which is depicted as the curve C in Figure 6.

1,1-t
k"
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The curve C in Figure 6 is similar to activation

energy curve in reaction kinetics. Energy barrier present

in Figure 6 (VmaX) has the similar meaning to activation

energy. Now we imagine that particle P
1

is approaching

particle P2 in Figure 7a. A is thermodynamically stable

site in Figure7a similar to A' in Figure 7b and the two

particles must flocculate at this site A. When V
max

is

higher, the rate of the flocculation is very slow by the

prose - of the high energy barrier, the behavior being'

slmilar t high activation energy in chemical reaction.

A 5i9. 7
On the other hand, lower V

max helps flocculation. To stabilize

(b)

reaction coordinate.

colloids electrically, higher Vmax is necessary. Thus

stable environmental colloids have higher V
max

Every dispersed colloids have necessarily deep potential

well(site A in Figure 7a) because of the presence of attraction

shown by eq. 3. As the result they are thermodynamically

unstable and have to flocculate. However, some colloids

have highqr surface charge and resulting higher Vmax.

Then the colloids. are slow to flocculate and apparently stable

(metastable). We can see their examples in environmental

'colloids.
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Some useful colloids are not stable because of lower

surface charge and therefore lower Vmax: TO make them
e

stabilize, we have to elvat'. V
max

by increase of surface

charge.

An important factor to stabilize or de'stabilize dispersed

colloids is rate process which depends on the height of Vmax

instead of equilibrium.

4. METHODS OF DESTABILIZATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL COLLOIDS

We can find methods and chemicals for destabilization

or flocculation of environmental colloids from consideration

and discussion given in the preceding sections.

A method suggested from eqs. 3-5 is the lowering of Vmax

by decrease of VR. This .4n be done by (i)decrease of

,surface charge and (ii) increase of the concentration and

the valency of ions involved. Decrease of surface charge

can be done by addition'of some surfactants oppositly charged

as seen from Figure 3. However, we have to use optimum

quantitY of the surfactantas discussed before. Polyvalent

inorganic salt ions as Al2(SO4)3 decrease VR by lowering

of surface charge due to partial adsorption and increasing

of k in eq. 6.

'A small quantity of polymer of high molecular weight

and high solubility added works as flocculant. The mechanism

of the flocculation was illustrated in Section 2.

Here we have to notice the 'quanti4-y of the polymer.

Excess polymer-plays as dispersants. Polyvalent inorganic

AN, kJ 1J.
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salt and polymer flocculant are often used together for

the treatment of waste water.

We can use silicone, higher alcohol, fat and others

1as antifoamers or defoamers. They are adsorbed strongly

or preferencially on interface, drive out stabilizer as

surfaotannd destabilize the foams.

Acid is used as demulsifier for soap-stabilized emulsion.

Some of defoamers can work as-demulsifiers under similar

effect.

However, we have to take care of secondary pollution,

by chemicals used for flocculation, defoaming or demulsification.

OPTIMUM IS NECESSARY AND IMPORTANT.

Physical operations to destabilize environmental colloids

are hopeful, because they don't carry secondary pollution from

chemicals A few methods are suggested from. the discussion

given above.

Electropheresis is probably used to remove charged colloids

in aqueous dispersions. Here electrodeposition occuring at

electrodes helps
)

to remove the charge,of colloids.

The electrical methods has been used in air as Cotrell apparatus.

This is famous and often used in many industries, for instance,

cement, ceramics, powet station using coal and so on.

This includes colona discharge, charging of partiCles,

electrophoresis and electrodeposition.

4
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4.7

Flotation method utilizing dift!rent wettebility is

also used to clarify waste water. Here hydrophdbic particles.

adhere t, o bubbles produced andfloat up with bubbles.

Bubbles are made by two methods: (i) Sending air in dispersions

through filters or porous materials or (ii) sudden reduction

f pressure( a few.atomospheric pressure) applied before,.

Finally I have to refer to removal of heavy metal ions

in water purification. We have many methods to do so,

for instance, ion exchange, pH change and so on. They can

be also removed colloid-chemically. I refer to two novel

methods.

One is an ion floatation method and the other a ferrite

method. In the former, for instance, we use polycarbonic

acid salt as sodium polyacrylate and a foaming agent.

The polymer ion makes insoluble salt of a heavy'metal and

the salt floats up with bubbles. In the latter, some ferric

soluble salt is, added into water treated, followed by addition

of ammonia. Heavy divalent metal ions react with them and

change to ferrite-type compounds, which are removed

magnetically. The plant of this method has been made

( by T. Ta!-.ada).

$ A.
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Abstract

What should we teach ? Nazt:o Saito

The Elements --- The most fundamental concept of chemistry

1. Historical development of the understanding of chemistry.

2. The elements and the'Civilization.

3. Discovery and classification of the elements.

4..The elements in nature.

5. What does govern the characteristics of the elements ?

Chemistry has developed itself into Modern science by

introducing an appropriate idea thAt all the variety of

materials, are formed by rather -limited variety of the elements.

The idea of "element" was discussed by philosofers and

metaphysicists in Greece, China, Persia and India since

before the birth of Christ. However,, elements in modern

context have been discussed only since the beggining of

17th Century. It seems essential to let young students

understand how the idea of elements was established on the

basis of experiments. It is also important to tell them how

individual elements were discOvered in nature.

The development of human civilization is closely

connected to the use of new variety'of materials, particularly

metals. It is worthwhile to let them understand how the

use of a new metal contributed to the progress of human

life and culture, and why such a progress was brought about.

Recent development of civilization is certainly the result

of modecn achievement of science andindustry, Whia-bases

on the fundamental idea -- the chemical elements. We have to
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tell' them how hopefully we can expect further development

of human welfare by exploiting new frontiers of material

science.

The idea of the elements is abstract. It is different

from "atoms" and alio from "simple substance". These idea

are sometimes mixed up. It seems the study of occurrence

and circulation of the elements in nature provides fruitful

results. Students' may find interest that all the chloride

ions in nature have originated froth the oceanic salt. The

origin of organism on the earth can be a:so a good target

of discussion. We can show how the primitive organiSms in

ancient ocean made use of traces of transition elements,

which were in very diluted state, but, nevertheless, had

indispensable function as components of essential compounds

in living bodies, e.g. enzymes.
1

Further'sofisticated understanding of the elements

can be expected by discussing the structure of atoms, and

energy levels of the electrons. However, we have to teach

chemistry to those who are not specialized in chemistry

without the use of chemical formulae. "Ordinary method

of expression" is inadequate. We should not sacrifice

the exactness of our story, but we have to find a way to

ch,:iolstry ore easily dig,-!ste:1 without telling a lie.

MUjL Le .).:1 challer -,:eacher-; in che.nistry.

c..

-2--
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What should we'teach ?
C

The Elements The most fundamental concept of chemistry

he

By Kazuo SAITO (Chemistry Department, Faculty of Science,

Tohoku University, Sendai, 980, Japan)

Chemistry has developed itself into modern science by

introducing an appropriate idea that all the variety of
. -

materials are formed by rather limited number of elements.

It is the essential idea of modern chemistry that the elements

are the basic/ substance which gives rise to the complicated
a

.,physical 90Orld.
4:

Y"

University students,are intelligent. Regardless of the

major project of their own studies, they have common enthusiasm

for getting an overall view concerning the world both physical

and mental -- through tneir studies. Simple accumulation of

individual knowledge does not satisfy their curiosity. We have

to-endevor to convince them that chemistry is an important

branch of natural- science and hence of human knowledge, not only
. .

because it provides useful measure for improving the material

'comfort of, mankind, but also because its development brings

,:. ,a

about affluent outcome to the mental world. Thus we have to

covey them our achievement which is purely of intellectual

nature.' --T The logic of pure chemistry. The guiding principle

of chemistry is analogy and induction. There ha been Cases

'sin which iricuition haS led an important role in developing

ch4mistry, but they are rather exceptional. It seems desirable
.

and useful ,to let ,'the students understand and-enjoy the logic/

'of, induction through the study of chemistry.
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1..Historical development of the idea of ahlama.ew-

o
It is very interesting that ancient philAsophers ,had

0

a common idea that the material world was cumposed of a few

"elements". Thales thought that water was the origin of

everything in 6th Century B.C., whereas Anaximenes (6th

B.C.) and Herakleitos (5th B.C.) reckoned air and fire, respectively,

were the essential things which made everything under the heaven

AristOteles's idea that water, earth, air and fire were the

four elements of the universe gave remarkable influence to

the philosophers and metaphysicists fora long time. Ancient

India/ philosophy NI so reckoned these four elements as the

fundamentals of the universe. On the other hand, ancient

Chinese philosophers had different ideas. Taoism gave influence

to Confucianism, but the fundamental idea was that positive

and negative were the important fundamentals confronting

each other. They thought that such a confrontation brings about

five elements, which were wood, fire, earth, metal and water.
i

A Confucianism !philosopher in 10th Century A.b. gave an

illustration which showed such a principle (Fig.,...)

Despite of detailed difference of the .ideas, a common

enthusiasm is been that te_all the complicated things in the

universe were composed of rather small varieties of the

"elements". Such a desire should be cdmmon to the human being,

and lies underneath apparently different ideas expressed

by the philosophers. The same desire also forms the basis of

chemistry,as modern science. There is, hdwever; a great

difference between such ancient "elements"'and modern. "elements".,

h,
The former Ibt. the product of, persc5nal meditation, but the

-2-
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latter bases on experimental facts of,universal.validity.

Aristoteles stated that we had to start from known facts.

However,,he sometimes took something for granted without

concrete basis. In this context he was not free enough from

the current idea of the time.

Long period of medieval times brought about confusion.

Alchemists left important heritage of experimental technique,

but their leading idea was quite wrong. First, they thought

that elements were interchadgeable. Second, they did not

want to make their individual achievements common assents of

the human being. They are not to be blamed too much. Because

there was no way in those days to satisfy their ambition

unless they got wealth or praise from their patrons. The

development r,f chemistry as modern science-became appr ble

since lith Century A.D., and this period should not be

independent of the general development of humanism. Intellectual

achievement became to be appre ated in the human community

and making one's achievement public was the way to satisfy

his desire for fame.

'Modern development of the idea of "elements" is now

written in all the text books of chemistry for high schools,

and there is no need to repeat here the contribution of

pioneers of chemistry in 18th and 19th Century. Students

majoring in humanities, social sciences etc. Would find more

interest in the trend of thought rather than in the detailed

way through which the idea of "elements" was established.

(Irk
4.



Table 1 Four fundamentals in Buddish philisophy ("Shidai")

se Names (Sanskrit) Shape Symbol of Color

earth prithivi square hardness yellow

water ap circle humidity white

fire, tejas triangle heat red

wind bayu half
circle

movement black

Function

hold other things

adopt other things

mature other things

grow other things



2., The elements and civilization.

Civilization of the human being consists of various

components. However, high grade civilization is always accompanied

by high grade material civilization, which is closely related

to the use of particular raw material. Thus human civilization

in the past is classified on the basis of the main material

upon which tne civilization was-establi-shed. Stone age

civilization based on the use of silicates, natural and artificial,

whilst bronze age and iron age did on the use of particular

metals. The knowledge about the properties of metals seems

to have been quite advanced in ancient days. Table 2 gives

an example how ancient Chinese were aware of the characteristics

of the 1

mixture of copper and tin in 300 B.C., and used bronzes'

of different compositions for particular'purposes.

Iron is obtained with more difficulty than copper, and

it is believed that the use of iron and steel"became common

much after the bronze age. However, it should be noted that

the famous Greek poet Homeros wrote about forging of iron in

700 B.C. In China too, iron seems to have been known since

Chou Dynasty.(10 to 3 Centruy B.C.)In north Korea a relic

,of arrowhead was found in a ruin which, is believed to be

of 200 B.C. Since iron is eaSily stained, its relics may have

stained and does not remain in due fotm.

In modern industry the importance of iron and steel

need not to be emphasized. Table 3 give he development of
it

iron industry in Japan since the begOiiing of 19th Century.

Japan learned iron and steel from China presumably through

Korea. The engineering technique Was improved to produce



Tabl 2. Usefulness of bronzes of different compositions.

1Name of alloy Ratio Cu/Sn I Use

Bells and
tableware

,Spear

Sword

Arrow I

Mirror

Properties in
modern Context

6/1 bell, high reflectivity,
', table set beautiful golden

color

5/1 ax and high tensile
battleax strength

4/1 spears high tensile
strength and
hard surface

3/1 sword high tensile
strength and
hard surface

5/2

1/1

arrowhead

mirror and

high Brinell
hardness,

almost white,high
condenser reflectivity



Table 3. Development of refining of iron and steel in Japan

Item -1857 1 1858-1900 1

of the raw

iron ore

iron ore

charcoal
and coke

1901-1918

material

coal

iron ore

coal and
coke

.1919-1945 1946-
(41.

Factors deter ng
terms of location supply

iron sand and
and charcoal

iron sand

charcoal and
,firewood

market market

Raw material-
Reducing agent
and energy
source

iron ore

coal, coke
electricity

iron ore

coal, coke,
electricity,
natural gas

Arrangement
for pig iron

furnace with
manual- bellows

high furnace high furnace high furnace large scale
high furnace

Raw material
for steel

t?-on,Aand pig iron pig iron,
scrap iron

pig irori,
scrap iron

Rig iron,
scrap iron

Arrangement
for steel

furnaCe with-
manua bellow,

open hearth open hearth,
converter,
electric
furnace

open hearth,
converter,
electric
furnace

open hearth,
converter,
oxygen converter

Power source manual \ water wheel,
steam engine

steam engine electric
motor,
internal
combusion
engine

electric motor,
internal combusion
engine, nuclear
power

4.0

Transportation catle, boat catle, horse railway, railway, ,..)
railway,

tramway steam boat steam boat,
motor car

motor car, big
steamship

Raw material inland inland inland almost.all
imported from (except coal) inland and

economic
sphere of
influence

overseas



high quality swords containing molybdenum. However, the

natural resources we:e limited, and mass production became

common only at the end of 19th Century, by use of imported

iron ore and coal. The increase in amount of production of

iron and steel is illustrated in Fig.

The, use of aluminum also provides a good example of

interesting apdlication of characteristics of a particular

element.Alum has been known long both in the East and the

West. The word alum seems to have come from Latiealumen",

whiChmeans that the material gives luster on dying. Alchemists

used alum extensively for many purposes. Chinese dyers

also used alum since very old days. The reason why alum was

so widely used may be that it gives a high charge colorless

cation. Aluminum is certainly the unique element which is

abundant in nature, and gives +3 colorless cations. (Rare

earth elements also give similar ions, but they are certainly

not common.) We iind how our ancestors were wise to have

made use of that ticular element. A.S.Marggraf found in

1754 that an element was contained in alum. He obtained a

very stable white solid (alumina in today's nomeclature),

which was believed the "einfacher KOrper" and included in.

Lavoisier's table of the elements as "corps simple".

F.Wenler was the first who obtained aluminum metal in 1827

by the reaction of alumina with potassium. S.H.Deville got

aluminum metal by an electrolytic method from clay and

exhibited ,:he metal at International Exposition in Paris

in 1855 in the name "l'argent de l'argile". Napolean III

thought that the metal particularly suited for making the

armor of cavalry and gave him research grant. In those days,

Of.
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however, there was no electric generator, and the electrolysis

required a large pile of batteries. Mass production of

aluminum had to wait for sometime until electricity became

cheaply available. The element aluminum has many characteristics

including its low density, and we can show how our modern

civilization owes to this element.

S
Use of manure give/ good example of the

relationship between the elements and the material civilization.
t

Ancient farmers .used excre of cattle and men and vegitable

manure heap. The bone ashes and oil cake were added. We now

find that those manures contain essential elements for plant

growth in appropriate compositions. J.Liebig was the firs

that(1-52r the growth of plants)the elements and hot compounds

are essential/. He showed that the elements changed their

chemit forms to be easily absorbed by the plants, and

inorganic manure was as useful as organic manure. He

demonstrated that ammonium sulfate increased the yield

of wheat and barley, and phosphates gave good influence on

the crop of beet. However, the chemicals were too expensive

for farmers, and they had to wait for the mass production

of chemical industry: We can'now show which kinds of elements

are essential for plants. We can also tell that the element)

not its particular compound,is needed by living bodies.

Such stories will help the students to understand the meaning

of "elements". Figure 4 shows the relationship between

the crop of rice and the production of chemical fertilisers

in Japan. It is s,-.en that the increase-owes mostly to the

increase in nitrogen fertilisers.

IND 0 0



3. Discovery and classification of the elements

The history of discovery of the elements provides a

useful material for understanding the idea and the importance

of the elements. Also non-major students may be interested

how the variety of elements were classified and placed in

order as e.g. periodic table. Before the understanding of the

idea of the chemical elements the discovery depended mostly

on luck of the discoverer. After Daltons's definition of the

elements a lot of endTor was devoted to discovering a "new"

element. The significance of the discovery of the new element

changed after M.;ndeleev's establishme:' ^' the Periodic Table.

The discovery of germanium and particulaVof the rare gas

elements is a drama without scenario. The story may satisfy

the curiocity of students even majoring in humanities and

social science. However, I do not think I need to repeat the

history of Lord Rayleigh and W.Ramsay.

This field of talk should be concluded by the preparation

of new elements which are not occurring in nature. The story

of the nuclear reaction, seems slightly outside of chemistry

in narrower sense. However, if time allows, the "discovery"

of nuclear fission, and other nuclear reactions may be

included in the syllabus,. It is also important to let the
0

students have appropriate understanding on radyactivity and

radiation. Very often these two technical terms are mixed

and can cause inappropriate movement concerning the future

use of nuct ar energy as common property of the human being.

10"
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Table 4 History of discovery of the elements.

Period Number of elements
discovered

Names lof, the elements

Old 11

17th 3

18th 3

(-1750)

after 10
1751

Au Ag Cu Hg C Sn Pb S
Fe Bi Zn

As Sb P

Co Ni Pt

H-24 Mn 0 W Te Ti U Mo Cr

19th 31 Pd-Os Ce Rh Ir Na K Mg Ca
(-1850) Sr Ba B tl I Li Cd Se Si

Ta Br Be Al Zr Y La Th V
Er Tb Nb Ru

after
1851

25.

20th
I. 5

Rb Cs Tl In Ga Yb Sc Sm Ho
Tu Gd Ge Pr Nd F Dy Ar Kr
He Ne Xe.Eu Po Ra Ac

Rn Pa Lu Hf Re

(almost,in the order bf discovery; synthesized elements

are not included)

r 0 -
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4. Occurrence of the elements in nature.

Since the man kind exists on the earth which'is a

member of the solar system in the galaxy, the occurrence of

the elements in nature is of a common interest of the human

being.Presumably the first question of a boy or a girl could be

whether the abundance of the elements be common in other

stars. There are science fictions that gold is very abundant

(oh a certain star-lerid water is very preciom5/ Hence the

talk can start from the comparison of the abundance of the

elements in various places. Table 5 gives the order of

abundance of Imalor elements in nature. The figures are so

converted into ratios of abundance of given elements to that

of oxygen. The elements are drawn up in the order of

abundance in the earth.

One can easily see that some elements which are very

abundant in the universe are missing on the earth. They are

hydrogen, helium, carbon, nitrogen, neon and argon. We can

show that those elements forming gaseous molecules by

themselves or with very abundant elements are not retained

on the earth, only because the gravity of the earth is not

big enough to keep light gas molecules in the gravity sphere.

We must then tell that the abundance of the elements in the

universe is ruled by the properties of the atomic nucleus,

i.e, by the rate of nuclear reactions at which heavier

elements were "synthesized" from hydrogen. On the other hand,

the distribution of the elements within the universe is

controlled by the properties of the atom particularly of

the electrons. This is one of the most important points

- /2"
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Table

earth total

earth.
surface

5

0

Abundances of the elements in nature

Si Mg Fe Al- Ca Ni Na S

1 0.047 0.042 0.028 0.0044 0.0023' 0.0013 0.0020 0.0017.

3 7 8 9 12 13 15 14 10

1 0.375 0.351 0.257 0.029 0.021 0.018 .0.013

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 0.52 0.039 0.095 0.15 0.068 0.0002 0.019 0.0012

1 2 8 4 3 5 24 6'

Ts
* from the Su Urey diagram ** from the Clarke number

".".° %.1
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akental chemistry that how the properties or personality"'

went depend on the n eus or the electrons of

Tculation of the elements at the earth's surfaCe

forin interesting material o NIB understanding a

oxtance of the elements. exemplifies.the

ion of carbon near the surface of the earth. Cibon

tinge their state to a marked extent (carbon dioxide,

=o-Carbons, carbonate ions,-d6,16iicated organid dompOOndS

1:nove:the_surfade of the earth. It iookt, like the_

.-' -'-- , ,

ratidhof the soul as taught by bUddisM, and -may
- - _-=

-i iteTexpreSsed-bi
"metempsychosis" ('tinn7 in Japanese).

Ion okehiOride ion can also provide, a, gOod story,

__;-'--,ymo41__

41.---?ii0St all the =chloride ion -found in_ -wa-er on,

-ace of the earth has come from the sea. All theSe

ories4ill provide useful material for the-understanding

Oa of "elements ". -Thus students canIget enough

:

amentai knowledge to deal with dapy tatters like the

on;,;C.f air or water by-heavy metals.

ne-=-1J*ry interesting topic concerning the natural,

ice of the elements would be the origin_ of life in ed4

edildigidal aSa-Table 0,gives the approximate concentration

. ,

__, ._ __

\:--

:va=rious elements in sea`Water, and it algo showi how
,,_z e

the living bodies required thise elements in the bodies.
. P

Most abundant elements of Group 1 are all inidispensable for .

varieties of organism. Only a few varieties of the

diethehts of Group 2 are indispensable, whereas less abundant

- Iy7
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able 6 Concentration of the elements in sea water

,and their indispensability for living bodies.

Concentration EleMents

11,0 >> Na, ,C1 >> M > S K, Ca

lindispensable_for_all_the varieties of ,livingbodies

ecessary.for some varieties of living bodies



:drOup 3 are more widely needed by the organism.
.

eseeleffiehis are mostly transition elements, and their ionic

,Changeable. Hence they are more useful as electron

ranSferLthedium, and therefore aS,domponents.Of cofactor of
--.777777

deniYffies. Primitive organism in early geological age

- these metal ions froM very -diluted solution and

-dmvery important role in the metabilism. Mott of

04tiOn elements are in the first long period of

d table, whilSt.Molybdenut is the un 4a. element

c6-rid long period which_it indispensable for every

e can Isee how the evolution in early stage was

4
--the composition of ancient ocean. Further leSs

aar

uhdentYeletents including mercury and arsenic are poiSonouS

AorganiSM has not adapted itself to these

roughout the history of biological evolution.

\
a, deS,govern the characteristics of the -elements ?

6iiowin4 part may be included in the syllabus of

ecture only when the time allows and the students show

toms t6 be interested in theilecture. The most important

aitbift-tilhih is taught in this context is the roles of atomic

sruOlede-and the electrons. Almost all the phenomena related

e hature of the elements are governed by the electrons.
;

However,. -the electronic-state of the elements is largely

.controlled -by the nucleus. The Adea of electron cloud may

too sophisticated. Bohr's models seem to suffice. Detail

eilergy levels of the orbitals ark not necessary, but

rou-ing of the orbitals, i.e. ls, 2 2p etc. must be

ihe idea of ionization energy ems quit. - edited
1



r the ; understanding of affinity between the valence'electront

he Core composed of atomic nucleus and inner electrons.

mportanOt of the configuration of electrons maybe demonstrated

Zintle phase, in which e:g. uni-negative ion of

hum g-4:Ve's graphite structure. On the other hand the

ffanout:behavior of the_atomic nucleus_ can be easily-

,e4(etPlified by comparing the properties of metallic. nickel,

.dation of copper and blValent cation of zinc.

the ddtetialtWhiCh we. iaVe to -deal with non -major
understanthe:t

to let thet itptirtande--6Edhetittryboth in

arid in mental world. .This goal maye achieved in-

lbut one hopeful.- approach could- be to relate the

merit of Chemistry to the, piOgrets,of civilization -both

TriateriAl_and_mental_context-. 1 have deliberately_ given

etYelatedto the divilitat on in the East,_ bedause

More familiar to Japanes students. hopesuch an

artiele'tay provide some material to improve mutual understanding

between=-East and West.

ri n
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'Figure Captions

is-toteles's four elements and their mutual relation.
'-, \

A f

rineiple Of .positivity and negativity, and the.

five elements in Chinese\metaphysai

uelt.ion of iron 'in dai.:a. (per

ie

-,,, , -....,_,4. . .. .

: -:----..',.-rOduetiene_:frice, the- area- of rice field and
re niduction of nitrogen fertilisers in Japan N_

rAng=_ the Periels.100 to 1975i
--..--,

carben___- _the.; ear-thls,-sur-face

grams of carbon pet\ square centimeter_
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Potition Paper

What are the best ways of using "case studies"
of environmental i7.-.pact related to the chemical kingdom
as teaching tools?

William F. Kieffer, College of Wooster

i!We4:,_ Who-are yoU kidding with that "chemical kingdom" stuff? The way things
ingin recent years it's the "environmental kingdom" that ve.haie to

itd_i#t',t4o students' attention: I am not sure that fordally constructed
cate:?ituai*are,-better than an extensilieand.continuous stream of
laluittatio*Of application of chemical concepts to the solution'of environ-

.

Aikent- roblia#::" Thelatter can be almost incessant throughout any course.
i 11 referft0,1-etteatudied" in -this expanded_sense._ _

e=*ae0yo,:aimott opposite approaches .to-thiS idea of getting'the tUdenis
re6**-Ahe relevance of chemistryto_their concerns abOUtthe-en,ron-

A*to,use an essentially chemistry text and use the environmental',__ . , = _

ams,_o_ *trate the, chemistry as it it-developed by the text. The,aiter-
Telar'rbiChlii.to use a text ihat-is focused an ecology or the environa.znt,'_.. ,,= _ .

ril_tin via lecture ma rial the important fundamental chemical
a-t4at; are invo1ved in deal g with environmental problemS.' I believe

e-lee00-e-,ducceitfUl With t e latter iooroich., .....--7

r .i.. .... - ......
... ._ ,./ .

ilt a Course using Wide "Contempbrary Chemistry" (MacMillan 1976).
.

----
el-tbnfenti_belie the title;-th re is rea y very little honest-to-God thetas-

r
--in_thObbk. But it doed a gireat jcib, f giving accurate and balanced treat-

*Ch,_pertinent informs do about c pent environmental prob/sies. Two

.

in i,,died-tobe done. First, i spend al4lostno time going over the text
material-, but letture almost nirely on the chemistry behind text statements., -- ___,

FOr4kaMple, Itakeat least tw? periods on the text sentence, ".,.a total
eitiori-,picture is misleadi g because ... an adequate diet- must include protein;

.aApilandescif-the 20 or more amino acidS is required for liring cells." .

- . .

Studelite-end up learningithe essential ideas of carbohydrate and protein struct-
Iiiaynthedis, and-dig itidn, even the singlehandedness of all terrestrial

i7
ixAtItttoteiri constituents. The second thing that needs to be done is to
hring thh information,Ap to date by reference to current periodicals or scien-

Iit:ifid_ era ure reports. No text can ever be really up to .date!

f think the impo ..ant feature in using any kind of case history is to be sure that
the StUdents le start out knowing little chemistry are able to learn some I

.want my tours to a chemistry course, not merely an ecology course dedicated to
worship Of 4e -current gods of the movement (Ehrlich, Commoner, Mader et al.).

Jadetec niquei have used with some success is to assign case history studies to
indiV ual students or occasionally small teams of students. The assignment is
nad ;about thesecond week of the term, after the students have some overview of
eterd's-totiics and coverage. Students make choices from a list,of topics.

MheYare'exbeeted to look ahead at, the text material, search the current pefiod-
Atal literatUre, refer to pertinent government or environmental organizations'
_reports avid -to build a rather full outline or "pre-first draft" of their term

P:4Per, -Thid pre-first drift is due at about the 2/3 point in the term. my review



ethisl.document with the studentS usually focuses on -the:chemistry' ihey need to
iiiiiiiiii4ina, AO.- interpret properly the facts they have gathered. Then, armed with
refere4eatO-textual treatment of the chemist-__(e.-4., a section on "osmosis"

- _ifoi-i*Stuiliiit reporting-on "Desalination of Sea Water") and some more pertinent
4teferen-O-eatO -articles on the theme (e.g., from Science which has no subject
incie_Xthettulent is expected. to modify and expand -. the pre-first draft into

--the.-,final---_-ipaier-. If the class is :mall enough -- or can be sectioned, a good
_procedure-ikto have students make an oral. presentation to- he group near the
-efid4:t,---,01*_te-rm-. This timing has the advantage of better prekparation for the
material bYi,eill class members, -so discussion _can -be even liliely at times. \---
Aitothet prodedure that i3 great for producing student response or, ditcussion is
to.,_ Ve.therAuck to find an article in the "popilar" literature (Sunday &tpple--

_iiient TiiiieS_ are a likely source) that is badly biased or based on, misinforms=

. --,4tibir-:, ,The:-:10-sightent_ for= his- kind of case _study is to- correct the reporter's

__4iiiitakits ;Arguments- about t_he -Delaney C=ause or the idea. Of- Zero- tolerance_,,- -,7.,_ __ . .

2,11v4Si,:areprime--examples. No better Way exists fesr. :giving students interest- in,.
they' I confident in the application ,of What- fundaieital #tience theY-,... _

- ..... -
earne -

.,

':3iiiii0Ary, I -believe that case history' material from the "environmental
kingdo*&,itan important part of the course- for non-science students. Foweier,_,

::fie,--Ciiie.:-%).-I'esture about using this Material is that it be used to int oduce
z;real-.-Sa4en6e- the chemical concepts upon which solutions to environments
i.prObleini==,Xiiit- be baSed. , . .' " -

..



Position Paper

Using Everyday Encounters with Chemistry as Teaching Tools

Instruction in Chemistry for the Non-Major Student

W. T. Lippincott
University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ,8.5721.

The point was made earlier that one of the things we must do effectively,
ii:sthe-future is to get students to appreciate Just .how much the ,principles of '
cjemistfy are involved in theii everyday lives. What we know -and what a great
iMal36fiW13e'StUdentS, de not is that,everything they feel, see and sense, and
40,t_OfWilat-they,ate-inVolves,Chemistty in one form or another. tUrthertore,
Oilf-A0detStOding,o:f this chemistry is -Very.',far advanded. Althoughit.might
'$-0§031P to ,-0.:$1:gb.a.'"cliebistr course that begins with the material world
.4:WIUS:00-eheOiStry-ipi-exp4inwhy_thingS are as they are, it is 'both_Mete_
siplr ad iore in line WitkoUt-,traditienS to teach the principles of
Ch"Oiliiiit-VOien to use everyday ekaMpieS6to illUstrate them. All of us

,f00:-ithis-ite:-Vatying.degtees,ancroccaSiehallYwe can help one another bY.
hariiiii-OUr-:favoiite or most unusual apPlicatienS. "Here are a dozen common

4XaMpleS-i3Offtted:SimplY-tO stimulate discussion:

1 .:PtePettiesreiated to structure These are relationships that
--!,Wten'ean be made- moromeaningful by questions-suth'as: how

does bonding enable us to understand why a Silver -spoon placed_
ice cream gets cold much_ more rapidly than _a ceramic spoor

Ti4dedthere? Why does salt dissolve in water but your teeth
do n6t, even.though-salt andithe,ChieiComponent of teeth 'de
both ionic compounds? Why is Wood harder than polyethylene but
softer than diamond? Why doe5,graphite_work,in pencils and as
41.UbtiCant? Why is-sand harder than skin even though they are
bedpfStting-like coiled molecules?

Energy levels ir atoms. The idea of electronic trans,itions and
energy level Spacing -can be dramatically illustrated by getting
the Students to understand how -they see color in non--luminous

-0,biOCtSAike their sweaters and shIrtS. The energy level spacing
-

inljhedyes is of course responsible for the color of light
absorbed . The observer sees the complement of the color

'Thus a bright red sweater should be absorbing in
th-e.green end of the spectrim, a bright blue shirt would be
absorbing onAhe red end the students can verify this
complementary relationship by observing the absorption

_

_ - specttut:of a complex ion using a spectrophotometer.

Acid ease 8ali1e in Body Chemistry. Some interesting but simple
,'..pfinciples of acid-base chemistry can be illustrated .by the

' chemistry of carbon dioxide in the blood, and also of that of
.-112p0T1 H2P042- ions at, the kidneys. The cells must rid themselves,
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of substantial, quantities of carbon dioxide - more than is
soluble in the blood. The carbon dioxide reacts with water in
blood to form carbonic adid,but if this were allowed to
build up, the blood pH would drop and acidosis would result.
To prevent this, the carbonic acid is decomposed at the
lungs and carbon dioxide is expelled. Expelling too much
carbon dioxide at the lungs will raise the pH, expelling too
Little carbon dioxide at the lungs will lower the pH. Thus
we have 'a hyper- and hypov.ntilation. Should a condition
of abnOrmal blood pH'persist the kidneys will neutralize
excess acid using HP042- or neutralize excess base by
using H2P041-.

4. t Shapes of Molecules.. The importance and consequences of shapes
of molecules can be illkistrated by taste, odor and drug action.
All of these are related-to specific receptors on the tongue,
in the nose or at parts inside 'the body. Sweetness, for
example, requires an Obi separated by about 3 antstroms from
a highly electronegative atom. If, in addition to these.
featureS,,a molecule has the ability to alter the conformation
of the'receptor protein the sweet taste will be intensified.

S. :Properties of'real gases can be emphasized.by observing the
pumping of air. into a tire or releasing air from a tire or
by describingthe way refrigerators work. :This can be
extended to show how this-principle can be used.to manufacturer
an. air conditiOner and heater both contained in the same-ss.
container, or even some-aspects Of solar heating.

6. Properties of surfaces can be reinforced by .showing why towels
absorbwater and r.incoats do not. How the meniscus in a
ciean.glass-differs from one in a glasS that has greaSe on

.its walls; why water spilled on a waxed floor beadsup, how
waxed floors make cleaning easier; and how soaps and detergents
work.

'7, 'Properties of simple ions can be illustrated by raising and
answering such questions as how is magnesium ion's high
hydration energy related to the advertisement "Phillips is
a true blue friend". It also might be illustrated by explaining
how a flow of calcium ions, in response to a nerve signal
results in muscle contraction, and how withdrawal of the
calcium ions results in muscle relaxation. This occurs in
all of our muscles including the heart. Examples such as
these also serve to emphasize the independent character of-
simple ions, a feature many beginning students seem to have
difficultly grasping.

,,8. Coordination chemistry has so many applications it is hardly
necessary to mention more. One that is not perhaps well known
is the coordinating ability of zinc ions. This is primarily
responsible for the ,role of Zn2+ in wound healing, in vision,
in the conversion of carbon dioxide to carbonic'acid at the
blood cell interface, and the reverse of this reaction at the
lungs.
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9. Certain principles,of electrochemistry can be illustrated by the
manner in which a 'electrical potential is created by differing
concentrations o sodium and potassium ions on the outside and
'inside of the nerve cell. This voltage makes it possible for
the nerve signal to be transmitted along the cell. The interesting
part is..that/energy must be provided at every point along the
nerve cell /for the potential to be large enough to transmit the
signal ;This is the reason nerve cells require so much more
energy than other cells.

10. Some mportant aspects of chemical reactions can be illustrated
by the role of oxygen in body chemistry. Questions such as:
why/must the body receive a constant supply of oxygen-, but it
des not have to take food as often? What are the chief reactions
f oxygen inside the body? Why is the brain so much more dependent

on oxygen than other body organs? For. example, why does the brain
with only about 2% of the body's mass use approximately 20% of the
body'soxygen when the body is a rest? All of these are important
questions that have answers based on chemical prindiples.

,11. Energy. To illustrate various aspects of energy and the fact_that-
many chemicals are energy reservoirs, it might be helpful to point
out and explain why two -weeks of sunshine on a square meter of the
earth's surface is equiValent to one gallon of gdsoline, 14 pounds
of coal; 26 pounds of Straw, 30 pounds. of bread, 96 pints of milk,
38 pounds of steak, 300 pints of beer and 24 barrels of whiskey.

12. To try to get the students to think more effectively about relatively
large and relatively small amounts of materials two approaches have
been successful. The first is to indicate that the normally prescribed
dosages of drugs usually are compared on a pro-weight basis because
of-the varying sizes of individuals. In everyday units they might
be expressed as ounces of drug per pound of-body weight. In scientific
units this becomes milligrams of drug per-kilogram.of body weight
which is identical -to parts per million. The prescribed dosage of
a mild sedative such as amytal (a barbiturate) is normally between
three tenthsand seven tenths milligram per kilogram four times
daily. The normal dose for morphine<might be 0.1 mg/kg or for
a normal 150 pound person, 6.82 mg/day, the equivalent in weight
to 0.007 milliliters of water.

Another way to get students to think about relatively large
and small numbers is in terms of the elemental composition of the
human body. The elements oxygen, carbon, hydrogen and calciuM
are _present in amounts that vary between 10,000 and 630,000 parts
per million; sulfur, phosphorus, sodium, potassium, chlorine and
magnesium are present in amounts between 400 and 700 parts per
million; iron, silicon and zinc are present in amounts between 25
and 50 parts per million; rubidium, copper, strontium, bromine,
manganese and iodine are present between one and ten parts per
million; aluminum, lead, barium, molybdenum, boron are present
between two and five parts per ten million; arsenic, cobalt,
chroMium, lithium, vandadium and nickel are present in amounts
between of two and four parts per hundred'million,and cadmium
and selenium are present in even smaller amounts than these.
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